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Summary 
The retail market is constantly changing and is even changing faster since it entered the era of the internet. 
Currently, the share of online retail sales is increasing continuously and affects the retail sales realised in 
the physical stores. In addition, the consumer has also changed and their focus lies more on enjoyment 
and experience during the shopping process. If they only want to buy a certain product, they can buy it 
online. Therefore, the competition between the physical retail locations is expected to increase in the near 
future, especially for the convenience-oriented retail locations such as retail parks, as they offer the 
consumer mainly convenience and efficiency just as the web shops do.  

The uncertainty about the future of Belgian retail parks, due to the growing competition from online web 
shops and the changing consumer behaviour, shows the importance of this research. Therefore, the 
objective of this study was to answer the following research question: “To which extent is the 
attractiveness of Belgian out-of-town retail parks threatened by online shopping?”. Reviewing the existing 
literature shows the lack of research on this topic and the importance of gaining more knowledge about 
retail parks. To gain more insight about this topic, multiple data sets and a consumer survey have been 
used and combined to obtain more knowledge about the future position of retail parks in the Belgian retail 
landscape. The Belgian population has been divided into consumer segments, their differences in shopping 
behaviour have been analysed. Subsequently, the most likely assumptions are made on how their 
shopping behaviour will develop in the near future. 

The combination of several data sets resulted in two main scenarios that show the impact of online retail 
sales on the offline retail sales in general, up until the year 2027. Within these scenarios, several datasets 
are extrapolated, which is rather based on assumptions and interviews with experts in the field. The 
scenarios differ in terms of the expected share of online shopping; an optimistic (lower lever of online 
shopping) and a pessimistic (higher level) one. These two scenarios have been applied to the four product 
categories that are mainly offered at the Belgian retail parks. These product categories are groceries, home 
and garden, electronics and fashion. Given these scenarios and product groups, the retail sales for five 
generation cohorts have been assessed. Concisely, converting the data from age cohorts to generations 
(Generation Z, Generation Y, Generation X, Baby Boomers and Maturists) will give a more appealing insight 
on how these trends and developments may look like in the near future. By using generations, the same 
consumer group is analysed every year and this enables the possibility to predict changes in consumer 
behaviour in the near future. In addition, given a recent international survey on consumer behaviour, the 
same consumers segments could be distinguished and investigated in terms of their shopping behaviour 
and preferences. By combining results of the scenarios and the consumer survey, the future viability of 
retail parks could be assessed.  

To this end, data from several sources concerning demographic development in Belgium, expenditures on 
the different types of products, online shopping and shopping preferences had to be assembled. Trends 
have been deduced in order to assess future online retail shares. These trends have been compared to 
trends in trendsetter countries and discussed with multiple experts in the field. Extending these trends 
resulted in a pessimistic and optimistic scenario. The pessimistic scenario assumes a higher growth of the 
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online share in retail sales until 2027, rather than the optimistic scenario. For both scenarios, it shows a 
clear trend about how the online and offline retail sales for the four product categories will develop in the 
near future. The impact of online retailing is the highest for electronics followed by fashion and home & 
garden. The impact of online retail sales will remain by far the lowest for groceries. Subsequently, the 
differences between the generations show similarities for all four product categories. The retail sales for 
the two oldest generations is most likely to decrease because the total population in these groups is 
decreasing and their purchasing power is also decreasing. In addition, the online growth is also the lowest 
for the two oldest generations. On the other hand, the total retail sales will grow for the three youngest 
generations, and these three cohorts are also responsible for the major growth in online retail sales.  

Given the consumer survey, characteristics and preferences of the five identified generations were 
investigated. The analyses showed mutual differences between the generations, and this results in 
interesting conclusions. The younger the generation, the more hedonic motivated they are and the more 
they purchase online. In addition, the younger generations purchase also less at retail parks, for all four 
product categories. By combining these findings with the trends on online shopping, the consequences for 
the Belgian retail parks in the near future have been assessed. It is very likely that the retail sales realized 
at retail parks will decrease. The increasing share in online retail sales will have the highest impact on sales 
realized at retail parks in comparison to the high street and shopping centres. Especially the younger 
generations shop more online and prefer to visit experience-oriented retail locations. Therefore, the 
overall expenditures in the convenience-oriented retail locations will decrease. 

It is expected that the retail sales realized at retail parks will decrease between 25% and 30% until 2027. 
The Belgian retail parks will become less attractive than the other shopping locations in Belgium. This 
shows the importance of active management at the Belgian retail parks in order to prevent vacancy. Both 
providing an extended service level to facilitate utilitarian shopping and adding more experience to the 
retail park may be solutions in the short run. Therefore, the main challenge is to compete with the web 
shops and to attract the hedonic consumers to the Belgian retail parks. 

The polarisation between retail locations keeps increasing and concerns all stakeholders involved. 
Therefore, active management from retailers, retail real estate managers, retail real estate investors and 
the government will be needed to prevent vacancy. Retailers have to change their business plan and have 
to offer more experience in their shops, something web shops cannot offer. They have to optimize their 
Omni-channel strategy, inspire the consumers in the physical stores and be a service-point. Furthermore, 
retail real estate managers need to focus on the overall image of their retail park and motivate hedonic 
shoppers to visit their location. Therefore, more types of facilities need to be added to the park (such as: 
catering facilities, cinema or karting), so consumers are able to offer more than just shopping at the retail 
parks. Subsequently, the investors need to make a budget available to adapt changes on the park. 
However, they have to analyse the performance of their park and make a feasibility study whether their 
park is suitable for the changing demand. Depending on the outcome of their study, they have to adapt 
their assets in cooperation with the retail real estate manager. The chance exists that it could be better to 
switch (partly) to other types of functions, such as housing or logistics. Concisely, all stakeholders involved 
have to act in order to make the retail park locations profitable in the near future. 
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This research shows the importance of the future of the convenience-oriented retail locations. Therefore, 
several recommendations for future research can be made. The extrapolation of several trendlines, such 
as the online share in retail sales, are based on assumptions and might be questionable. Therefore, 
research about the impact of new technologies and services on the online share in retail sales could be 
assessed per product group. Subsequently, this research concerns the overall retail park concept, but does 
not show the impact for the different types of retail parks. Therefore, research on the performance of the 
different types of retail parks is recommended to support the findings that adding more experience might 
be the solution. In addition, an survey could be conducted that only focuses on the retail park consumers. 
Ultimately, this type of retail needs the most attention, as it will feel the impact of online retail the most. 
The traditional retail park concept is outdated and needs to be reinvented. 
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1 Introduction  
1.1 Introduction 
This master thesis concerns the attractiveness of Belgian out-of-town retail parks for Belgian consumers. 
Retail parks are unenclosed retail units, which are mostly concentrated along busy roads on the edge of 
cities with huge parking spaces (De Ceuster & Van Straeten, 2014). These parks contain a few big retailers, 
mostly furniture, clothes or footwear superstores, electronic stores, carpet and others, with usually a 
supermarket as an anchor store (Kollewe, 2012). This retail format became very popular due to excellent 
accessibility by car (Deloitte, 2013). This introduction forms the basis for the final graduation project. It 
contains the research motivation in Section 1.1. The problem definition is described in Section 1.2. Within 
Section 1.3, the societal and academic relevance is discussed, the research design is formulated in Section 
1.4. The final expectations of this research are defined in Section 1.5. Ultimately, the outline describes the 
structure of the final research in Section 1.6. 

1.2 Motivation 
Out-of-town retail park locations became very popular in Belgium at the time of the large-scale expansion 
of the supermarkets in the sixties. The limited restrictions towards out-of-town retail and the growing 
popularity stimulated the development of out-of-town retail. This resulted in a robust retail park 
landscape, especially around big cities (Deloitte, 2013). The current retail park market accounts for 60% of 
the total retail stock surface in Belgium, which is one of the largest schemes in comparison to other 
European markets (Cushman & Wakefield, 2016). Retail parks are mainly built to offer consumers more 
efficiency and convenience compared to high street retail locations. So far, out-of-town retail park seems 
to be a successful concept. However, it might be threatened by changing consumer behaviour and by the 
growing competition from other convenience retail channels, such as web shops. 

The ongoing trends in consumer behaviour cause uncertainty for retail park real estate owners in Belgium 
regarding the future attractiveness of their retail parks. The consumers of today are confronted with many 
choices, not only among different products and brands but also among different types of retail formats 
(Balakrishnan & Bhagat, 2013). Besides the increasing choices, consumers in Europe also have more 
financial resources in order to fulfil their needs. This combination resulted in a rise of individual 
expectations, which resulted in a more critical attitude. In addition, the research by Balakrishnan and 
Bhagat (2013) also stresses the importance of offering high-quality service and consumer experience to 
increase customer satisfaction (Balakrishnan & Bhagat, 2013). Therefore, the creation of consumer 
experience becomes more important for retailers and retail locations.  

According to the book ‘The Experience Economy’ by Pine and Gilmore (1999), there has been a shift in the 
economy from a commodities economy to an experience economy (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). In their view, 
an experience occurs when a company or a retailer intentionally use services in order to engage individual 
customers in a way that creates a memorable event. Decades ago, the stage experience was entered in 
the progression of economic value. This evolution is illustrated in Figure 1. This underlines the importance 
of adding experience for the consumer, which became the product consumers would want to pay for (Pine 
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& Gilmore, 1999). The theory of the experience economy could be applied, as higher customer satisfaction 
could influence the motivation for consumers to shop at a certain location.  

For a consumer the shopping motivation is decisive for choosing among different retail formats. Based on 
the study by Babin, Darden and Griffin (1994) there are two main shopping motivation values: hedonic 
and utilitarian. For a hedonic shopper values such as increased arousal, perceived freedom and fantasy 
fulfilment are valuable for the shopping experience (Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 1994). Hedonic shoppers are 
mainly recreational shoppers who would like to experience more than just shopping, such as leisure and 
recreation activities. A hedonic shopper enters the stage experiences in the progression of economic value 
(Pine & Gilmore, 1999). For a utilitarian shopper, purchasing a product in a convenient and efficient 
manner is the main objective (Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 1994). This can be reflected on extracting 
commodities in the progression of economic value by Pine and Gilmore (1999), as shown in Figure 1. For 
both shopping motivations, the shopping trip will be a positive experience when it meets the expected 
shopping values. A consumer carries both shopping motives and can personally prefer one of the two 
motives more often. This personal preference may also change over time in the total spectrum of shopping 
motivation. Most of the retail locations have been developed to provide one of the consumer shopping 
values. 

The distinction between hedonic and utilitarian shopping motives can be reflected in the retail landscape. 
The high-street locations of inner cities are more inclined to appeal to the values of a hedonic shopper. 
These retail locations are offering shopping in combination with leisure, recreation. The convenience-
oriented shopping location concepts, such as out-of-town retail parks, offer the efficiency and comfort for 

Figure 1: The Progression of Economic Value (Pine & Gilmore, 1999) 
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utilitarian-motivated shoppers. Because the main function of a retail park is to purchase a product, it does 
not offer the values a hedonic shopper will be looking for. However, some retail parks offer more 
experience with food and beverage facilities and a wider variety of retailers. Retail parks that are not able 
to offer consumer experience, could encounter a hard time to attract consumers when the share of online 
shopping starts to grow. Although retail parks may be offering the convenience and efficiency people are 
looking for, time becomes more valuable for people in the future (The Economist, 2014). This 
indistinctness makes it difficult for retail park owners to ensure that their property is future-proof, 
especially with the introduction of new technologies in the retail market. 

Besides the increasing importance of creating consumer experience, the recent changes in consumer 
behaviour are mainly triggered by the introduction of new technologies. It makes the shopping journey 
more efficient and changes the way consumers shop. For example, when the car was invented and became 
available for the majority of consumers, most shoppers started to travel by car. This trend resulted in out-
of-town retail developments and a change in consumer shopping behaviour (Masterson, Philips, & Pickton, 
2014). Changing consumer shopping behaviour and to some extent the recent crisis have structurally 
impacted the physical retail landscape. Many retailers have ceased to exist with a structural vacancy in 
retail locations as a result (IVBN, 2016). This may be intensified by the growing competition from online 
shops, which might be a serious alternative to the offline shopping locations.  

Currently, one of the main themes discussed within the retail market is the impact of online shopping at 
physical retail locations. Nowadays, a purchase via web shops might offer even more efficiency and 
convenience to consumers, posing a serious threat for the future perspective of the retail park concepts. 
The share of online retail sales in Belgium was 6.4% in 2016, one of the lowest in Europe (Statista, 2017). 
However, the pace of growth of online shopping was amongst one of the highest in Europe over the recent 
past, and is expected to be growing even faster (Cushman & Wakefield, 2016). In addition, the consumer 
interest in online shopping is rising because web shops are constantly trying to improve their services. This 
trend might change consumers shopping patterns and the function of retail parks. 

The internet also changed the way consumers shop. Based on Redevco’s Consumer Survey (2016) the 
internet creates a new retail state of mind. There has been a shift in focus from ‘need-to-buy’ towards 
‘need-to-enjoy’. Consumers can order everything they need online and visit offline shopping locations for 
inspiration and enjoyment (Redevco, 2016). Because the enjoyment is generally low at retail parks, the 
impact of online shopping might be higher for retail parks and convenience retail concepts compared to 
high streets as they might be replaced by even more convenient ways of shopping, like web shops.  

The uncertainty about the future consumer attractiveness of the convenience-oriented retail parks and 
the limited attention in existing literature for these retail concepts, shows the importance of gaining more 
insight into these retail concepts. The main challenge is the fact that the consumer behaviour is changing 
faster than any retail concept, since real estate is relatively static. A mismatch could occur between supply 
and demand. As the share of retail parks is relatively large in Belgium, the impact of the changing consumer 
behaviour can be substantial in this market.  
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1.3 Problem definition  
Within the problem definition, the main research question and research objective will be discussed. Based 
on the main research question, several sub-questions have been formulated. Those research questions 
will guide this research. Answering the sub-questions will lead to the answer of the main question. 

The main research question is formulated as follows: 
‘To which extent is the attractiveness of the Belgian out-of-town retail park concept threatened by online 

shopping?’ 

The research question can be divided into three main parts. The first part contains the changing consumer 
behaviour and in particular the Belgian retail park consumer (retail demand-side). Secondly, the trends in 
retail and retail parks in Belgium and across Europe (retail supply-side) will be investigated. Within the 
third and final part, there will be a confrontation between Belgian retail demand and supply 
characteristics. In order to answer the main research question, the following sub-questions are 
formulated: 

Retail supply: 
1. How has the retail market and the out-of-town retail park concept in particular developed in 

Belgium? 
2. What are the trends in the out-of-town retail parks concepts in Belgium and other countries across 

Europe? 

Retail demand: 
3. Which different consumer groups can be identified and how will e-commerce influence the 

shopping behaviour of these groups? 
4. What are the expected changes within the consumer groups, both in terms of their online 

shopping behaviour and in terms of the size and composition of the groups? 

Match demand-supply: 
5. How does the changing consumer behaviour affect the use of the retail market and out-of-town 

retail parks? 
6. Which recommendations should prevent a mismatch between the future consumers and the 

current retail parks in Belgium? 
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1.4 Academic and Societal relevance 
This research will provide more knowledge about the future functioning of convenience-oriented retail 
locations given expected changes in consumer shopping behaviour due to online shopping and 
technological innovations in the retail sector. Academic research about convenience-oriented retail 
concepts is very limited within the existing academic literature. The majority of the researchers focused 
on the experience-oriented retail concepts, such as high street retail within inner-cities. However, the 
expectation is that the convenience-oriented retail concepts will be threatened as much, if not more, by 
e-commerce rather than the experience-oriented retail concepts. This emphasizes the need for more 
research about the future of these convenience-oriented retail. 

Considering the uncertainty about the impact of e-commerce and new technologies on the retail park 
market, this research also has a societal relevance. The expectation is that the rising competition from web 
shops will impact retail sales in retail park shops. The demand for the traditional retail parks concept, might 
decrease in Belgium with vacancy as a result. This causes social unrest, unemployment plus decreasing 
values of the assets. Preventing vacancy at retail parks is therefore a lot better for society. This research 
should contribute to the future resilience of the retail parks concept in Belgium, in order to prevent 
vacancy. By taking the expected changes in online shopping behaviour into consideration, it may be 
possible to assess on how e-commerce will impact the retail park concept in the future. Based on the 
findings of this research, adaptations can be made on the retail park supply-side.  

1.5 Expectations 
The aim of this research is to describe the future of the retail parks concept in Belgium based on data, 
literature and expert interviews. The expectation is that the rising competition from internet shopping will 
have a substantial effect on retail sales in retail park shops. The impact of new technologies can either be 
positive or negative for shops at retail parks. On one side, the web shops are constantly trying to improve 
their services by removing thresholds related to online shopping. On the other side, retailers are trying to 
make the journey in the physical store more efficient and pleasant. For instance, due to new technologies, 
waiting at the checkout counter will not be necessary in the future anymore. Discussing the possible 
impact of tomorrow’s innovations with experts may help to create a vision of the future of convenience 
retail locations. 

The results of the final report will be more reliable based on available data, while the future developments 
will be based on the combination of several assumptions. Describing the current retail park consumer, 
their present shopping behaviour and preferences will be described with relative certainty regarding data 
from Redevco’s Consumer Survey (2016). How the demographic and the different generations will develop 
in the near future, can be described with reasonable certainty. To describe changes in consumer behaviour 
and preferences in the near future, considering new technological innovations and an increasing share of 
online retail sales, will be more complex. In addition, the effect of trends which are currently ongoing in 
other European markets cannot be reflected on the Belgian market with full certainty. Since predicting the 
future will always be based on multiple assumptions, this will remain uncertain.  
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Finally, based on the findings of this research, a reflection will be made on Redevco’s existing Retail Park 
Attractiveness Tool (2017). This research may provide suggestions to improve the tool in order to better 
assess the viability of a particular retail park. This model may help Redevco to create a strategy regarding 
their retail park portfolio and to value their assets. It determines an attractiveness score for a retail 
location, based on several performance indicators. Those indicators are related to the catchment area, 
local economy, property market and the tenant. The results of this research will contribute to a more 
academic and substantial composition of these performance indicators. 

1.6 Outline 
The final research structure consists of seven chapters. These chapters form the base structure of this 
research and will finally lead to an answer to the main research question. An overview of these chapters 
is provided in Figure 2. This research makes a distinction between two main components, the demand-
side and supply-side of the retail market. The demand-side of retail relates to the consumer and will focus 
on their behaviour, needs and demographic trends. On the other side, the supply-side of the retail market 
focuses on the evolution of retail, the retail market in Belgium, trends and developments.  

The first chapter describes the research motivation and problem definition, which is included in this 
proposal. The second and third chapter are covering the literature review. In these chapters, literature 
regarding the retail demand-side and supply-side. Chapter 2 describes the retail supply-side. Which 
includes the evolution of the retail market and the main events that have changed the retail market. The 
current structure of the retail landscape in Belgium and the role of retail parks will be described, including 
topics such as physical appearance, the retail stock and the tenants. Furthermore, trends and technological 
developments in the retail market will be described. Chapter 3 focuses on the retail demand-side, and 
covers topics such as consumer behaviour, shopping motivation and consumer segmentation. Moreover, 
changes in consumer behaviour due to demographic developments and technological innovations will be 
explored in this section. The findings will mainly be based on market research and professional reports. 

Chapter 4 describes the methodology, which is included in this proposal. Chapters 5 contains the first step 
of the research process and focuses on trends and developments in the retail sector and how this will 
impact the consumer’s shopping behaviour in the near future. The second step of the research process is 

Figure 2: Research structure 
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described in chapter 6, which describes the consumer segmentation on the basis of data from Redevco’s 
Consumer Survey (2016). Chapter 7 contains the final three steps of the research process by developing 
multiple scenarios and assesses their effects for the different consumer groups. At the end of this chapter 
it should be possible to answer all sub-questions. 

Finally, the conclusion is described in chapter 8 and will give an answer to the main research question. The 
main aim of this section is to assess whether there will be a mismatch between the future consumer 
preferences and the current retail park appearance. Finally, the managerial implications and 
recommendations for further research will also be discussed in this chapter.  
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2 Literature review: Retail supply-side 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the retail supply-side, first in general and later more specific about the retail park 
market in Belgium. The evolution of the retail market and the main events that changed the retail market 
in general are described in Section 2.2. Within this section, the effects of previous trends and 
developments on the retail market are summarised. Subsequently, the Belgian retail market and the role 
of Belgian retail parks will be described in Section 2.3. The characteristics of the different sub segments in 
Belgium will be discussed. Moreover, technological trends and developments in the retail sector are 
described in Section 2.4. Within the same section, trends in retail parks across Europe are marked out. 
Subsequently, the Belgium retail market in general and the Belgium retail park markets are described in 
Section 2.5 and 2.6. Finally, e-commerce in Belgium is discussed in Section 2.7. 

2.2 Evolution of the retail landscape 
In order to describe the effects of online shopping channels on the convenience-oriented retail park 
format, it is meaningful to understand the evolution of the retail landscape. The role of different events 
and their impact on the retail market will be analysed. A timeline with the six phases and the major events 
in the retail market is provided in Figure 3. The evolution of e-commerce accelerated the innovations  

Figure 3: Evolution of the retail market (Bulletproof, 2016) 
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within the retail market. The availability of internet accelerated the introduction of new technologies in 
the retail sector. Therefore, the internet had by far the most impact on the retail sector. This major event 
in the retail landscape and their impact on the consumer behaviour are explained. The retail landscape 
evolved rapidly over the past century and can be divided into six phases. 

The first phase started in the pre-1900s, when the retail landscape only consisted of local corner shops 
and neighbourhood shops (Bulletproof, 2016). Every shop was specialized in one type of product and shops 
were mostly clustered together with other specialty shops at central points (Prasad, 2012). At that time, 
consumers had to buy different products at different stores, which makes the shopping journey a time-
consuming process.  

The second phase started in the beginning of the 20th century. Within this phase, the shopping journey has 
become a less time consuming activity with the introduction of chain- and self-service stores. Chain stores 
started new methods of food selling. They began to sell different products under one roof. Later, small 
merchants opened self-service stores. This type of shops reduced their business expenses and this made 
it possible to compete with the chain store prices (Prasad, 2012). This revolution made the shopping 
journey much more efficient for the consumers in order to buy their groceries. This type of shopping 
became very popular that time. 

The third phase started after World War II, when the car became available for the majority of the 
population. Because of this new transportation mode, people could travel further away and were able to 
transport more products at once. This emerged in a more sprawled retail landscape and the development 
of larger retail formats (Bulletproof, 2016). Large supermarkets began to expand their self-service concept 
and selling a wider assortment. This new type of organised retailing replaced groups of small stores 
(Prasad, 2012). Around the sixties, out-of-town retail locations became popular and shopping malls and 
retail parks were developed at the edge of cities. This evolution was accelerated by the suburban trend. 
This offers the consumer more efficiency and convenience during their shopping journey, which gives 
people more time for other pursuits.  

The fourth phase started in the late sixties, when the electric systems were introduced with a barcode and 
computer-operated depots. This invention allowed stores to manage thousands of articles, this makes the 
check-out counters much more efficient. This allows supermarket chains to make their stores and 
assortment even bigger. The hypermarket was born and became very popular by retailers and also by the 
consumers (Prasad, 2012). This format became also very popular in Belgium and became the anchor store 
at the out-of-town retail parks.  

The fifth phase started in the mid-late nineties, when the invention of the internet introduced the first 
web shops. This was the beginning of a new era in the retail market and changed this sector forever. The 
adoption of e-commerce as a new retail channel began with a few approaches. For some retailers, online 
retail meant advertising their brochures and current assortment online but not actually selling over the 
internet. For other retailers, internet allowed to extend their retail presence by creating online stores and 
hereby reaching more consumers (Bulletproof, 2016). Some retailers began business as an online store 
and competed with bricks and mortar retailers. Because of their lower operational expenditures, they 
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were able to offer products for a lower price compared to the physical retailers. However, the share of 
online retailing is relatively low in Belgium compared to other European countries (Euromonitor, 2017). 

Currently, the retail market is at the 6th phase, where every retailer needs an online store in order to 
survive. The interaction between online and offline stores during the consumer journey has become very 
important. This interaction is also called the Omni-channel strategy, allowing customers to choose 
between multiple options to explore, buy and receive goods and services. The online stores helped 
retailers to reposition their in-store experience and to focus more on their brand communication and 
identity (Bulletproof, 2016). In addition, e-commerce also impacted the physical retail location, especially 
the retailers mix. Several studies showed the impact of e-commerce on the retail real estate (Dixon & 
Marston, 2002; Ellis, 2014). Dixon and Marston (2002) concluded that, since the introduction of web shops, 
retailers are looking to increase their floor space and some retailers even had to close some of their stores.  

E-commerce has had the most effects on service providers (e.g. banks, travel agents), music, video, 
software and books retailers (Dixon & Marston, U.K. Retail Real Estate and the effects of Online Shopping, 
2002). On the contrary, Dixon and Marston (2002) stated that groceries, clothing and footwear are most 
likely to grow in the future. Their statement was partly right. According to Euromonitor (2017), fashion 
showed the highest growth in total retail sales in Belgium since 2002, while grocery had the lowest growth. 
Although, the online share in retail sales was also the highest for fashion and the lowest for groceries 
(Euromonitor, 2017). In addition, the high streets are currently dominated with fashion retailers and the 
convenience-oriented shopping areas (e.g. out-of-town retail parks) have mostly a grocery store as anchor 
tenant (ICSC, 2017). This expected growth in retail sales and minimal growth of the online retail sales for 
the grocery stores, indicates that the anchor store of retail parks might not be threatened by web shops 
in the near future.  

The internet also changed the role of the physical store. According to Ellis (2014), the physical store 
changed from a primary function into a part of the communication and sales strategy in order to reach 
their consumers. He continues by emphasising that current successful retail locations have a much 
stronger and more varied collection of tenants compared to twenty years ago (Ellis, 2014). However, e-
commerce had a lower effect on the big box retailers, which are located on retail parks, because in this 
sector the online share is one of the lowest. 

The retail landscape has changed enormously over the past decade, since the introduction of web shops. 
These web shops are partly replacing the physical shops, however, this also varies with retail segment. 
Retailers are trying new technologies and services to increase the efficiency of the consumers’ shopping 
journey, which are reported in Section 2.4. Moreover, the type of retailers also varies between retail sub-
markets, which are market out in Section 2.3.  
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2.3 Retail sub-markets 
The physical retail market is typically segmented into three submarkets: high street (or main street), 
shopping centres and retail parks (or retail warehousing). All three submarkets have their own 
characteristics and are built for different purposes. Furthermore, the financial parameters (such as rents, 
yields and property value) vary also significantly between these retail segments (De Ceuster & Van 
Straeten, 2014). A distinction can be made between experience and convenience-oriented shopping 
locations within the retail sector. The experience-oriented shopping locations are the high-street and 
shopping centres which offer a wide range of retail, combined with recreation and leisure. Out-of-town 
retail parks are more focused on convenience shopping due to their good car accessibility. Because a retail 
park has its own characteristics and standards, it differs strongly from the other two sub-markets. 
Understanding the differences between the three retail formats gives insight in the advantages and 
disadvantages of a retail park compared to the other two submarkets. Therefore, a short description of all 
three sub-markets can be found in this section. The final sub-section provides an overall comparison of 
the submarkets. 

2.3.1 High-street retail 

The high street retail location covers the main shopping streets of a city centre. Considering the fact that 
city centres have the highest real estate prices, a city centre is the most expensive retail location. The real 
estate value and the rental price per square meter is rather high at high street locations in comparison to 
the other two retail sub-markets. These locations have mainly the lowest risk for the owner because of 
the location in the centre of a city. Therefore, high-street retail has overall the lowest yields (Cushman & 
Wakefield, 2016). As high-street shops are located at the busiest area of a city, they have the highest 
number of pedestrians passing by. 

The high-street locations are popular for a day out by individuals. The high-street retail is pedestrian 
friendly and is well accessible by public transport. Some high streets are partially car-free, but most of the 
high street retail location provides a pedestrian friendly environment. Moreover, the experience and 
leisure factor are important for the high street locations. Therefore, there is more variety in retail offer 
with the focus on non-convenience stores, in combination with leisure opportunities and the availability 
of cultural amenities. This mixture ensures that the consumer can be entertained for a whole day.  

The increasing rental prices in big cities have also had side effects on the overall attractiveness and unique 
profile of a city centre. Independent smaller retailers are becoming increasingly a rarity in the high-streets 
because of the high rents. Bigger national and international retailers are replacing the smaller retailers 
who then move to neighbouring secondary streets (De Ceuster & Van Straeten, 2014). The consequence 
is that main streets are gradually becoming quite uniform. 
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2.3.2 Shopping centres 

There is a wide range of shopping centre types. The shopping centres are overall unenclosed shopping 
locations, which are located in and around cities. An overall classification is made regarding the Gross 
Leasable Area (GLA) square meters of a shopping centre: small centres (below 20,000 m2 GLA), medium 
centres (20,000-40,000 m2 GLA), large centres (40,000-80,000 m2 GLA), and very large centres (above 
80,000 GLA) (ICSC Research, 2006). The small shopping centres are mainly neighbourhood shopping 
centres, while large shopping centres are mostly shopping malls. The shopping malls are more experience-
oriented because of the variety in retailers and the presence of leisure activities and food and beverage 
facilities. These shopping centres offer also more convenience for the consumer because of the easy access 
by car, the availability of parking and the presence of convenience store(s) (supermarket or hypermarket) 
(Lambert, 2006). Succinctly, there is a wide range of shopping locations that can be allocated to the 
shopping centres retail segment. However, within Belgium, there are mainly small types of shopping 
centres. 

According to ICSC (2006) there are two types of small shopping centres, namely comparison-based and 
convenience-based. The comparison-based shopping centres include retailers where the focus lies on 
selling fashion, home furnishing, electronics, general merchandise, toys, luxury goods and other 
discretionary goods. These centres are most likely part of a larger retail area, like a city centre. 
Convenience-based shopping centres have retailers who are typically selling the essential goods (goods 
that people need for living and need to buy on regular basis) with a supermarket or hypermarket as anchor 
store. Other typical convenience stores sell household goods, basic apparel, flowers and pet supplies. 
Convenience-based centres are most likely located in suburbs or at the edge or out of town (ICSC, 2017).  

2.3.3 Retail parks 

Retail parks are convenience-based unenclosed shopping locations, mostly located along busy roads on 
the edge of cities and towns. These parks contain a few big retailers, mostly furniture, clothes or footwear 
superstores, electronics stores, carpet stores and other stores, usually with a supermarket as anchor store 
(Kollewe, 2012). This is amplified with various smaller retailers, usually located in strip plazas, with a huge 
shared parking area (Garbarine, 1999). Subsequently, these parks are mainly closely located to busy roads 
and aim on households owning a car. It offers an alternative to the busy high streets (Thomas & Bromley, 
1988). Therefore, the advantage of a retail park is that it offers more efficiency and convenience for the 
consumer compared to high street retail locations.   

There are also mutual differences between retail parks in quality and quantity. There are differences in 
the quality of the locations, such as architecture and types of shops. Some retail parks upgrade their 
gloomy grey appearance to a more appealing design. Subsequently, some parks have stand-alone units 
and every unit has its own entrance and parking space. While at other parks, the units are interconnected 
and have a shared parking facility to create more coherence (Garbarine, 1999). Moreover, the retail offer 
can also vary strongly per retail park. Some have the traditional big box retailers such as a hypermarket 
and furniture stores, while others offer more variety by offering also fashion stores and food and beverage 
facilities (Cushman & Wakefield, 2016). These modern retail parks might be better competitors to the 
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experience oriented retail locations. However, upgrading the traditional retail format requires huge 
investments for the investors, while the future resilience of these parks remain uncertain. 

In order to classify the out-of-town retail formats, international standards for European retail parks were 
made. The ICSC (2005) made a standard classification for different types of retail segments and their 
schemes. According to ICSC (2005), a retail location may be defined as a retail park when it has direct 
access to parking, and a minimum of 3 store units facing the parking. Moreover, a retail park has a 
minimum of 5,000 m2 GLA, there are three types of schemes by size: small (5,000 -20,000 m2 GLA), medium 
(10,000-20,000 m2 GLA) and large (above 20,000 m2). This classification is also used in Section 2.7, to 
describe and classify the retail parks in Belgium.  

For consumers, several characteristic are relevant concerning the attractiveness of the retail park concept 
and the advantages of this format. Several attributes contribute to the convenience and attractiveness of 
retail parks. According to Supple et al. (2016) the following key factors attract consumers to retail parks: 
one stop shopping, easy access, free parking and a wide range of retailers. Moreover, many researchers 
have shown that the importance of experience is just as important as convenience. The factors that 
contribute to the experience are the improved design, style and the presence of leisure and entertainment 
operators (Supple et al. 2016). However, some of the typical advantages of a retail park are also the 
advantages of ordering products via a web shop. Therefore, the impact of the online retail sales on the 
retailers that are located on Belgium retail parks, will be investigated. 

2.3.4 Comparison sub-markets 

The different retail sub-markets all have their own unique characteristics, advantages and disadvantages. 
Comparing the characteristics provides a clear contrast between the retail sub-segments. Therefore, an 
overview of the different characteristics is summarized in Table 1. 

A retail park distinguishes itself by providing more convenience and efficiency for the consumer, while 
online shopping is also equipped with convenience due to the ease of home delivery and time savings. On 
the other hand, the relative low rental prices are allowing high-street retailers to open shops at retail parks 
in order to be better accessible for the consumer. Considering that the inner cities are becoming 
increasingly busier with the urbanization trend, accessibility will decrease. Concisely, the retail market is 
changing and might also change the role of the retail park in Belgium. Therefore, this research will provide 
insight in the effects of the changing retail market in Belgium on the attractiveness of the retail park 
format. 
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Table 1: Comparison characteristics retail sub-markets (De Ceuster et al., 2014; Supple et al., 2016; ICSC, 2017; Kollewe, 2012) 

GLA = Gross Leasable Area 

2.4 Trends and developments in retail 
The impact of new trends and developments in the retail market can either be positive or negative for 
shops at retail parks. On the one hand, web shops are constantly trying to improve their service by 
removing thresholds related to online shopping. On the other hand, retailers are trying to make the 
journey to a physical store more efficient and pleasant. For instance, due to new technologies, waiting at 
the check-out counter will not be necessary in the future anymore. Therefore, trends and developments 
for both online- and offline shops are discussed. In general, all of the online trends and developments 
together might increase the online share in retail sales. Offline trends and developments might ensure 
consumers to continue to shop at physical stores. Furthermore, the focus lies on the Belgian retail market, 
so for every trend the current situation in Belgium has been described. 

2.4.1 Internet-based 

The online trends and developments in retail are related to online shopping and to deliver products at the 
preferred location. Therefore, new technologies for online shopping and delivery options in general are 
discussed. Some may already be available in certain markets, but not yet in Belgium, so for Belgium, it 

High-street Shopping centres Retail parks 
Main streets in the city 
centre 

Can be in a city or on the edge of an 
city 

Located on the edge of town, 
mostly close to busy roads 

Unenclosed shopping 
locations 

Closed shopping locations Unenclosed shopping centres 

Experience-oriented Can be experience or convenience-
oriented 

Convenience-oriented 

Variety in retail offer, food 
& beverage and leisure 
facilities 

Supermarket with other retailers 
(depends on the size) 

Few big retailers and various 
smaller retailers 

Public transport and car Car dependent Car dependent 
Lack of car parking space 
and paid parking 

Parking area with mostly free parking 
(depends on location) 

Huge parking area with free 
parking, minimum of three 
stores facing the parking 

Relatively high rental prices Lower than high-street retail and 
much higher than retail park. 

Relatively low rental prices 

Low yields Medium yields High yields 
Availability of cultural 
amenities 

Some shopping malls have more 
leisure activities, such as a cinema 

Some have food and beverage 
facilities (mostly fast-food) 

No standardized type of 
schemes based on GLA 

Very Large: above 80,000 m2 GLA 

Large: 40,000-80,000 m2 GLA 

Medium: 20,000- 40,000 m2 GLA 

Small: 5,000- 20,000 m2 GLA 

Large: above 20,000 m2 GLA 

Medium: 10,000- 20,000 m2 GLA 

Small: 5,000-20,000 m2 GLA 
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could still be a future trend or development. The main online trends and developments are described for 
each subject. 

2.4.1.1 Online grocery delivery 

Overall, the grocery market is one of the largest segments in retail but it has the lowest online share 
(PostNord, 2014). According to Van der Laan (2017), the small share in online grocery shopping is the result 
of specific characteristics for grocery shopping and retailing. For grocery shopping, the consumer hardly 
needs any necessary orientation (routine products), the customers know and trust their grocery store (Van 
der Laan, 2017). Therefore, the main shopping behaviour in grocery stores is routine shopping behaviour. 
On the other hand, offering groceries online is relatively expensive and has low margins for retailers (Van 
der Laan, 2017). However, many traditional grocery retailers are experimenting with delivering groceries 
online (e.g. Tesco, DelHaize, Carrefour), while some new retailers only offer their products online (e.g. 
PicNic). 

Online grocery delivery is available in many European countries. Since a few months, online grocery 
delivery is also available in parts of Belgium. Since 2017, the major supermarkets in Belgium (Delhaize and 
Carrefour) are delivering at home in Flanders (Boodschappen Bezorgen, 2017). This service is still not 
available in the southern part of Belgium (Wallonia). This indicates that delivering groceries online is 
relatively new for Belgian retailers, they are still experimenting. At every retailer, home delivery costs are 
around five Euro’s and the delivery time is during office hours (Boodschappen Bezorgen, 2017). Therefore, 
this delivery service is still not as optimal as in other European countries. However, it can be expected that 
this service will grow in Belgium and this service will be improved in the future.  

2.4.1.2 Home-delivery by drones 

Home-delivering products by drones is still in the experimental phase. Amazon, one of the most innovative 
companies that provides online retail shopping services, is currently working on a delivery system using 
drones (Forbes, 2017). In December 2016, Amazon realised their first Prime Air delivery in the United 
Kingdom, they are currently optimizing this project further (Amazon, 2016). This technique enables the 
delivery of products to be much faster and increases overall safety and efficiency of the transportation 
system (Amazon, 2016). However, it will take many years before this new delivery technique will be 
available in the market. According to Van Hoof (2017), the gap between the idea and reality remains huge. 
First of all, the technical challenges for distribution networks and for making the drones autonomous need 
to be solved. Secondly, regulations regarding the aviation must be optimized, these regulations are 
different for each country (Van Hoof, 2017). Assuming that Belgium will also be lagging behind compared 
to other European countries, it may not be applied in the short term. 

2.4.1.3 Voice control 

Consumers are increasingly using voice-controlled services such as Echo (Amazon) and Allo (Google). They 
not only use this service to search for products or services, but also to actually order products (Walter, 
2017). This technique offers consumers much more convenience by ordering products while talking to the 
device. Nevertheless, with Echo it is only possible to order from Amazons web shop and with Allo it is only 
possible to order with Google Express (Gartenberg, 2017). Therefore, the amount of web shops and 
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products is currently very limited. When other retailers will make their web shops available for these 
techniques, it might of valuable assistance. It will offer the consumer more convenience and efficiency on 
the online consumer journey. However, it might take a while before the voice-control service is available 
for the majority of retailers and for the Belgian consumer.  

2.4.1.4 Live chat service 

One of the advantages of a physical store is the interaction with the salesman. Currently, many web shops 
have a live chat service as an additional service to their web shop. This service is able to answer questions 
from consumers and helping them during their shopping journey. Live chat helps online web shops 
connecting with the consumer during the shopping process. This service is growing and in some cases even 
24/7 available, which allows consumers to use the chat service anytime and anywhere (Meola, 2016). This 
clears the advantages to visit a physical shop for expert information about a product or service. The advice 
service is now available at some web shops that can offer this service when the physical shops are closed.  

2.4.1.5 Smart devices 

The technology and services for smart devices is still limited, but it can be expected that this service will 
be further developed in the future. The ultimate convenience is when devices recognize when a product 
is out of stock and order one by itself. For example, Samsung’s smart fridge can detect when groceries are 
almost empty and asks whether it needs to order new ones (Bohn, 2016). Another smart device is the 
Amazon’s GeniCan inside the trash can. GeniCan scans the barcode of empty packages as users throw 
them away (Liberatore, 2016). According to Liberatore (2016) the GeniCan adds each item to a digital 
grocery list in order to buy these products automatically from your Amazon account. These smart products 
seem to be the optimal gadgets for the kitchen, in order to always have the basic groceries available in-
house. Consumers only need to buy the additional products, which saves them much time. This system 
will become optimal with an optimal delivery network or a pick-up-point along the busy roads. 

2.4.2 Store-based 

The main topics are regarding online context, while many trends and developments can be observed in 
the offline retail market. These trends and developments are overall related to optimize the in-store 
shopping experience in order to keep the consumers coming to physical stores. The main retail trends and 
developments in the offline context are described for each subject. 

2.4.2.1 Flex-stores 

The pressure on physical stores to change is getting bigger. The number of traditional retailers decreases, 
while the number of non-traditional formats increases. Examples are pop-up stores and mobile stores 
(Salesforce Commerce Cloud, 2017). These new store concepts require less retail space and alternative 
lease contracts. According to Cornell (2016), the demand for small stores will increase in high traffic urban 
locations. The product selection can vary between stores according to the demographic composition of 
surrounding neighbourhoods (Cornell, 2016). In addition, these flex-stores may serve as pick-up points for 
online purchased products and provide consumers a faster and convenient delivery method (Cornell, 
2016). The Belgian out-of-town retail parks may be the perfect locations for retailers to open flex-stores, 
in order to reach their consumers. 
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2.4.2.2 Digital In-store 

The digital interaction between an online and a physical store becomes more important. Retailers are 
experimenting on new digital technologies in retail stores. Creating in-store experience with digital 
technologies will offer a new dimension to the physical store. This new dimension will trigger consumers 
to visit a physical retail location for experience and inspiration. According to Charlton (2014), digital in-
store technology increases the convenience, is appealing for the mobile users and promotes a retailer’s 
online presence. The digital screen is increasingly present in the stores. Good examples are the 
touchscreen kiosks and the virtual makeover counters. The touchscreen kiosk allows consumers to check 
the in-store stock and to order products (Charlton, 2014). The virtual makeover counter allows consumers 
to test whether products are suitable for them (Charlton, 2014). The digitalization also creates 
opportunities for physical stores by creating in-store experiences. Therefore, the need for retailers to be 
innovative within the physical stores will increase. 

2.4.2.3 Efficient checkout-counter 

Retailers are experimenting on making their check-out counter more efficient. Since a couple of years, 
almost every supermarket has its own self-service checkout-counter area. This enables consumers to scan 
and pay their products themselves without any help from an employee. However, self-checkouts counters 
are not necessarily faster in comparison to the traditional counters (Shunko, Niederhoff, & Rosokha, 2015). 
Furthermore, Shunko et al. (2015) concludes that the use of self-checkouts results in indirect costs, such 
as theft and reduced customer satisfaction and loyalty. Therefore, retailers are experimenting on new 
formats and technologies in order to make the checkout-process more efficient. 

The portable self-scanner is a valuable addition to the self-service checkout counter. The consumers scan 
their items before placing them in the basket, so this step does not have to take place at the counter 
anymore. An example is Tesco’s mobile scanner ‘Scan as you Shop’, which makes it possible to scan the 
items directly and pack them straight into the bags (Tesco, 2017). Since June, 2017 Tesco released the 
‘Scan as you Shop’ app, which is available for Android and IOS mobile systems. However, this app is 
currently only available in a couple of stores in the United Kingdom (Tesco, 2017). Several other 
supermarket firms are also experimenting on this self-service-system. Using a mobile phone more during 
the shopping journey seems to be the future of shopping. Including new payment methods by mobile 
phone (e.g. Apple Pay and Android Pay) can make the check-out process even more efficient.  

2.4.2.4 Pick-up points 

Pick-up points are a good alternative to the (currently) expensive and inefficient home-delivery services in 
Belgium. Consumers can easily shop online and pick-up their products at the closest pick-up point. 
Currently, almost every supermarket chain in Belgium has pick-up-points all over the country 
(Boodschappen Bezorgen, 2017). Besides supermarket parcel-delivery firms are also experimenting on 
package pick-up points. For parcel-delivery firms, a pick-up point is a new way to deal with failed package 
deliveries to homes (Whelan, 2015). An example is UPS, who are opening many UPS Access Point locations 
in small businesses like drugstores, dry cleaners or cafes with a small storage area where UPS drivers can 
deliver packages for customers to retrieve later (Whelan, 2015). The scale and flexibility allows retailers to 
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operate click and collect services, plus the ability of landlords to respond to changing consumer habits 
(Supple, Beheux, Barrett, Kolibabova, & Rumsey, 2016).  The Belgian retail parks might go along with the 
rising level of omni-channel shopping. Because the Belgian retail parks are closely located to main roads, 
it should not take much time to pick-up an order there. Therefore, the retail parks could be the perfect 
location for a pick-up point, although this might be a temporary alternative for the limited and insufficient 
delivery services. According to Comeos (2016), the popularity in pick-up points are already decreasing by 
the Belgian consumer. 

2.4.2.5 Changing store opening hours 

Currently, consumers would like to shop anywhere at any time, instead of the limited opening hours on 
Mondays until Saturdays from 10 am up till 6pm. The supermarkets are mainly open till 8 pm, while the 
other shops are closing earlier. According to the recent survey by retail specialist QRF (2016), Belgian 
consumers would like to shop on a Sunday and also longer in the evenings. According to their survey, 
younger consumers are also complaining about the early closing times. Since 2016, all retailers have the 
permission to open their stores on a Sunday (QRF City Retail, 2016). The limited opening hours is a 
disadvantage for physical shops, compared to the web shops which are always available. Extending the 
opening hours could stimulate consumers to visit retail parks after business hours. 

2.4.2.6 Impact urbanization 

The worldwide urbanization trend requires a new state-of-mind for the retailers. The functional retailers 
such as grocery and DIY are following the consumers by opening smaller formats in the city centers 
(Weinswig, 2017). In addition, the amount of urban residents who do not own a car is increasing. According 
to Weinswig (2017), this consumer group will order more online in the near future and large superstores 
should support traffic by providing shuttle buses for urban residents who do not own a car. Hypermarkets 
Carrefour and Auchan are already doing this in China. 

Since the inception of online shopping, almost all trends and developments in the retail market are related 
to the competition between online and offline retail sales. On one hand, internet-based trends and 
developments are making the consumer journey a less time consuming process. On the other hand, store-
based trends and developments are trying to increase the in-store experience and to make the shopping 
journey more pleasant. However, most of the trends and developments will most likely be implemented 
first in other countries, such as the United Kingdom, as the Belgium retail market is lagging behind. 

2.4.3 Retail parks  

The retail market differs per European country but there are also differences between retail parks within 
a country. There are several names for retail parks across the world: ‘power centre’ in North America, 
‘retail park’ in Europe and ‘retail warehousing’ in the United Kingdom (De Ceuster & Van Straeten, 2014). 
The overall trends and developments in the different European retail park markets are described below. 
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According to the investment numbers, the retail park is a popular retail format. As reported by Cushman 
& Wakefield (2016), the amount of retail parks is growing across Europe. In 2015, there is an increase of 
2.4% to 37.3 million GLA as compared to 2014. The development of these parks was the highest in France, 
Belgium and the United Kingdom. In the years 2016 and 2017, another 2.5 million GLA are expected to be 
completed. By far the largest amount of developments will take place in France, followed by United 
Kingdom, Italy and Belgium. These positive numbers indicate that retail real estate investors are positive 
about the future of the retail park format. Moreover, the United Kingdom has by far the biggest retail park 
stock followed by Germany, Netherlands, Belgium, France and Spain (Supple et al. 2016). Figure 4 shows 
two graphics with the distribution of the retail parks in six European countries: The United Kingdom, 
Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium and France. The chart on the left shows the total GLA retail park in 
millions per country and the chart on the right presents the total amount of retail parks. Within both 
graphics, a distinction per type of scheme (small, medium or large) has been made.  

The United Kingdom has by far the largest retail park market, with a total of roughly ten million GLA. It has 
a large share of small retail parks in comparison to other European countries. Their retail park market 
consists mainly of medium- and large-sized formats. The second largest retail park market is Germany, 
with approximately 4.5 million GLA, The Netherlands is third with 3.5 million GLA. Both retail park markets 
have a low share of small retail parks and a high share of large retail parks. Finally, Belgium, Spain and 
France have approximately the same amount of GLA retail parks, while the population and country size of 
Belgium is much smaller in comparison to Spain and France. Moreover, Spain and France have the highest 
share of large retail parks, while Belgium has a high share of medium sized retail parks.  

Supple et al. (2016) noticed that the retail parks are changing across Europe. Many new retailers are 
entering this market, which creates a wider variation of retailers on retail parks. According to Supple et al. 
(2016), several key factors are attracting retailers to these locations: relatively low rental costs, flexible 
floor layouts, better logistic structure for supplying the stores, click & collect services, and the opportunity 
to test new formats and concepts. If this trend continues, it might increase the consumer attractiveness 
of a retail park because it offers more variation to the consumer. In addition, Breheny (2015) also 

Figure 4: Retail park markets per country by millions GLA (Left) and in total numbers (right) (CACI Ltd., 2015) 
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concludes that new types of retailers committed to out-of-town retail locations, which often resulted in a 
higher quality retail park, rather than the standard retail parks. Breheny (2015) describes that the 
evolution of the retail park market created a different generation of retail park types. The first generation 
consists of industrial units converted for retail use, the second generation is purpose-build free-standing 
retail units. The third generation is the multi-unit retail parks and the fourth generation is the fashion parks 
dominated by high-street retailers and often developed with a higher quality standard (Breheny, 2015). 
This evolution evolved across Europe at different rates. Figure 5 gives an overview of the total GLA retail 
park in millions (left bar chart) and the total number of retail parks (right bar chart) in each retail park 
market.  

Within this figure, a distinction has been made for each country between the following three types of 
anchor tenants: bulky goods anchor, fashion goods anchor and supermarket anchor. The results show that 
all six retail park markets have a large share of bulky goods anchor tenants, mainly because these retailers 
need much more floor space. Especially in The Netherlands, almost all retail parks are anchored by bulky 
good retailers. Moreover, the amount of fashion and supermarkets anchor stores vary across the six retail 
park markets. Germany, Spain and Belgium also have a large amount of supermarket anchored retail parks, 
while the share of this anchor is very limited in other countries. The United Kingdom has the largest share 
of fashion retailers as anchor stores, followed by France and Germany.   

According to several researchers, the United Kingdom has the most mature retail park market in Europe 
(Supple et al, 2016; Breheny, 2015). Many retail parks in the United Kingdom belong to the fourth 
generation and have similar tenants lining-up as shopping centres, with retailers such as M&S, Next and 
Gap. Also, retail parks in Germany and France are evolving to the fourth generation, with more high-street 
retailers occupying retail units on retail parks. Traditional high-street retailers like Stefanel, New Yorker 
and H&M are opening shops at these convenience-oriented retail locations (Breheny, 2015). With the 
increasing density within city centres, the retail park seems to be a good alternative to reach the target 
consumers.  

Figure 5: Retail park markets per country by anchor type in millions GLA (Left) and in total numbers (right) (CACI Ltd., 2015) 
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According to the retail park trends, retailers and retail investors seem to be optimistic. However, with the 
growing competition from web shops, this optimism might change in the near future. Therefore, the 
development of share of online retail sales for the products that Belgium retail parks offer, will be 
investigated in this research.  

2.5 Belgium retail market 
Understanding the Belgium retail market is necessary for this research in order to obtain insight into the 
role of the retail parks, in the Belgium retail market. The total retail surface in Belgium is approximately 
18.5 million GLA. The retail locations that are classified as a retail park have a total floor space of 1.845 
million GLA, which accounts for ten percent of the total retail surface in Belgium. In addition, the out-of-
town solitary units account for almost half of the total retail surface in Belgium, although these units are 
not part of a retail park. However, these stand-alone units are also built in order to offer consumers 
convenience and efficiency during their shopping trip. The remaining retail floor space is mainly filled with 
high street retail (37%), and the share of shopping centres is very limited with 5% (Deloitte, 2013). 
Concisely, the Belgium retail market consist mainly of out-of-town retail and high-streets. Figure 6 presents 
an overview of the share per retail segment.  

The differences between high street, shopping centre and out-of-town retail are also visible in the prime 
rents and yields. In Figure 7 is the prime rental prices for the sub-markets in Brussels pictured (left graph), 
in order to illustrate the significant differences between the three retail formats at micro level. In the same 
figure, the Belgium average prime yields per retail segment are also presented (right graph). The data in 
Figure 7 shows that the prime rents in Brussels have been stable since 2007, whereas high streets even 
show a slight increase in average rental price. However, the difference is large between the average prime 
rental prices of the three retail sub markets. The average rental price is significantly lower for retail parks 
rather than high-street retail, mainly because of the location value. In addition, the prime yields increased 
at the beginning of the crisis in 2008, and decreased slightly overall, after the year 2009. This decrease in 
yield levels indicates that the overall risk for investing in Belgian prime retail locations has been reduced. 

On the contrary, the vacancy rates increased since the crises to an average of 9.6% on country level. 
Moreover, the vacancy rates differ per region and per retail segment. The regional differences are pictured 
in Figure 8; Flanders is outperforming Wallonia and the secondary cities are suffering more than the prime 
cities (Brussels, Antwerp, Gent and Bruges) (Locatus, 2016). Moreover, high street retail has the highest 

Figure 6: Segmentation Belgium Retail Market in Percentage (Locatus, 2016) 
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vacancy rate with 12.8%, followed by shopping centres 9.3%, and finally the retail parks share the lowest 
vacancy rate with 7.5% on average (Locatus, 2016). These numbers could suggest that the retail parks 
market currently has a smaller oversupply in comparison to high street retail. However, these numbers 
are based on the number of units that are vacant, not based on the floor space. Retail units on retail parks 
have a larger surface, in general, as retail units in high street locations. Therefore, the number of vacant 
retail units on retail parks could have a bigger impact on the retail location in comparison to the high 
streets.  

Figure 8: Average vacancy rate per Belgian region (Locatus, 2016) 

Figure 7: Prime rent Brussels (left graph) and prime retail yields Belgium (right graph) (Cushman & Wakefield, 2016) 
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The Belgium retail market seems to be a stable leasing market. This is true in particular for prime retail 
locations because their rents and yields have been stable, also during the past crisis. On the contrary, retail 
locations are suffering, especially in the secondary streets and in smaller towns (Cushman & Wakefield, 
2016). This indicates that there is a polarisation between retail locations in Belgium. Therefore, investors 
and retailers should be careful by choosing the locations they want to invest in. For high street retail, the 
better locations are easier to determine, while this is more complex for retail parks. For example, retail 
parks do not have secondary streets, which makes it more difficult to choose between retail parks for 
retailers to locate their shop. The results of this research might help to determine the more future resilient 
retail parks to invest or to open shops. 

2.6 Belgium retail park market 
Since the sixties, retail parks are showing up within the Belgium landscape. Some of these were 
intentionally built as such, while others are the results of re-structuring existing hypermarket locations 
into retail parks (Cushman & Wakefield, 2017). The out-of-town retail park locations became very popular 
in Belgium at the time of the large-scale expansion of supermarkets and hypermarkets in the sixties. The 
relatively limited government policies towards peripheral retail and the growing popularity stimulated the 
development of the retail park concepts. This resulted in a robust retail park landscape, especially around 
big cities (Deloitte, 2013). Currently there are 108 retail locations that are classified as retail park, with a 
total of 1.845 million GLA. The current retail park market accounts for 10% of the total retail stock surface 
in Belgium (ca. 18.5 million GLA). In Table 2, an overview is provided of the total number and GLA in 
thousands per retail park format.  

 

The traditional retail park format was initially born in Belgium with the introduction of the hypermarket 
and copied later by other European countries like France and the United Kingdom (Cuthbertson & 
Reynolds, 2015). For many retail parks in Belgium, a supermarket or hypermarket is the anchor store. For 
the other retail parks other types of big box retailers are the anchor store, such as bulky good retailers 
(e.g. Brico and Mediamarkt) and fashion good retailers (e.g. Decathlon). In Belgium, the average retail park 
contains a hypermarket, furniture stores, DIY (Do It Yourself) stores, clothes or footwear superstores, 
electronic stores, carpet and sometimes some smaller retailers (Kollewe, 2012). Currently, fast-food chains 
are also located at retail parks. Figure 9 shows an overview of the distribution of the different retail parks 
in Belgium in total numbers, categorized by size and type of anchor store. 

Table 2: Distribution of retail parks by size (CACI Ltd., 2015) 
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The traditional parks mostly have stand-alone boxes, while newer retail parks have strips where entrances 
are connected to each other. These parks also contain more different types of retailers. In addition, the 
retail parks are more attractive for other types of retail sectors; the number of new retailers who are 
entering this market is increasing (Cushman & Wakefield, 2017). This is mainly due to the upgrade of the 
architecture of these retail parks. This resulted in an improvement of the quality of retail parks in Belgium 
(Supple et al. 2016). These newer parks have mainly fashion goods retailers as anchors in combination 
with multiple smaller units, in order to offer a wider variety of retailers. Many retail parks in Belgium have 
between six and fifteen retailers. Figure 10 illustrates the distribution of all retail parks in Belgium by 
number of retailers and types of anchor stores. 

In Belgium, the main anchor stores are Carrefour, Delhaize, Brico and Decathlon. However, almost every 
retail park has a supermarket and a bulky good store (such as: DIY, furniture or electronic store), while the 
number of retail parks with fashion stores is smaller. Moreover, discounters are also well represented on 
the retail parks, such as Lidl, Aldi and Action. In addition, many retail parks have at least one food and 
beverage facility, mostly fast-food related. The following food and beverage chains are located on multiple 
retail parks: Mc Donald’s, Quick, Leonidas, Burger King and Lunch Garden. In Table 3, the most frequent 
retailers are listed and segmented by type (anchor store or supporting retailer). 
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Figure 9: Distribution retail parks by number of retailers and type of anchor store (CACI Ltd., 2015) 

Figure 10: Belgium retail parks categorized by size (in thousands GLA) and anchor type (CACI Ltd., 2015) 
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Table 3: Retail park retailers Belgium (Codata, 2017) 

 

Retail parks are widely spread over Belgium, whereas they are more clustered around big cities. Figure 11 
shows the distribution of the 108 retail parks across Belgium. The colour of the circles indicates the type 
of anchor store and the size of the circles indicates the size in GLA. The map in Figure 11 shows that the 
largest share of the retail parks is located in Flanders, while most of the retail parks in Wallonia are located 
in the northern part. However, the southern part has a more rural character, because of the nature reserve 
Ardennes and, therefore, has a much lower population density. Concisely, most Belgian retail parks have 
a supermarket or bulky good retailer as anchor store. More than half of the retail parks are medium sized 
and have between six and fifteen retailers. Finally, retail parks are clustered around big cities and more 
sprawled between cities. 

 Bulky Goods Retailers Supermarket Retailers Fashion Good Retailers 
Anchor store 

retailers 

Brico, Gamma, Hubo 
Mediamarkt, IKEA 

Carrefour, Delhaize, 
Cora 

Decathlon, H&M 

Supporting 

retailers  

Krefel, Blokker, Leen 
Bakker, Le Roi du Martelas, 
Casa, Hubo Ixina, Eggo 

Lidl, Aldi, Action, 
Kruidvat 

JBC, Brantano, Renmans, 
C&A, Tom & Co, Zeeman, 
Wibra 

Figure 11: Map all Retail Parks in Belgium (CACI Ltd., 2015) 
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The first Belgian retail parks were developed in phase thee of the revolution of the retail landscape, as 
described in Section 2.2. Within that period, the car became a popular transportation mode for visiting 
retail locations, with more out-of-town retail as a result. The retail park format was also introduced to 
offer the car dependent consumer more convenience and efficiency. Because this format was founded in 
another phase, it might not be suitable for the current period the retail market is currently in. 

2.7 E-Commerce in Belgium 
In 2016, the Belgian consumers spent 7.8% of their total retail expenditures online (Euromonitor, 2017). 
This is the share of all retail sales, while there are mutual differences between different product categories. 
For example, the amount of fashion products ordered online is currently much higher than grocery 
products. Figure 12 shows the development of online retailing in Belgium for the total share, but also for 
the most common product categories that are located on Belgian retail parks. As can be seen in Figure 12, 
the differences between the retail segments are large. Electronics and fashion are by far the most popular 
retail segments to purchase via web shops. In contrast, the online share of groceries is the lowest in retail 
sales. This indicates that some product categories, which are offered on retail parks, are more threatened 
by online retailing. 

The online share in Belgium is around the same as the European average, but it is lower than other Western 
European countries. In many countries, the online share is higher than in Belgium due to the low 
population density and the limited presence of physical stores (Cushman & Wakefield, 2017). However, e-
commerce still has to prove its long-term profitability. Besides that, online retailers are starting to grow, 
and several online retailers are even opening physical stores. Brands like Cool Blue and Zalando are in need 
of flagship visibility with physical stores (Cushman & Wakefield, 2016).  

The amount of retail parks that have been developed over the past years, and those who are in the 
pipeline, are in contrast with the expectations and threats from the rise of online shopping for these 
convenience-oriented centres. According to Barrett (2014), the rise of internet shopping is hurting the out-

Figure 12: Development online share retail sales per retail segment (Euromonitor, 2017) 
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of-town retail parks a lot more than the high street. Within the United Kingdom, retail parks have the 
highest percentage of premises vacancy for three years or more, while many may never be reoccupied. 
The amount of retail parks is still growing, and this results in polarisation between retail parks that are 
operating well and those operating poorly (Barrett, 2014).  

The Belgian online retailing market is different from other countries. This is due to the small market for 
retailers and the different languages. Another important issue regarding the low online sales in Belgium 
are the labour agreements for warehousing and the distribution centres. Retailers have to pay employees 
over twenty percent more loan after office hours. Most of the online shops in Belgium just work till 5 p.m., 
while most of the online orders are made after 20 p.m. (van Poppel, 2015). This resulted in an expansion 
of retailers with web shops in nearby countries, which also deliver in Belgium. This way, they are able to 
compete easily with Belgium web shops. They offer more service, such as short delivery time, free delivery 
and taking back unwanted parcels free of charge (Cardinaels, 2017). Nowadays, more than half of the total 
online orders is placed at foreign web shops, the expectation is that the share will grow up to 69% in 2018 
(Comeos, 2014). A certain trend is emerging: Belgium retailers build their distribution centre in The 
Netherlands or France, so they can compete with foreign web shops (Comeos, 2014). Especially for smaller 
Belgium retailers the risk is too high to try and compete with the big retailers. If the Belgium government 
would change the labour agreements for warehousing and distribution centres, it would be a lot easier for 
retailers to provide online delivery from Belgium, and this would probably boost the number of online 
channels and the total amount of online orders. 

E-commerce seems to be lagging behind other European countries, however, the pace of growth was one 
of the highest over the past years. The government does not fully stimulate online retailers, as the 
implementation of new services and technologies takes much longer than in the surrounding countries. 
For example, supermarkets just started to offer home deliveries as a new service, while this has been 
available for more than a decade in other European countries. However, looking at the surrounding 
countries, e-commerce in Belgium is expected to grow in the near future. 

2.8 Conclusion 
The retail market has changed enormously since the introduction of the supermarket in the sixties. 
Currently, the time between new trends and developments decreases, mainly because of the enormous 
opportunities the internet offers. The internet added a new retail format next to the high-street, shopping 
centre and retail park with the introduction of the web shop. The experience-oriented locations seem to 
be less threatened by this new retail channel, because they are able to offer more than just shopping. 
Furthermore, the convenience-oriented retailers might be easily replaceable by web shops. This could 
indicate that the future of the retail park concept looks unfavourable. 

The progress of general trends and developments in the retail market differs greatly across Western 
European countries. The United Kingdom seems to embrace new technologies, as innovative companies, 
like Amazon, are experimenting on new ideas in this country. In addition, they also have the highest online 
share in retail sales in Europe. In contrast, Belgium has one of the lowest online shares in retail sales. The 
Belgian government seems to be hesitant to embrace new labour agreements. For instance, they do not 
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want to adjust policies that enables improvements in delivery services for online orders. For some new 
technologies or services, government policies need to be changed in order to make it successful. If the 
Belgian government does not embrace new technologies or services, retailers won’t be able to optimize 
their services. As a result, Belgium might continue to lag behind the surrounding countries in the future. 
Therefore, the government have to change their policies to stimulate the development of the Belgian retail 
market. 

Assuming that the Belgian retail market is lagging behind, it does not appear that online share in retail 
sales will catch up with the surrounding countries. In the worst-case scenario, Belgium will lag even more 
behind and more foreign retailers will take up the online retail sales. This will negatively affect the 
attractiveness of Belgian retailers, which are also located on retail parks. However, if the government 
supports the Belgian retailers to improve their online services, they might be able to compete with the 
foreign retailers. Therefore, the Belgian retailers might have a better future with the right government 
policies, although the overall demand for physical retail space is expected to decrease. 
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3 Literature review: Retail demand-side 
3.1 introduction 
This chapter is about exploring consumer behaviour and their shopping habits relating to Belgian 
convenience retail. Substantial research has been conducted on topics regarding consumer behaviour, 
consumer segmentation and the impact of online shopping. Consumer behaviour is a process of searching, 
purchasing and the disposal of a product or service. Shopping or purchasing behaviour refers to the 
mental, emotional process and the observable consumer behaviour (Jha, 2013). Understanding the change 
in the consumer behaviour and their preferences is important in order to support investment and 
management decisions. Therefore, the consumer shopping motivation is described in Section 3.2 and 
shopping location choice behaviour will be described explicitly in Section 3.3. Subsequently, Section 3.4 
defines the segmentation in consumer groups and their personal and behavioural characteristics. In 
Section 3.5 the effects of e-commerce on consumer behaviour are discussed and finally, in Section 3.6 the 
characteristics of the Belgian population are described.  

3.2 Shopping values and motivations 
Shopping motivation is an important factor for understanding consumer behaviour. Many researchers 
described the different motives why people choose to shop. Tauber (1972) concludes that a person may 
shop for a lot of reasons and not only the need for purchasing a product or service. He states that shopping 
motivation may be personally or socially related. The personal motivations consist of role playing, 
diversion, self-gratification, physical activity or sensory stimulation. While social motives include social 
experiences outside the home, communication with others having a similar interest, peer group attraction, 
status and authority and pleasure of bargaining (Tauber, 1972). Furthermore, the existing of modern 
transportation in combination with the increasing amounts of discretionary time, gives people the 
opportunity to visit shopping locations while in transit to their work, or social and recreational activities 
(Tauber, 1972). This underlines the effects of economic growth and transportation improvements on the 
consumer behaviour and the spatial retail structure.  

Since Tauber’s exploratory study (1972), many researchers and philosophers wrote about this topic and 
identified a broad range of consumer shopping motivations (Cox, Cox, & Anderson, 2005; Arnold & 
Reynolds, 2003; Kim, 2006). The separation between hedonic and utilitarian shopping motivation appears 
regularly. Based on the research by Babin, Darden and Griffin (1994) there are significant differences in 
the factors consumers consider during shopping, which are related to hedonic or utilitarian shopping 
motives. The hedonic shopping motivation can be seen as ‘shopping as a goal’, while the utilitarian 
shopping motivation can be seen as ‘shopping with a goal’ (Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 1994). In other words, 
a distinction can be made between convenience (utilitarian) and experience (hedonic) shopping motives. 
The convenience factors dominate with run shopping, such as time and money savings. The experience 
factors dominate with fun shopping, these are factors like the atmosphere and feeling of safety (Janssen, 
2013). However, there could also be a combination of both shopping motivation values. For example, the 
shopping trip might be successful for a consumer when finding the specific product that motivated the 
shopping trip at the first shop already and might also find this particular product on sale (Carpenter, 
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Moore, & Fairhurst, 2005). Hedonic value would be activated by the excitement associated of buying the 
product for the lowest price, the utilitarian values are activated by the convenience and efficiency of the 
shopping trip. However, Triandis (1977) concludes that a high level of utilitarian value does not preclude 
a high level of hedonic value, and vice versa (Triandis, 1977). For both shopping motivations, the shopping 
trip is a positive experience when it meets the expected shopping values. A consumer carries both 
shopping motives and can personally prefer one of the two motives more often. This personal preference 
may also change over time. 

Many researchers related to the topic shopping behaviour and examined shopping values and motivations. 
According to Babin et al. (1994) a shopping value is the complete shopping experience that delivers a 
certain benefit to customers. Several studies conceptualized shopping value as having two components: 
shopping trip value and in-store shopping (Davis & Hodges, 2012; Diep & Sweeney, 2008). Shopping trip 
value is the fulfilment of general shopping motivations, and in-store shopping value is created by the in-
store retail contexts (Davis & Hodges, 2012). In general, there are two shopping value dimensions: hedonic 
shopping and utilitarian shopping (Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 1994). For a hedonic shopper values such as 
increased arousal, perceived freedom and fantasy fulfilment are valuable for the shopping experience 
(Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 1994). Hedonic shoppers are mainly recreational shoppers who would like to 
experience more than just shopping, such as leisure and recreation activities. For a utilitarian shopper, 
purchasing a product in a convenient and efficient manner is the main objective (Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 
1994). Concisely, the two main shopping motivations are hedonic and utilitarian, which will be described 
more detailed in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.1. 

3.2.1 Hedonic shopping  

Much research focused on consumer’s hedonic shopping motivations (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003; Cox, Cox, 
& Anderson, 2005). Arnold and Reynolds (2003) identified six forms of hedonic shopping motivations that 
are enjoyment driven. Cox & Anderson (2005) defined five forms of hedonic shopping. Both researchers 
studied the reasons why consumers enjoy shopping. The different motivations for hedonic shopping are 
described in Table 4. 

There is overlap between the two examined shopping motivation lists. Therefore, bargain hunting or value 
shopping (both share the same motivation context) are both listed as an important motivation for hedonic 
shopping. Cox et al (2012) identified that the private pleasure is the main driver for hedonic shopping, with 
in particularly the enjoyment of bargain hunting. In addition, both researches conclude that shopping 
enjoyment may vary among different demographic groups (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003; Cox, Cox, & 
Anderson, 2005). However, only Arnold et al (2003) emphasise the importance of social interaction as a 
motivation for hedonic shopping, while Cox et al (2012) did not find evidence for this motivation.  
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3.2.2 Utilitarian shopping 

In contrast with hedonic shopping motivations, the literature for utilitarian shopping motivations is very 
limited (Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 1994; Bloch, Ridgway, & Dawson, 1994; Ruiz, Chebat, & Hansen, 2004). 
Kim (2006) continued on the research by Arnold & Reynolds (2003) and he added also utilitarian shopping 
motivations. These motivations are more convenience driven and, therefore, the enjoyment level is a less 
important motivator to go shopping. He remarks two utilitarian shopping motivations, which are 
formulated in Table 5.  

Table 5: Most important shopping motivations (Kim, 2006) 

 

Arnold & 
Reynolds 
(2003) 

1. Adventure 
shopping 

Shopping for stimulation, adventure and the feeling of being in 
another world. 

2. Value shopping  Shopping for sales, looking for discounts and hunting for 
bargains. 

3. Role shopping The enjoyment that shoppers derive from shopping for others, 
the influence that this activity has on the shoppers’ feeling and 
moods and the excitement and intrinsic joy felt by shoppers 
when finding the perfect gift for others. 

4. Social shopping Enjoyment of shopping with friends, socializing while shopping 
and bonding with others while shopping. 

5. Idea shopping Shopping to keep up with trends and new fashion and to see 
new products and innovations.  

6. Relaxation 
shopping 

Shopping for stimulation, adventure and the feeling of being in 
another world. 

Cox & 
Anderson 
(2005) 

5. Bargaining 
hunting 

Hunt bargains because of the thrill of finding a really good deal 

6. Browsing Get inspired and find new ideas by the exposure to new trends 
and fashions, new ideas and novelty goods in the marketplace  

7. Being pampered Being pampered by the sales people 
8. Sensory 

experience 
A change of routine, getting out of the house in a new 
environment 

9. Kinaesthetic 
experience 

The physical exercise which gets created by shopping 

Kim (2006) 1. Achievement A goal related shopping orientation where success in 
finding specific products that were planned for at the 
outset of the trip is important. 

 2. Efficiency Consumers need to save time and resources. 

Table 4: Hedonic shopping motivations 
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According to Babin et al (1994) utilitarian shopping motivation is directly related towards satisfying 
functional or economic needs. In addition, the shopping trip is compared to a task and its value weighted 
on its success or completion (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982). This is even more important for utilitarian, 
regarding the main motivations achievement and efficiency. A consumer would not be motivated to go 
utilitarian shopping, when the shopping trip value is weighted higher than the shopping goal. This is 
different with hedonic because the main motive is not necessarily related to purchasing. 

3.3 Location choice 
When consumers decide to shop, they have to choose between multiple shopping locations, retail stores, 
transportation options and available timeslots. This makes the shopping trip decisions process complex. 
With the availability of internet shopping, the decision process becomes even more complex. Every type 
of shopping destination has its own characteristics and individuals choose for the location that fits their 
needs best. 

A consumer needs to take a number of alternative retail locations into consideration. This can be, for 
example, a high street, a shopping centre or a retail-park. These retail locations all have certain 
characteristics. The total of the different characteristics provides a utility; the consumer will probably 
choose the retail location with the highest utility. This location choice process can also be mapped as a 
mental representation. Consumers choose between shopping locations according the benefits of those 
locations. These benefits are based on the different attributes a retail location offers. Attributes are direct 
observable (location) characteristics such as price, assortment and atmosphere. The benefit is the 
translation from an attribute to the internal needs of a person. The consequences of a certain attribute on 
the total benefit. These internal personal needs can be trip convenience, reduced time, low effort shopping 
or shopping success (Dellaert, Arentze, Horeni, & Timmermans, 2017). According to the mental 
representation model, it is possible to determine a location that matches the needs of a consumer the 
most. This model only contains those attributes and benefits that are considered relevant for the decision. 
The causal relationship is part of the overall knowledge a person has about the world. An example of the 
mental representation model is shown in Figure 12. 

Figure 13: Example of a Mental Representation (Horeni, 2012) 
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In addition to the mental representation model by Horeni (2012), a study was conducted by Jansen (2013) 
according to the sense of place method. The importance of sense of place as a factor of user behaviour 
increased over the past years. This has a large impact on the individual’s location choice for shopping 
locations. Therefore, this also means that the position of shopping streets changed and consist no longer 
of just shopping, while leisure and recreation are becoming more important (Verhoef, et al., 2009). 
Referring to the research by Jorgenson and Stedman (2001), the sense of place has the following three 
place constructs as described in Table 6. 

Table 6: Three Place Constructs Sense of Place (Jorgensen & Stedman, 2001) 

 
According to Boerebach (2012) the optimal shopping location contributes to all three place constructs. 
However, those studies about the sense of place focused on experience oriented inner-city high street 
locations, while this research is focused on convenience-oriented retail locations. However, the place 
dependency could be used for convenience-oriented retail locations. Jansen (2013) investigate the most 
important variables and benefits for the dependency scenario, which are listed in Table 7. 

Table 7: Attributes and Benefits for place dependency scenario (Janssen, 2013) 

 
These findings are based on a survey. The respondents involved in the dependency scenario have a busy 
lifestyle. For this group, the shopping trip is a success when they save as much time and money as possible. 
Time and financial savings are very valuable to them (Janssen, 2013). This corresponds with the utilitarian 
motivations: efficiency and achievement. Efficiency in time may result in a reduction of expenditures. This 
indicates that the dependency scenario is important for a utilitarian motivated shopper.  

The place dependence scenario also includes online shopping channels. So, e-commerce could replace 
locations that offers only place dependency for the consumer. This emphasizes that the competition of 
online might be the highest for retail location that contributes to this scenario. 

Place Attachment An individual’s affective or emotional connection to a spatial setting. 
Place Identity An individual’s cognitions, beliefs, perceptions or thoughts that the self is 

reflected by a particular spatial setting. 
Place Dependence The perceived behavioural advantage of a spatial setting in relation to other 

settings. 

Top Attributes Top Benefits 

1. The retail offer 
2. The product assortment 
3. The parking costs 
4. The time available 
5. The bustle inside the stores 
 

1. The choice options in the area 
2. Time saving 
3. The ease of shopping 
4. The experience of a pleasant shopping trip 
5. The guarantees you have a successful 

shopping trip 
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3.4 Consumer segmentation 
This study focuses on the convenience-oriented shopping location and therefore, it is meaningful to 
understand the different types of shoppers. Different consumer segmentations are made by several 
researchers. Lee et al (2006) segmented individuals based on their gender and generation (age) according 
to the frequency they visit a certain retail format. They described the audience for every U.S. retail format 
based on age and generation. However, the U.S. consumers differ from those in European countries. There 
is a significant difference between the consumer segments, the frequency they shop and the preferred 
type of retail format (Lee, Atkins, Kim, & Park, 2006). They concluded that the price and assortment are 
valuable factors for younger consumers, while the quality of the environment and the level of convenience 
are more important for the elderly. This emphasises the fact that generation is important in order to assess 
the retail format consumers prefer.  

Anselmsson (2006) states that age and gender are generally two important variables for retail 
segmentation. He investigated whether sources of shopping satisfaction vary in importance according to 
age and gender as individual variables. This research concludes that there are small differences in how the 
different segments evaluate shopping centres (Anselmsson, 2006). For females, the atmosphere is more 
important compared to males, while for the elderly, convenience is more important than for younger 
consumers. Furthermore, the different shopping motivations can be used for consumer segmentations 
based on age, gender, race/ethnicity and profitability (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003). Arnold & Reynolds (2003) 
analysed whether there are differences in hedonic motivations (described in Section 2.1.1.1) based on 
segmentation in the demographic characteristics. One of the conclusions is that the majority of males and 
middle-aged consumers scored lower on hedonic motivations with the exception of value shopping or 
bargaining hunting. Younger males are more motivated by the hedonic aspects of gathering new 
information about trends and gadgets. While middle age females have more gratification for role shopping 
and value shopping. Within this research, especially younger females score highly on all hedonic 
motivations (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003).  

Another approach is called the cohort theory. Several studies states that people born in the same period 
will have the same consumer needs, wishes and attitudes because they are born in the same socio-
economic climate (De Pelsmacker, Geuens, & Van den Bergh, 2015; Solomon, Bamossy, Søren, & Hogg, 
2006). The cohort theory divides people into three groups: the Baby Boomers (born 1945-1964), 
Generation X (born 1965-1976) and generation Y (born 1977-1994) (Kotler, Armstrong, Saunders, & Wong, 
2005; Solomon, Bamossy, Søren, & Hogg, 2006). Generation X is also known as ‘Busters’, while generation 
Y has also been called the ‘Next Generation’ (De Pelsmacker, Geuens, & Van den Bergh, 2015), or the 
‘Millennials’ (Norum, 2003). Several studies concluded that there are significant differences in consumer 
behaviour between these generations. The study by Norum (2003) compared expenditure on clothing 
between Baby Boomers and youths (Generation X and Y). She concluded that younger people spend more 
money on clothes than the Baby Boomers (Norum, 2003). In addition, Janssens and De Pelsmacker (2003) 
conducted a study concerning the relation between age groups and consumption behaviour in Belgium. 
Their findings showed significant differences between the youngest and the elder generations in terms of 
lifestyle. For example, elderly need more social contact, they are seeing money as a status symbol and 
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have more attention for hunting bargains (Janssens & De Pelsmacker, 2003). Moreover, Valkeneers and 
Van Hoomissen (2012) researched the differences in lifestyle and consumer behaviour between Busters 
(or Generation X) and Baby Boomers. They concluded that there are significant differences between Baby 
Boomers and Busters. Busters are more sensitive to the social-expressive aspects of brands and buy in a 
rather impulsive way (Valkeneers & Van Hoomissen, 2012). Furthermore, according to Geck (2006), 
‘Generation Z’ is the youngest generation and is also called the ‘Newest Net Generation’. Where ‘Net’ 
refers to the internet era and the digital environment this group is born within (Geck, 2006). Finally, 
Barclays (2013) also found characteristically differences between the generations. An overview with the 
main characteristics per generation is provided in Table 8. 

Table 8: Comparison generation based on characteristics (Barclays, 2013) 

 
Another study by Hirschman and Holbrook (1982) also accentuate the differences between cultural 
groups. They found differences between ethnic groups in their shopping motives and their view on 
shopping experience (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982). The subcultural findings show that the behaviour of 
consumers differs across countries.  

Previous studies reveal the importance of demographic characteristics for the segmentation of consumer 
groups. All studies are showing a significant difference by means of age and gender on the shopping 

Generation Baby boomers Generation X 

(Busters) 

Generation Y 

(Next generation 

or Millennials) 

Generation Z 

(Newest Net 

Generation) 
Year born 1945-1964 1965-1976 1977-1994 After 1994 
Aspiration Job Security Work-life valance Freedom and 

flexibility 
Security and stability 

Attitude toward 

technology 

Early information 
technology (IT) 

adaptors 

Digital immigrants Digital natives ‘Technoholics’ – 
entirely dependent 

on IT 
Attitude toward 

career 

Careers are defined 
by employers 

Loyal to profession, 
not necessarily to 

employer 

Work ‘with’ 
organisations not 

‘for’ 

Will move 
seamlessly between 

organisations and 
‘pop-up’ businesses 

Signature 

product 

Television Personal computer Tablet/Smart Phone Google glass, 
driverless cars 

Communication 

media 

Telephone E-mail and text 
message 

Text or social media Hand-held 
communications 

devices 
Communication 

preference 

Face-to-face ideally, 
but telephone or e-

mail if required 

Text messaging or e-
mail 

Online and mobile 
(text messaging) 

Facetime 

Preference 

when making 

purchases 

Face-to-face ideally, 
but increasingly will 

go online 

Online – would 
prefer face-to-face if 

time permitting 

Face-to-face Solutions will be 
digitally crowd-

sourced 
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behaviour and preferences. In general, younger females are more hedonic oriented and males plus elderly 
are more utilitarian motivated. 

3.5 The impact of internet 
The internet changed the retail sector. The online share of retail sales increases every year. Not only does 
the business model of retailers change, but also the way consumer shop. Already in 1999 Baen, wrote that 
e-commerce will result in a decline of retail sales at traditional physical retail stores. At that time, many 
households did not even have a computer with an internet connection. Nowadays, the majority of adults 
owns a smart phone that is connected to the internet. This allows consumers to visit online web shops 
anytime and anywhere. As a result, consumers’ shopping behaviour changed enormously.  

3.5.1 Omni-channel Shopping 

The popularity of omni-channel shopping has increased over the past years. The retailer business model 
evolved from a single channel to a omni-channel retail model. Retailers are trying to serve the consumers 
through multiple channels, such as internet, social media and applications on mobile phones and tablets. 
This stimulates omni-channel shopping for consumers. They are able to switch easily and continuously 
between channels, while they experience all channels together as one complete sales channel (Van Delft, 
2013). The distinction between physical stores and an online web shops might disappear. 

Omni-channel shopping changed consumer shopping behaviour. Several researchers showed the impact 
of omni-channel on the retail market. According to Verhoef et al. (2015), consumers are constantly 
switching across channels and all devices and channels contribute to the total consumer’s omni-channel 
experience. All channels are integrated in the consumers shopping process (Verhoef, Kannan, & Inman, 
2015). Verhoef et al (2007) conclude that showrooming and web rooming became an important issue of 
the buying process. Web rooming is when consumers are seeking online, on their device, product 
information, and are subsequently purchasing this product in an offline store. Showrooming is the 
opposite. In addition, according to the study by Wang, Malthouse and Krishnamurthi (2015) the mobile 
phone is becoming more important during the shopping process. Their findings show that consumers tend 
to use their mobile phone to order habitual products that they already ordered in the past. Moreover, the 
mobile phone is the most important device for a consumer in their search process (Wang, Malthouse, & 
Krishnamurthi, 2015). Finally, according to Pauwels et al. (2011), integration of multiple sales channels 
positively impacts the sales performance of retailers. However, it strongly depends on the product 
category and customer segments. For example, customers in some segments are buying a lot more 
expensive products, which they first searched for online and in stores. In contrast, other customer groups 
reduce the number of shopping trips and purchase particular product categories more online (e.g. 
electronics and fashion) (Pauwels, Leeflang, Teerling, & Huizingh, 2011). Omni-channel is becoming more 
important for retailers, but there are large differences between consumer segments and product 
categories. 

Omni-channel shopping is increasing in Belgium. According to GfK (2017), the combination between online 
and offline channels supports the online retail sales growth. They stated that omni-channel just started to 
appear in Belgium, while it started much earlier in the surrounding countries (GfK, 2017). Therefore, the 
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Belgians are lagging behind on their neighbouring countries. Table 9 shows the significant differences in 
omni-channel shopping behaviour between Belgium and Europe.  

Table 9: Percentage purchased online per product category (Belgium versus Europe) (GfK, 2017) 

 
The differences also show the trust the Belgians have in omni-channel shopping: only 25% of the Belgians 
is convinced that online shopping can meet almost all of their needs (versus 40% Europeans). Furthermore, 
18% of the Belgian believes in a future where physical retailers are no longer an important factor (versus 
35% Europeans) (GfK, 2017). However, GfK also noticed that around half of the younger Belgian population 
(18-26 years old) are already using the omni-channels during their shopping process, for fashion and 
electronics.  

In addition, in order to offer omni-channel shopping, the delivery services need to be accurate. Currently, 
the delivery services in Belgium are not optimal because it is expensive and the delivery time is too long. 
Therefore, pick-up points (also named click & collect) could be a good alternative for the lack in home 
delivery options. However, regardless the delivery restrictions seventy percent of the Belgian population 
prefers home delivery (Comeos, 2016). In addition, only fifteen percent of the Belgian population chooses 
to pick-up their order at a pick-up point. Moreover, according to Comeos (2016), the popularity decreases 
for pick-up points, while the home delivery is becoming more and more popular. This suggests that pick-
up points are temporary, just until the delivery services are optimal. 

Omni shopping seems to be a good strategy for retailers to improve their relationship with the consumer. 
The total sales of the retailer seem to increase because of this strategy. However, the total sales in the 
physical store might decrease, so retailers need less floor space for their operations. This results in a 
decrease in demand of retail floor space and may lead to more vacancy at retail locations. 

3.5.2 Online versus Offline Retailing 

There are several reasons individuals choose to shop at online stores instead of offline stores. 
Katawetawaraks and Wang (2011) researched the main motivation values on why individuals choose to 
shop at web shops. They summarized the following main motivations that lead consumers to buy online: 
convenience, availability of information, availability of products and services plus financial and time 
efficiency. Online shops offer convenience due to the availability of online shops after the physical shops 
are closed (Hofacker, 2001). Many individuals have more time available after working hours to shop and 
therefore, the web shops offer a good alternative for physical shops. Nowadays, many online shops even 
offer 24-hour customer service (Hermes, 2000). The internet also offers easy access to the enormous 
databank with information about all the products and services. This is also a motivation for individuals to 
shop online. The ease of comparing alternative products and reading product reviews helps the consumer 
to make better decisions (Wang, Ye, Zhang, & Nguyen, 2005). Moreover, online stores offer the consumer 

Product category Belgium Europe 

Fashion 43% 54% 
Electronics 32% 48% 
Toys 36% 52% 
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more diversity in products and services (Lim & Dubinsky, 2004). The ease of internet allows consumers to 
compare prices easily and to choose a better deal (Rox, 2007). Online shopping makes a shopping process 
more efficient, with time and transportation costs savings as a result (Childers, Carr, Peck, & Carson, 2001). 
In short, shopping through the internet comes with many advantages in comparison to the physical stores.  

However, online shopping does not have benefits for consumers only. There are also factors that impede 
consumers from online shopping. Unsecured payment, slow shipping, unwanted products, spam or virus, 
bothersome e-mails and technology problems are main factors that discourage consumers to buy online 
(Katawetawaraks & Wang, 2011). The online trust is one of the most critical issues that affects the success 
of online retail channels (Prasad & Aryasri, 2009). Consumers are concerned about the safety and security 
of their payment information (Laudon & Traver, 2009). Moreover, some products are less likely to be 
purchased online because they must be tried or examined before consumers purchase it (Comegys, 
Hannula, & Váisánen, 2009). A good example is furniture, consumers would want to test whether the 
couch sits well and in case of purchase, the shop needs to be able to deliver the couch at the customers’ 
house. Subsequently, the social contact is for some consumers also a reason to visit physical stores, while 
this social contact with other consumers and the salespersons is very limited with online shopping 
channels (Prasad & Aryasri, 2009). Also, bad experiences with online shopping do impede consumer from 
online shopping. The bad experience can be caused by a product that does not meet the customer 
expectation, or slow delivery (Comegys, Hannula, & Váisánen, 2009). This shows that the internet still has 
disadvantages compared to the offline shops. 

The geographic density of physical retail also influences the frequency of consumers to shop online. 
According to the research by (Farag, Weltevreden, Van Rietbergen, Dijst, & Van Oort, 2006) et al. (2006), 
online shopping tends to be an urban phenomenon in the Netherlands. They observed a small trend; a 
growing number of online shoppers at the weakly urbanised and rural areas. On one hand, consumers who 
live in a high density urban, are more likely to buy offline. On the other hand, consumers who live in a 
more rural urban area, buy more frequently online, because of the low shop accessibility (Farag et al. 
2006). Farag et al. (2006) conclude that the increasing share of online retail sales will lead to a loss of 
revenue at the physical shops and is expected to be rather larger at rural areas, rather than urban areas. 
However, Farag et al (2003) found that consumers who shop online, make more shopping trips to physical 
shops rather than consumers who do not shop online. This seems to imply that when the online share 
increases, the number of trips to the shopping destinations increase as well (Farag, Dijst, & Lanzendorf, 
2003). 

The factors that discourage people to shop online are largely related to faith and trust in the service and 
the quality of the online shops. These are factors retailers are constantly working on, to improve their 
service and recuperate the consumers trust. Additionally, some web shops are currently opening physical 
shops, in order to be a valuable complement and take away the disadvantages of serving only through a 
single channel. 
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3.5.3 Hedonic versus Utilitarian 

The distinction between hedonic and utilitarian motivations for visiting physical retail types is described in 
Section 3.2 These motivations are only related to offline retail formats. Several studies made the same 
distinction between shopping motivations in an online context (Childers, Carr, Peck, & Carson, 2001; To, 
Liao, & Lin, 2007). Relevant factors influencing hedonic and utilitarian online shopping motivations are 
summarized in Table 10. 

Table 10: Hedonic and utilitarian online shopping motivations (To, Liao, & Lin, 2007) 

 
To et al (2007) conclude that hedonic and utilitarian shopping motivations also exist for online shopping. 
The consumers also experience some pleasure and enjoyment during online shopping. For a hedonic 
motivation, the value of adventure and, or exploring, are the main reasons for online shopping, while for 
a utilitarian motivation, the value of convenience is the main reason consumers choose to shop online (To, 
Liao, & Lin, 2007).  

Other studies investigated consumers’ intentions to shop on the internet (Childers, Carr, Peck, & Carson, 
2001; Perea y Monsuwé, Dellaert, & de Ruyter, 2004). Both studies used a framework that is adopted from 
the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) by Davis (1993). This framework identifies the ‘ease of use’ 
(utilitarian values) and the ‘usefulness’ (hedonic values) of online shopping. The results show that a 
consumer’s online shopping behaviour is not only strongly affected by utilitarian aspects but also strongly 
significant by hedonic factors, like enjoyment. This indicates that not only utilitarian shopping locations 
are threatened by the online share but also hedonic shopping locations. Those who shop for the enjoyment 
of shopping, also seems to have fun during the online shopping journey.  

Hedonic 
 

1. Adventure/explore 
(To et al, 2007) 

People experience a sense of curiosity during the interaction 
with computers, this generates the action of adventure. The 
joy of exploration during the process of shopping.  

 2. Authority and status 
(To et al, 2007) 

Internet shoppers could have a higher level of control and 
authority. They can decide which products to see, when to 
place and when and where to receive the delivery. 

Utilitarian 1. Cost savings (To et al, 
2007) 

Internet shopping saves the expenditures of product and 
browsing cost. Also, web-oriented retailers have less 
expenditures due to rent, store furniture and personnel, and 
are therefore able to offer a better price for the consumer. 

 2. Convenience (To et 
al, 2007) 

Internet shopping provides 24/7 non-stop service, which is 
not limited by time, space or weather. 

 3. Selection (To et al, 
2007) 

Online stores are able to provide a more diversified selection 
at a lower cost.  

 4. Information 
availability (To et al, 
2007) 

Internet provides the most efficient means for consumers to 
get information, such as product information and reviews 
from other customers. 
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3.5.4 Changes in shopping behaviour 

The online web shops have changed the retail landscape. Nowadays, internet and social media are the 
driving force behind online shopping but also inspire to shop offline. The way companies advertise online 
is crucial for targeting potential customers and online communities (Gargioni, 2016). According to the 
study by Moz.com (2015) almost seventy percent looks at reviews first, before purchasing a product. The 
online reviews and online product specifications are replacing the opinion of a salesman in a physical shop. 
Consumers start their shopping journey at home and are better prepared before they start shopping. As a 
result that consumers spend less time in the physical stores and have more time for leisure activities 
(Verwaest, 2015; Redevco, 2016). This underlies the new retail state of mind from ‘need to buy’ to ‘need 
to enjoy’ (Redevco, 2016). Consumers can order everything they need online and visiting offline shopping 
locations for inspiration and enjoyment (Redevco, 2016). However, this state of mind only applies for retail 
locations that offer more than just purchasing products, such as leisure activities, dining or other activities 
that are offered in the same shopping environment (high quality environment). The locations that offer 
nothing else than shopping (low quality environment), might be easily replaced by web shops because this 
saves time, time that can be spend on leisure or recreational activities. 

The shopping journey changed as well since the availability of the internet. Based on the research by 
Redevco (2016), the physical shops shift towards the end of the shopping journey. The two main reasons 
for visiting the physical stores, by far, is to see, touch and try out items and to take items home immediately 
(Skrovan, 2017). Therefore, the importance of interaction between online and offline shops is growing. 
Since the online alternatives, consumers tend to shop much more efficiently by visiting less shops and 
spend less time visiting shops. Notably for the younger shoppers enjoyment becomes more important 
(Redevco, 2016). This group want experience, quality and a mixed shopping environment. These factors 
are mainly offered in inner city / high street shopping areas. 

The results of Redevco’s Consumer Survey (2016) show that online shopping impacts the purchases 
realized in the physical stores. Considering the general retail offer at retail parks (groceries and bulky 
goods), the effect of e-commerce remains low for these convenience-oriented locations in Belgium. For 
daily goods, the effects seem to be limited because the online expenses are much lower compared to 
other retail markets. The Belgian consumer presumably has a more utilitarian shopping motivation. 
Because the retail parks in Belgium are located among busy roads, it might offer quick grocery shopping 
when driving home from work and this may be routinely driven. Furthermore, comparing food products is 
easier at offline stores, especially fresh products, consumers seems to buy this rather offline than online. 
However, this threshold may fade away when the consumers’ confidence of buying these products online 
will be growing. 

The internet changed the way consumers use the physical shopping environments. They shop more 
efficiently now, price-consciously and are more relaxed. As a result, retailers need less physical shops and 
only need the best locations to reach out to their consumers. A research by Dixon et al (2008) suggests 
that e-commerce increases polarisation between prime and secondary property between towns (Dixon, 
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Thompson, McAllister, Marston, & Snow, 2008). Consumers want to visit the shopping destination that 
best fits their shopping values. 

3.6 Demographic trends in Belgium 
Belgium counted 11 million inhabitants at the start of 2016 and the expectation is that the total population 
will grow to approximately 13 million in 2060 (Belgian Federal Government, 2016). Nowadays, two 
demographic trends are taking place in Belgium: urbanization and aging.  

The Belgian population is getting older due to the aging trend, stagnating birth-rate, and increasing life 
expectations (Contreras, Martellucci, & Thum, 2014). This will result in an increase of the average age from 
41 in 2012 to a projected 44.6 in 2060 (Belgian Federal Government, 2016). The number of people aged 
above 65 will increase (Contreras, Martellucci, & Thum, 2014). The increase in elderly could be positive for 
the retail parks, because elderly currently shop less online. However, the shopping behaviour of the elderly 
could change in the near future. 

The worldwide growing urbanization trend is also reality in Belgium. The share of people living in urban 
area is 98%. An urban area is a city or town, with the metropolitan areas and suburban areas included. The 
expectation is that the population will be significantly more urbanized up to 99% in 2050 (United Nations, 
2014). Additionally, Belgium has a high population density of 366 inhabitants per square kilometre. This is 
lower than The Netherlands, which has a density of 448 inhabitants per square kilometre but is much 
higher than the other surrounding countries (United Kingdom: 271, Germany: 236 and France: 122) (The 
World Bank, 2017). The combination of the high percentage of urbanization and population density 
indicates that the cities will be facing more congestion. This could result in a decrease of popularity of the 
city centre because of a lack in car accessibility. On the other side, the retail parks on the edge of the cities 
could offer a good alternative for the car-oriented consumers.  

The convenience-oriented retail locations are car-dependent. The number of motorized vehicles per 1000 
inhabitants is 559, which is around the average compared to the surrounding countries (Nation Master, 
2014). Furthermore, the financial threshold for owning a car is much lower in Belgium compared to the 
Netherlands. According to LeasePlan (2016), the average total car cost per month is much lower in Belgium 
(roughly € 550, -) than in the Netherlands (roughly € 800, -). This illustrates that transportation by car is 
much more affordable in Belgium. So, they are probably more likely to take the car to a convenience retail 
location instead of the public transport. 
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3.7 Conclusion 
The consumer shopping motivation is important for choosing a certain type of retail. Hedonic and 
utilitarian are the two main shopping motivations and can be reflected in the retail landscape. The 
experience-oriented high-street locations of inner cities are more inclined to appeal to the values of a 
hedonic shopper. The convenience-oriented shopping location concepts, such as out-of-town retail parks, 
offer the efficiency and comfort for utilitarian driven shoppers. Because the main function of a retail park 
is to purchase a product, it does not offer the values a hedonic shopper will be looking for. Therefore, the 
utilitarian shoppers might have a more convenient alternative such as web shops and will visit less often 
retail parks. However, some retail parks might attract also hedonic shoppers by offering more experience 
with food and beverage facilities and a wider variety of retailers.  

As the web shops seem to be more of a threat to convenience-oriented retail locations, rather than to the 
experience-oriented ones, they also share the same shopping values for a utilitarian shopper. Because 
hedonic shoppers like to shop, they might visit web shops more often than utilitarian shoppers. Therefore, 
the internet is not only a threat to the convenience-oriented retail locations but also to the experience-
oriented ones. 

There are many types of consumers, and they all have their own characteristics. Previous studies reveal 
the importance of demographic characteristics for the segmentation of consumer groups. All studies show 
a significant difference by means of age and gender on the shopping behaviour and preferences. In 
general, younger females are more hedonic oriented and males plus elderly are more utilitarian motivated. 
Therefore, the impact of trends and developments in the retail sector can be different in each consumer 
segment.  

The recent changes in consumer behaviour are mainly triggered by the introduction of new technologies. 
Because Belgium is lagging behind other countries, it might take a while before changes in other countries 
will be visible in Belgium. On the other hand, demographic trends like aging and urbanization are apparent 
Belgium too, and these trends might impact the shopping behaviour of some consumer groups. These 
trends can also affect the attractiveness of the current retail park market and might appeal to making 
adjustments to the current retail park concept. 
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4 Methodology 
4.1 Introduction  
This chapter describes the adopted research methodology. This research aims to describe the most likely 
impact of several trends and developments on the attractiveness of the Belgian retail park market. Several 
steps will be explained in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the main conclusions will be summarized.  

4.2 Research process 
This research will be mainly explorative, based on literature, expert interviews and available data. In order 
to describe changes in shopping behaviour of the Belgian consumer in the near future, a process of five 
steps will be completed, as illustrated in Figure 14. The first step is to create the base scenario by 
combining and extrapolating several demographic developments and trends in retail sales. The second 
step is to define segments of Belgian consumers and describe their behaviour based on available data from 
Redevco’s Consumer Survey (2016). Statistical analysis is used to define and to compare consumer 
segments which will be described in terms of personal and behavioural characteristics. The third step is to 
adjust the base scenario qualitatively in order to create more appealing scenarios. These scenarios will be 
combined with the consumer segments in order to assess the likely effects of trends and developments 
on consumer behaviour in general. This will be the fourth step. Finally, the fifth step is to assess the likely 
consequences of changes in consumer behaviour for the existing retail parks in Belgium. A more detailed 
description of each step is provided below.  

The first step is to investigate, describe, extrapolate and to combine demographic developments and 
trends in retail sales, in order to create the base scenario. Expected trends in the retail market, but also 
demographic trends in Belgium, will be analysed. For instance, trends such as online shopping and aging 
will be considered. Describing the trends and developments will be based on the available data, as the 
base scenario will mainly be based on quantitative relations. Developments will be extrapolated until 2027 
by trend analyses. For some trends, the results might not be realistic, therefore, these trends will be 
discussed in step 3. The base scenario will be developed for each of the main product categories Belgian 

Figure 14: 5-Step research process 

Step	1: Create	the	base	scenario	by	extrapolating	demographic	
developments	and	trends	in	retail	sales

Step	2: Define	segments	of	consumers,	their	behaviour	and	
personal	characteristics

Step	3: Adapt	the	base	scenario	qualitatively	to	create	
definitive	scenarios

Step	4: Per	scenario:	Assess	 the	likely	effects	 on	consumer	
behaviour	per	segment

Step	5: Per	scenario:	Assess	 the	likely	consequences	of	changes	
in	consumer	behaviour	for	the	existing	retail	parks
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retail parks offer. In addition, the base scenario concerns the online and offline retail sales per population 
cohort.  

The second step is to define segments of consumers based on quantitative analysis by using data from the 
Redevco Consumer Survey (2016). This survey has already been carried out in 2016. The total sample 
consist of 13,638 respondents and was conducted in six European countries (Belgium, Germany, Spain, 
France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom). A distinction was made between experience (hedonic) 
and convenience (utilitarian) shopping motivated consumers. Some personal characteristics have been 
collected, such as gender, age, financial situation, time pressure, enjoyment and innovativeness and postal 
code. The main purpose of the survey was to determine behavioural changes in the shopping journey due 
to online orientation for hedonic and utilitarian motivated consumers. Respondents also had to indicate 
their proportion of online and offline purchases in the past 12 months. Furthermore, consumers were 
asked to consider statements on a Likert-scale regarding their changes in shopping habits and preferences 
since they started to shop and look around online. For the behavioural questions, the focus was on the 
frequency and duration of visiting a shop, the use of catering and other facilities during the shopping trip 
and whether they changed shopping behaviour. The questions related to preferences regarding shopping 
destinations focus on the quality of the shops, their products, catering outlets or other facilities. Statistical 
analysis will be conducted to define consumer groups. In the base scenario, the Belgian population is split 
up in age cohorts, therefore, an age-based segmentation will be considered. The results from the analysis 
will be used in step five, in combination with the adapted scenarios from step three. 

The third step is to qualitatively adapt the results from the extrapolation methods used in step one to 
create the base scenario. The adapted scenarios will differ in terms of the assumed influence of the trends 
and developments. An optimistic version (lower online share) and a pessimistic version (higher online 
share) of the adapted scenario will be developed. In addition, the effect can be different between product 
categories. For example, ordering groceries is not available in Belgium nowadays (except at pick-up points) 
but it is realistic that this service will be available in the near future and will impact the online share of 
daily goods. In addition, technological developments which are already available in other countries, or are 
expected to be available in the near future, will be discussed. Retailers are constantly searching for 
innovative solutions in order to offer more convenience for the consumer. These innovations will also 
affect the way people shop. Today’s thresholds withholding consumers to shop online may disappear. On 
the other hand, physical retailers are continuously searching for solutions to make the shopping journey 
more pleasant for the consumer. However, the impact of new services and technological innovations are 
difficult to assess. Therefore, these trends have been extrapolated qualitatively and will be discussed with 
experts. Moreover, because the Belgium online retail market is lagging behind on other European 
countries, it might be valuable to determine frontrunners, e.g. based on online retail sales data (available 
from Eurostat). Developments in other European countries can be reflected on the Belgian market. 
Concisely, the final scenarios will be used and will be combined with the consumer groups from step three 
to assess the most likely attractiveness of the Belgian retail park market in step four and five.  

The fourth step is to assess, per scenario, the likely effects of the changing consumer behaviour per 
product category. This will illustrate how the trends and developments might impact the shopping 
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behaviour of the different Belgian consumer groups. Ultimately, the distribution of the retail sales over 
the different types of retail locations (retail parks, shopping centres, high street and web shops) will be 
assessed and this will show the expected changes in the relative attractiveness of the different retail 
locations. The next step is to analyse the consequences for the Belgian retail park market. 

Finally, the fifth step is to assess the likely consequences per scenario on the existing retail parks in 
Belgium. This might indicate the extent to which the current retail park concept in Belgium meets the 
demands of the future consumers. This will give retail park owners and managers in Belgium insight in 
future viability of the Belgian retail park market.  

4.3 Conclusion 
Completing the 5-step process will give a most likely image about the future of the Belgian retail parks and 
the elements that are having an impact on the relative attractiveness of these parks. The 5-steps are 
distributed over three chapters. The first step is described in Chapter 5, the second step in Chapter 6 and 
the third, fourth and fifth step are described in Chapter 7. In Chapter 7, the impact of the scenarios and 
consumer segments will be visible and will give an answer to the main research question. 
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5 Trends & Developments 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains the first step of the five-step research process, as described in Chapter 4. The first 
step aims to investigate and describe trends and developments in the Belgian retail sector and how this 
might impact consumer shopping behaviour in general. Several demographic developments are included 
per age cohort, such as: population growth, disposable income, purchasing power and retail expenditures. 
The impact of technological developments is also included. As described in the literature review, the retail 
market entered the era of the internet and the new technologies mainly impacted the ratio between 
online and offline retail sales. Therefore, the trend in online retailing is included. As described in the 
literature review, retail parks in Belgium has a typical mix of retailers. This mix of retailers consists of: 
supermarkets, DIY, fashion stores and electronics stores. Therefore, this research will mainly focus on the 
developments and trends of these product categories; groceries, home and garden, fashion and 
electronics. This will result in a more detailed impression of how the growing share of online retailing will 
impact the products offered at retail parks. Concisely, the online share also differs per generation. 
Therefore, the online retail sales are divided over the four product categories and over the generations. In 
the end, these trends and developments are combined and forms the base scenario. This base scenario 
will be used to define multiple scenarios in Chapter 7. 

The base scenario shows the impact of trends and developments between the years 2016 and 2027. 
Therefore, demographic developments and trends in retail sales are extrapolated until 2027. The 
extrapolation and combination of variables is divided into five sections, as shown in Figure 15. This figure 
provides an overview of the sections that follow; every section creates the input of the next section. 

The first stage (Section 5.2) calculates and describes the differences in disposable income per age cohort. 
This output provides an indication of the differences between the purchasing power of the age cohorts. 
The second stage is described in Section 5.3 and calculates the differences in retail expenditures per age 
cohort. This calculation is done for all four product categories. The third stage is described in Section 5.4 
and calculates the development of online retail sales. The results from Section 5.4 are converted from age 
cohorts to generations in Section 5.5. The difference between age and generation is that generations are 
based on the year of birth, therefore, the same group of people is used within the analysis. This provides 
a better representation of demographic developments in the near future. This segmentation is used for 
the base scenario, which is provided in Section 5.6. This base scenario shows the differences between the 

Figure 15: Stages for creating the base scenario 
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generation and product categories clearly by means of retail sales and the extent to which they shop 
online. Finally, the conclusion of this chapter can be found in Section 5.7. 

5.2 Purchasing power per age cohort  
In this section, the purchasing power per age cohort is discussed for the period between 2005 and 2027. 
The differences in purchasing power between the age cohorts is assumed to be of interest as the mean 
income differs per age cohort. For example, the middle-aged groups have a higher income, rather than the 
youngest group and the oldest groups. However, there is no data available on how much a certain age 
cohort spends on a certain product. Therefore, the total disposable income per age category is used as a 
proxy variable. The Belgium Federal Government (2015) provides data regarding the mean disposable 
income per age group for the period between 2005 and 2015. This data is combined with the total 
population per age cohort, that is also available from The Belgian Federal Government (2017). The data 
regarding the disposable income is explained in Section 5.2.1, data regarding the population is discussed 
in Section 5.2.2. In Section 5.2.3, these two data sets are combined for the period between 2005 and 2027.  

5.2.1 Disposable income 

The first variable is the disposable income per age cohort that is available for the period 2005 until 2015, 
from the Belgian Federal Government (2016). The disposable income is based on the declared tax of their 
personal income, which is mandatory for every citizen after they received their first salary (De Standaard, 
2017). Therefore, it can be assumed that this data includes the Belgian population from 18 years and older. 
Figure 16 shows the trend lines of the average disposable income per age cohort between 2005 and 2015 
and the exact values are provided in Appendix I.1. 

As can be seen in Figure 16, all trend lines have increased since 2015. However, the growth of the average 
disposable income shows mutual differences between the age cohorts. The two youngest cohorts show 
the lowest growth over this period, followed by the three oldest cohorts. In addition, the three middle 
aged cohorts have had the highest growth in the same period. However, all of the disposable incomes 
were rather stable over the past couple of years and, for this research, the mutual differences between 
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Figure 16: Average disposable income per age cohort (2005-2027) (Belgian Federal Government, 2017) 
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the average disposable incomes are more important than the actual growth. Therefore, for the base 
scenario, the income of 2015 is used as an indicator for the years 2016 until 2027. Actually, it is assumed 
that incomes and prices remain constant in the period 2015-2027. The income data is combined with data 
about the Belgian population to calculate the total purchasing power in Section 5.2.3. In Chapter 7, the 
values of the extrapolated disposable income can be changed to define other scenarios. This enables to 
examine the impact of this variable, if the growth of the disposable income changes.  

5.2.2 Belgian population  

The future development of the Belgian population is based on StatBel’s prognoses. Because the aim of 
this research is to describe the impact of changes in the near future, a time horizon of ten years will be 
used. The trends are extrapolated for the upcoming ten years, until 2027. Demographic trends in the 
Belgian population, as described in the literature review, are expected to be continued. The Belgian federal 
government made several prognoses about the future development of the Belgian population. They made 
an extensive prediction per age cohort which will be used in this study. 

The prognosis is that the total Belgian population will grow within the upcoming ten years. However, there 
are huge differences between the different age cohorts. Figure 17 shows the differences in the growth per 
age cohort, starting at the year 2000.  

As can be seen in this figure, there are significant differences in growth between the age cohorts. Especially 
the total amount of elderly increased; this trend is expected to continue. On the other hand, the middle-
aged group category (45-54), shows a huge decrease because the majority of this group shifts to a higher 
age category. This shows the aging trend that is currently going on in Belgium. The inhabitants between 
25 to 44 years old, show a slight decrease. The total growth is shown in Figure 18, taking the different age 
categories into consideration. 
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Figure 17: Population growth in percentages per age group 2000-2027 (Belgian Federal Government, 2016) 
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As shown in Figure 18, the total population is expected to grow in the near future. Especially the oldest 
age cohort will increase significantly, while the remaining age cohorts remain rather stable. The data 
regarding the Belgian population is provided in Appendix I.1 and combined with the average disposable 
income in Section 5.2.3. 

5.2.3 Purchasing power 

The total disposable income per age cohort indicates the differences in purchasing power. For every year 
the average disposable income per cohort (Section 5.2.1) is multiplied by the total population in each age 
cohort (Section 5.2.2). The results are shown in Figure 19 and the data is provided in Appendix I.1. 

The results in Figure 19 show the differences between the development of the total disposable income 
per age cohort. The assumption is that the disposable income per inhabitant will stay stable at the 
observed values in 2015. Because of this assumption the trendlines in Figure 19 follow the trend of the 
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Figure 19: Total purchasing power per age cohort in Millions (2005-2027) 
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population growths from Figure 17. However, if the disposable income will increase after 2015, these 
trendlines will most likely evolve differently. This will be investigated by defining additional scenarios in 
Chapter 7. 

5.3 Total retail sales per age cohort 
In this section, the total retail sales of the four product categories, per age cohort, is discussed. The data 
from Section 5.2, that indicates the purchasing power, is combined with data from the total retail sales 
per product in Belgium. The total retail sales in Belgium, per year and for all four product categories, is 
described in this section. Data from Euromonitor (2017) has been used for the retail sales in the years 
between 2005 and 2015. This data has been extrapolated until the year 2027, taking into account the 
purchasing power per age cohort. The data regarding retail sales is explained in Section 5.3.1. In Section 
5.3.2, the data on purchasing power is combined with the data on retail sales for the period between 2005 
and 2027. 

5.3.1 Observed retail sales 

The total retail sales in Belgium, per year and for all four product categories, is described in this section. 
Data from Euromonitor (2017) has been used for the retail sales (both offline and online) for the years 
2005 until 2015. The trends of the four product categories appear to be rather linear for this period. The 
results are shown in Figure 20 and the data in Appendix I.2. 

Figure 20: Total retail sales in millions per product category (Euromonitor, 2017) 

As can be seen in Figure 20, the product category grocery has by far the highest retail sales in comparison 
to the other three categories. The total retail sales of the other three categories are close to each other. 
All four trend lines need to be extrapolated to the year 2027. In order to extrapolate the current trends, 
data of the purchasing power is used (from Section 5.2), assuming that the total retail sales are related to 
the total purchasing power of the Belgian population. When the purchasing power increases, it can be 
expected that the retail sales will increase as well. As the total purchasing power per age cohort has been 
calculated in Section 5.2, the total purchasing power per year can easily be calculated by summing the 
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amounts over the age cohorts. For the years 2005-2015, the retail sales per product category is related to 
the total purchasing power is by means of a factor, as shown in Equation 1. 

!"#$%&',)* = 	
-./01203	104567	/570/8,9:
;<457	=>1?	5/6@A	=<B018

       (1) 

This factor is used to fit the total retail sales per product category per year to the total purchasing power 
per year for the period between 2005 and 2015. The factors are listed in Table 11.  

Table 11: Fraction of total purchasing power spent on retail sales per product group (2005-2015) 

 Factor 
Year Groceries Home & Garden Electronics Fashion 
2005 0.1806 0.0454 0.0263 0.0529 
2006 0.1793 0.0452 0.0272 0.0523 
2007 0.1795 0.0444 0.0282 0.0538 
2008 0.1751 0.0430 0.0275 0.0512 
2009 0.1765 0.0426 0.0273 0.0514 
2010 0.1798 0.0429 0.0286 0.0533 
2011 0.1769 0.0417 0.0280 0.0512 
2012 0.1739 0.0402 0.0266 0.0491 
2013 0.1719 0.0394 0.0261 0.0482 
2014 0.1678 0.0385 0.0257 0.0465 
2015 0.1686 0.0386 0.0259 0.0465 

  
As can be observed from Table 11, the factor per product group is stabilising over the last years. Therefore, 
the approximate mean factor per product category is used to extrapolate the total retail sales until 2027. 
This mean factor is used in Section 5.3.2 to examine the retail sales per age cohort. 

5.3.2 Estimated Retail sales  

In this section, the retail sales per product category per age cohort and all age cohorts together will be 
extrapolated. From Section 5.2, the purchasing power per age cohort per year is known. For each cohort 
and each year, the purchasing power is multiplied by the factor for each product group (see Section 5.3.1), 
as shown in Equation 2: 

CD$"EF	G"FDG?<H<14,',)* = 	!"#$%&)* ∗ JK&#ℎ"GEMN	O%PD&?<H<14,'    (2) 

The results from Equation 2 are shown in Figure 21, which shows the total retail sales per cohort. This 
figure only shows the results for the product category groceries because the only difference between the 
product categories is the total retail sales. The differences between the cohorts, for all four product 
categories, are all based on the differences in purchasing power (Section 5.2). Therefore, all cohorts follow 
the same trendline for all four product categories. The exact retail sales per cohort and per product 
categories is provided in Appendix I.2. 
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As can be seen in Figure 21, the different trendline per cohort shows the same trends as the disposable 
income in Figure 5 (Section 5.2.3). In addition, the expenditures per inhabitant can be calculated by 
dividing the total retail sales per cohort with the population. The mutual differences in average 
expenditures, per inhabitant per cohort, are shown in Figure 22. This figure shows the average 
expenditures on groceries, but the differences between the cohorts are the same for the other three 
product categories, as provided in Appendix I.2. 

As can be seen in Figure 22, the average expenditures per inhabitant has been stable over the previous 
observed years. By assuming that the factor per product group and the average disposable income will 
remain stable for the period between 2016 and 2027, the predicted retail expenditure according to the 
base scenario only depend on demographic developments. The consequences of changing this assumption 
might be investigated in Chapter 7. The data on total expenditures per cohort per product group will be 
used to assess the online share per age cohort per product group in Section 5.4. 
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Figure 22: Average expenditures on groceries per inhabitant per age cohort (2005-2027) 
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Figure 21: Total grocery sales per cohort in millions (2005-2027) 
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By summing the retail sales over the cohorts per product group, the total retail sales per product group 
can be estimated. The results are shown in Figure 23. This Figure shows the forecasted trends of the total 
retail sales of the four-product group in millions.  

As can be seen, grocery retail sales are expected to grow between the year 2015 to 2027, although the 
pace of growth decreases. The predicted total retail sales for the other three product categories remains 
stable. Again, it should be noted that this growth is based on the assumption that the factors and mean 
expenditures remain stable from 2015. 

5.4 Online retail expenditures per age cohort 
In this section, the total online retail sales for each of the four product categories per age cohort are 
estimated. The results from Section 5.3, regarding the total retail sales per cohort are used to calculate 
the differences in online share per age cohort. This data is combined with the share of the population that 
shops online per cohort and the online share in retail sales. Data regarding the online retail sales, is 
available for the period between 2002 and 2016 (Euromonitor, 2017). This data has been extrapolated 
until the year 2027, with the polynomial extrapolation method. Data regarding online shopping per age 
cohort is available for the period between 2012 and 2016 (Eurostat, 2017). This data has been extrapolated 
with the logarithmic method until the year 2027. In this section, the online shares in retail sales are 
described in Section 5.4.1, and the share per cohort that shop online in Section 5.4.2. Section 5.4.3 
combines both datasets.  

5.4.1 Online retail sales 

Most of the technological innovations will have an impact on the extent the Belgian consumer will order 
products through online channels. Since the retail market entered the era of the internet, as described in 
the literature review, almost all new technologies have a relation with the internet. The impact of new 
technologies on consumer behaviour will affect the ratio between online and offline retail sales in 
particular retail sectors. The share of online retailing in total retail expenditures is increasing every year 
(Euromonitor, 2017). However, the ratio between online and offline retail sales differs per product 
category. This ratio may be different per retail sector because some trends or developments are only 
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related to a particular retail sector. Therefore, this section will focus on the four product categories that 
are settled at Belgian retail parks. The total growth of online sales, for each of these product categories, 
are shown in Figure 24.  

As can be seen in this figure, the online share differs significantly per product category. Therefore, the 
online share is extrapolated for all four product categories separately. Currently, the product category 
grocery has the lowest share in online retail sales. The Belgian consumers ordered 1.8% of all retail sales 
in supermarkets online. In order to extend the observed trend from 2002 until 2016, the polynomial 
extrapolation method is used. For the existing trendline, data regarding the online share of total retail 
sales from Euromonitor (2017) is used. In order to mimic the trend line, a second-degree polynomial 
extrapolation method is required as shown in Equation 3. 

Q	(S) = " ∗ SU + W ∗ S + #        (3) 

I n this equation, the x value is the time indicator in years, the y value is the online share in retail sales of 
that time period. The a, b and c are the regression coefficients and will be different for every trend line. 
The coefficients are calculated by Excel. All equations with their x- and y-values and coefficients are 
provided in Appendix I.3. Figure 25 shows the results of the polynomial extrapolation for the four product 
categories.  

Figure 25: Trend line online share in the total retail sales for 4 product categories (2005-2027) 

Figure 24:  Online share total retail sales per product category in Belgium (2002-2016) 
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The trend lines in Figure 25 are second degree polynomials, showing an exponential trend. These trend 
lines might not be realistic because they predict an ongoing growth of online retailing. Considering that S-
shaped developments are quite common with the introduction of new technologies (Rogers, 2003), these 
extrapolated trend lines might be changed in Chapter 7. However, the trend lines in Figure 11 will be used 
to create the base scenario.  

5.4.2 Share of population that purchased online per product group per age cohort 

In the previous section, the share per product category in online retailing in Belgium has been discussed. 
However, the online share does not only differ per product category, but as described in the literature 
review, also per age cohort. Therefore, it should be assessed how the online share per age cohort will 
develop in the near future. However, Eurostat does not provide the online share per age cohort. They only 
provide the percentage per age cohort that has bought online in the previous years for the period 2012-
1016. By assuming that this is related to the online share, the ‘bought at least once last year’ data has been 
converted to ‘online share’. Moreover, predictions will be made on how the share per age cohort will 
develop till 2027.  

The data from Eurostat (2017) need to be extended to the year 2027. This forecasting will be done by the 
logarithmic extrapolation method. A logarithmic function is chosen because it is realistic that the growth 
of this share will descend each year. The logarithmic extrapolation method is shown in Equation 3. 

Q	(S) = X ∗ ln	(S) + 	W        (4) 

In this equation, the x value is the time indicator in years and the y value is the share of an age cohort that 
ordered the products at least once online over the past year; m is the slope and b is the intercept. These 
results are combined with the online retail sales in Section 5.4.3. The data and calculations for each 
product group are provided in Appendix I.3 and the results are discussed in the following figures. Figure 
26 shows the results of the extrapolation until the year 2027, for groceries.  

As can be seen in this figure, the share per cohort differs significantly. The age category 25 to 34 years old 
shows the highest percentage of having ordered groceries online at least once. The elder the age cohorts 

Figure 26: Share per age cohort that shops at least once per year online for groceries (2012-2027) 
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get, the lower the share. However, the youngest age cohort has also a low share in comparison to middle-
aged cohorts, probably because a part of this group still lives at their parents’ home and do not need to 
order groceries by themselves. The expectation is that the growth until 2027 will be the highest for middle-
aged cohorts. The expectation is that this growth will be lower for the elder generations. However, the 
share per cohort is higher for the other three product categories. Figure 27 shows the extrapolation for 
home and garden products. 

As can be seen in Figure 27, only the youngest cohort has a significantly low share for ordering online. This 
is probably because this generation does not own a house or do not have enough budget to purchase new 
home and garden products. The share of the other five cohorts are close to each other, probably because 
these cohorts do need these products for their homes. Therefore, the expectation for 2027 is that the 
share of the other cohorts will grow faster than of the youngest cohort. In addition, the share per cohorts 
that purchase online is even higher for home and garden products than for electronics, which is shown in 
Figure 28.  

Figure 28: Share per age cohort that shops at least once per year online for electronics (2012-2027) 
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Figure 27: Share per age cohort that shops at least once per year online for home & garden products (2012-2027) 
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As can be seen in Figure 29, there is a clear difference between the three youngest cohorts and the two 
eldest cohorts. On one hand, the trend lines of the three youngest generations shows the same trend and 
will increase more than the two oldest generations. Therefore, the expectation is that the youngest 
generation will grow a lot more than the older generations. Furthermore, the share per cohort that shop 
online is the highest for fashion products, as shown in Figure 30.  

As can be seen in Figure 30, fashion is by far the most popular, under the Belgian consumer, to shop online. 
But, also for this product category, the differences between the youngest and oldest cohorts are large. 
The share of the three youngest cohorts are almost same and higher than the two oldest cohorts. 
However, the share of all cohorts is expected to grow until 2027.   

The extrapolation is based on a rather short period of observation and the adoption of the logarithmic 
function might be questionable. Therefore, the expected trends per cohort per product category should 
be handled with care. However, it is not about the absolute share, but the differences between the 
cohorts, as the total share per product group has to be made consistent with the trends presented 
previously. Alternative assumptions will be explored Chapter 7.  

5.4.3 Online share retail sales per age cohorts 

Now, the data from the previous sections is combined in order to predict the online share per product 
group per age cohort. The total retail sales per product group from Section 5.3 are combined with the 
online share per product group (see Section 5.4.1). This gives the total amount of online retail sales per 
product group (see Appendix I.3).  It is assumed that the share of online purchasing at least once a year is 
directly related to the share of online retail expenditures per age cohort per product group. By multiplying 
the share of online purchasing at least once a year with the average retail expenditure per person per 
cohort per product group and with the number of inhabitants in the cohort, the amount of online retail 
sales per cohort per product group can be estimated. Summing up these amounts over the cohorts results 
in the estimated total online retail sales per product group. However, this total amount should be equal 

Figure 29: Share per age cohort that shops at least once per year online for fashion (2012-2027) 
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to the amount of online retail sales provided by Euromonitor (2017). Again, factors have to be computed 
to fit the data, see Equation 5. 

!"#$%&',)* = 	
4<457	104567	/570/8,9:∗	-@76@0	/	5108,9:

∑ 	(\]^	^_`]^	^_` 	∗	a05@	0b=0@364>108,]^	^_`,9:	∗	/	510	54	705/4	<@?0	<@76@08,]^	^_`,9:)
 (5)  

Where Ncohort is equal to the number of inhabitants in each cohort. With this factor, the amount of 
expenditures online expenditures per product group per cohort can be calculated. By dividing this by the 
number of inhabitants per product group, the average share of online expenditure per person per cohort 
per product group can be assessed (see figures 31, 32, 33 and 34). More detailed information is provided 
in Appendix I.3.1. 

 

Figure 31: Share online retail sales for groceries per age cohort (2012-2027) 
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Figure 30: Share online retail sales for home & garden per age cohort (2012-2027) 
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As can be seen in these figures, the younger the cohort, the higher the growth in online retail sales, except 
for the youngest cohort. The youngest cohort will have the smallest share in the near future, as they have 
much lower retail expenditures. However, the estimation is based on rather strong assumptions, which 
may be replaced by other assumptions in Chapter 7. For example, an alternative assumption might be that 
the younger age cohort will spend relatively more on fashion than the older cohorts. In addition, as 
described in the literature review, segmenting the population in generations might give more insight in 
how shopping develops in the near future. Therefore, the results of this section are used to calculate the 
differences between the generations in Section 5.5. 

  

Figure 32: Share online retail sales for electronics per age cohort (2012-2027) 
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Figure 33: Share online retail sales for fashion per age cohort (2012-2027) 
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5.5 Online retail expenditures per generation 
As described in the literature review, segmentation by generations is a useful method in order to predict 
shifts in the population of the future. For a generation, the year of birth is leading and not the age. This 
provides an image about the future development of the population from a different perspective. Because 
every generation has their own characteristics, this gives a better impression on how the total population 
will develop. A description about the consumer segmentation per generation is provided in the literature 
review (Section 3.4). Therefore, the results of this section will be used as base scenario. In this chapter, 
the results for product category groceries are described, however, the same method is used for the other 
three product categories. In Section 5.6, the basis scenario for all four product categories will be discussed. 
In Section 5.5.1, the Belgian population is divided in generations. The total retail expenditures are 
discussed in Section 5.5.2. Section 5.5.3 describes the online and offline retail expenditures.  

5.5.1 Population per generation 

The population is segmented from age cohort to generations. The development of the share of the 
different generations, for the period between 2012 and 2027, is illustrated in Figure 34.  The exact number 
of the population per generation is provided in Appendix I.4. 

The results in Figure 34 shows that the generation Maturists will keep decreasing down to a very small 
share. The generations Baby Boomers and Generation X will be the elderly of the future. On the other 
hand, Generation Z enters the consumer market as a new generation. The Generation Y is currently the 
second largest generation, after Baby Boomers, and is expected to be the largest generation in the near 
future. The generations that are currently more active on web shops, are also expected to be more active 
online in the near future. Therefore, the expectation is that the elderly who are currently not very active 
on the web, will partly be replaced by newer generations. This will likely result in a greater share of the 
population that shops online. More about the differences between generations and their online shopping 
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Figure 34: Evolution of the population above 18 years old in generation in Belgium 2012-2027 (Belgian Federal Government, 
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behaviour will follow in the next section. The total numbers of inhabitants per generation is shown in 
Figure 35. 

 
Figure 35: Forecasted Belgian population in millions divided by generations (2016-2027) 

5.5.2 Total retail expenditures per generation 

The total expenditures differ per age cohort and will most likely also differ between the generations. 
Therefore, the total retail sales are converted from age cohorts, into the generations. This analysis is 
conducted for all four product categories, however, the differences and trends between the generations 
are similar. Therefore, the trends and shifts between generations are discussed for the product category 
groceries. The same trends and shift are also observed for the other three product categories. The only 
differences between the product categories is the total retail sales. The total retail sales per generation 
for the product category groceries are shown in Figure 36 and the exact values, for all four product 
categories, can be found in Appendix I.4. 

 
Figure 36: Total retail sales on groceries per generation in Millions (2012-2027) 
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the Generation Y (Millennials) will have the highest retail sales in the near future. This illustrates the 
following: the overall Belgian consumer will change in the near future. The average expenditures per 
inhabitant per generation are shown in Figure 37. 

 
Figure 37: Expenditures on groceries per inhabitant per generation (2012-2027) 
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showing an increase and Generation X first increases and then decreases. Moreover, the two oldest 
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Figure 38: Total online expenditures on groceries per generation (2012-2027) 
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As can be seen in Figure 38, the online expenditures of the three oldest generations will grow very little, 
as the online expenditures show the highest growth for the two youngest generations. Especially the 
online expenditures for Generation Y will increase extremely, as they most likely have the greatest share 
of online expenditures in the near future. The same observations are made for the other three product 
categories. The ratio between the generations for the total retail sales is also shown for the other three 
product categories. However, there are mutual differences between the product categories, when 
analysing the average online expenditures per inhabitant per generation. Therefore, the average online 
expenditures per inhabitant will be discussed for all four product categories individually. Figure 39 shows 
the differences between the generation by means of average expenditures on online groceries. 

 
Figure 39: Online expenditures on groceries per inhabitant per generation (2012-2027) 
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Figure 40: Expenditures on home & garden products per inhabitant per generation (2012-2027) 
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generations. In addition, the average expenditures for Generation Y and Generation X are expected to 
increase approximately the same and will have the highest expenditures of all generations. Moreover, the 
average expenditures per inhabitant for electronic product are illustrated in Figure 41. 

As shown in Figure 41, the average expenditures are also here expected to be the highest for Generation 
Y, followed by Generation X. Generation Z has currently the lowest average, but it will most likely catch up 
with the two oldest generations, as the average of these three generations are closely to each other in 
2027. Moreover, the average expenditures per inhabitant for fashion products is shown in Figure 42. 

The results for online expenditures on fashion in Figure 42, the average expenditures will increase the 
highest for the three youngest generations. Although, the average expenditures two oldest generation will 
also increase a higher increase in comparison to the other three product categories. Therefore, the impact 
of online retail sales might have the greatest impact on fashion retailers. 

The analysis shows that the impact of online retailing will be the lowest for groceries, while the impact is 
most likely much higher for the other three product categories. However, the online retail sales will grow 
for all four product categories and will have impact on the sales realised at the physical shops. Therefore, 
the impact of the basis scenario on the offline retail sales is discussed in Section 5.6. 
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Figure 41: Expenditures on electronics per inhabitant per generation (2012-2027) 

Figure 42: Expenditures on fashion per inhabitant per generation (2012-2027) 
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5.6 Base scenario 
The base scenario is developed to forecast the impact of demographic developments and the growing 
share of online retailing on the retail sales realised by retail parks. Therefore, the results of the base 
scenario express the trend of the offline retail sales until 2027, for the four product categories. The impact 
of the base scenario is different per product category. Figure 43 shows the total retail sales for groceries. 
As can be seen, the impact will be very limited because the online share is the lowest in comparison to the 
other three product categories. However, the total retail sales are expected to decrease according to the 
base scenario. 

 
Figure 43: Percentage offline grocery sales per generation (2012-2027) 
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Figure 44: Percentage offline home & garden sales per generation (2012-2027) 
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As can be seen in this figure, the share of the elderly generations will decrease, Generation Y will remain 
on the same share, as Generation Z shows an increase. This can be explained by the fact that the 
population of the oldest generations will decrease, and population of the youngest generation will 
increase. In addition, the share of the population that shop online will increase overtime because the 
younger generations shop more online. The same trend is shown for electronic retail sales, as can be seen 
in Figure 45. 

 
Figure 45: Percentage per generation of total offline electronic sales (2012-2027) 

Figure 45 shows that the impact of online retailing is even bigger for electronic products. For this product 
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Figure 46. 
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Figure 46: Percentage per generation of total offline electronic sales (2012-2027) 
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According to these findings, the attractiveness or demand for the main anchor retailers on the Belgian 
retail park, are most likely to decrease. These findings are based on the assumption of the base scenario. 
However, these results might be different for other scenarios.  

5.7 Conclusion 
Several trends and developments until the year 2027 have been combined and will be used to further 
explore the future of Belgium retail parks. Despite the limited data available for Belgium, especially for the 
age cohorts and generations, multiple methods have been used to make the available data useful for this 
research. Concisely, converting the data from age cohorts to generations will give a more appealing insight 
on what these trends and developments will most likely look like in the near future. Several stages have 
been completed in order to create the base scenario:  

1. Purchasing power per age cohort. 
2. Retail expenditures per age cohort. 
3. Online retail expenditures per age cohort. 
4. Online retail expenditures per generation. 

The base scenario is developed in Excel, which enables to change the assumptions and create multiple 
scenarios. The effects of these scenarios will be assessed on the consumer online and offline expenditures. 
The variables that can be changed in the model are as follows: 

- Disposable income per age cohort (2016-2027) 
- Retail sales per age cohort (2017-2027) 
- Share online retail sales per product category (2017-2027) 
- Share per age cohort that shop online (2017-2027) 

Finally, the expected shifts between and within generations, in combination with the growing share of 
online retail sales, will provide more insight in the future of Belgian retail parks. 
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Figure 48: Belgian population segmented by identified generation types (2016) 

6 Consumer segmentation 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains the second step of the five-step research process, as described in Chapter 4. The 
second step aims on the investigation and description of the shopping behaviour of the Belgian population, 
by defining segments of consumers based on Redevco’s Consumer Survey (2016). The respondents will be 
segmented according to their generation, because of their specific characteristics as described in Section 
3.4. In addition, this fits well to the results from the previous chapter. Subsequently, the focus lies on 
identifying the consumers that visit retail parks in Belgium. The differences between consumer segments 
are described in terms of their characteristics, such as; shopping motivation, consumer spending online 
versus offline and preferred shopping locations. The comparison of the consumer segments is mainly 
based on descriptive analysis. The results will be presented in Section 6.2 and summarized in Section 6.3. 

6.2 Statistical analysis 
The data from Redevco’s Consumer Survey (2016) is segmented according to the five generations; 
Maturists, Baby Boomers, Generation X, Generation Y and Generation Z. The total sample of the survey 
consists of 2241 Belgian respondents, who have been divided over the five identified generation types, as 
shown in Figure 47.  

 

As can be seen in Figure 47, the respondents are not equally distributed over the generations. However, 
the number of respondents in the smaller groups is still reasonable. In addition, the three middle 
generations (Baby Boomers, Generation X and Generation Y) have the highest number of respondents, as 
these segments are also considerably larger than the youngest and oldest generation, as shown in Figure 
48. Therefore, the distribution of the respondents from the survey is in line with the current Belgium 
demographic age distribution.  

 

 

Survey	Sample	
(Belgium)
2241	(100%)

Maturists
(Before	 1944)

144 (6%)

Baby	Boomers	
(1945-1964)

1066	(48%)

Generation	X	
(1965-1976)

443	(20%)

Generation Y	
(1977-1994)

447	(21%)	

Generation	Z	
(After	 1994)

111	(5%)

Belgian	population	
(2016)

8,982,329	 (100%)

Maturists
(Before	 1944)
1,253,711 (14%)

Baby	Boomers	
(1945-1964)
2,731,147	 (30%)

Generation	X	
(1965-1976)
1,869,828	 (21%)

Generation Y	
(1977-1994)
2,612,288	 (29%)	

Generation	Z	
(After	 1994)

515,355	(6%)

Figure 47: Redevco's Consumer Survey (2016) Sample by identified generation types 
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In the following sections, the generations will be described in terms of personal characteristics (Section 
6.2.1), shopping motivation (Section 6.2.2), online share in retail sales (Section 6.2.3) and their preferred 
shopping location for the four product categories (Section 6.2.4). The data for all figures is provided in 
Appendix II. 

6.2.1 Personal characteristics 

The survey contained a number of statements to reveal personal information. For this research, the most 
interesting statements are; ‘I like shopping’ and ‘I am always busy’. These statements give information 
about the differences in interest in shopping and time pressure between generations. The respondents 
had to answer this statement based on a five-point Likert-scale, whether they agree or disagree with the 
statements. In order to indicate if the majority of the generation agreed or disagreed with the statement, 
the percentage of respondents that agreed have been reduced by the respondents that disagreed with 
the statement. The results for the statement ‘I like shopping’ are shown in Figure 49.  

 
Figure 49: Histogram with the answers of the statement 'I like shopping' per generation (Redevco, 2016) 

Figure 49 shows a clear trend; the younger the generation, the more people in that generation like 
shopping. It shows that the two youngest generations like shopping the most and that the oldest 
generation does not seem to like shopping at all. This hypothesis can be statistically tested by the One-
Way ANOVA test. This test determines whether any of the differences between the mean values of the 
generations are statistically significant. The results of the One-Way ANOVA show that the differences 
between the generations are statistically significant (see Appendix II.3).  

Another interesting statement that was suggested in the survey; ‘I am always busy’. The shopping 
behaviour might be influenced by the time pressure of an individual. The results for this statement are 
shown in Figure 50. 
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Figure 50: Histogram with the answers of the statement 'I am always busy’ per generation (Redevco, 2016) 

The observation in Figure 50 is as expected, as the oldest generations are retired and have more time than 
the working generations (Gen. X, Gen. Y). The youngest generations are also less busy, probably because 
they have less obligations than the other generations. According to the One-Way ANOVA test, this 
hypothesis statistically significant (see Appendix II.3). In addition, the mean value per generation also 
supports the hypothesis (Figure 50). Therefore, the statement ‘I am always busy’ depends on the 
generations. 

6.2.2 Shopping motivation 

The differences in shopping motivation between the generations are based on a question regarding 
motivation; whether the consumers see themselves as a hedonic, a utilitarian shopper, or both. The 
answers have been analysed for all generations and are summarized in Figure 51.  

From the results in Figure 51 it can be concluded that the younger the generation, the more hedonic and 
the less utilitarian shopping motivated they are. Generation X, however, is an exception with a relative 
low share of respondents that are hedonic-motivated, probably because this generation is busier in 
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Figure 51:  Shopping motivation per generation (Redevco, 2016) 
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comparison to the other generations. The fact that younger people are more hedonic-motivated seems to 
be in line with the observation that this generation also enjoys shopping more than the older generations.  

6.2.3 Online share total retail sales 

The differences in online share of the total retail sales are based on the question regarding their online 
purchasing behaviour. The respondents had to identify the ratio between their online and offline 
purchases. However, this is based on the total retail sales, so over all product categories, and not only the 
four product categories that are used in the base scenario (Chapter 5). However, this still shows a clear 
trend over the generations. The results are shown in Figure 52, the values in Appendix II.2. 

 
Figure 52: Online share total retail sales per generation (Redevco, 2016) 

The results in Figure 52 shows a clear trend; the younger the generation, the more they purchase online. 
The average online share of all generations is higher than the actual online share in 2016 according to the 
Euromonitor (2017) data (see Chapter 5). However, it shows the same trend as the base scenario: younger 
generations shop more online than the older generations. The average online share for the four product 
categories per generation from the base scenario is provided in Figure 53. 
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This difference may be caused by different reasons: 1) the Redevco data concerns all retail sales while only 
four product groups were selected from the Euromonitor data; 2) the question in de Redevco survey is 
more general (e.g. respondents could interpret the question in terms of expenditures, but also in terms of 
number of times); 3) the Redevco survey was online based, implying that the respondents were more 
online orientated. In addition, the youngest generation (Generation Z) has a lower average online share in 
total retail sales for the four product categories in comparison to the two older generations (Generation Y 
and Generation X). This difference can be explained by means of data from Euromonitor (2017), which 
shows that the youngest cohorts shop less of the product categories groceries and home & garden online. 
However, for both datasets, the tendency is that generations spent less online with increasing age. 

6.2.4 Preferred shopping locations 

In the Redevco survey, the respondents were asked to mark the product categories they buy. 
Subsequently, for the marked product categories, respondents had to choose the type of physical 
shopping location they prefer buying this particular product. The four product categories (Groceries, Home 
and Garden, Electronics and Fashion) were also included in the survey. However, not all consumers marked 
all product categories, which resulted in some generations having a limited number of observations in 
some product categories. Especially the numbers of respondents in the Z and Maturists generation are 
low. Therefore, the results of the two youngest generations (Generation Z and Generation Y) and the two 
oldest generations (Baby Boomers and Maturists) will be combined for further analysis in Chapter 7.  
Subsequently, the results for the four product categories will be discussed and more information is 
provided in Appendix II.6. Figure 54 shows the results for groceries. 

 
Figure 54: Preferred shopping location for groceries per generation (Redevco, 2016) 

The results in Figure 54 shows that the majority of the respondents buy their groceries at supermarkets in 
shopping centres. In addition, the younger generations seem to buy more groceries at the city centre. This 
could be explained by the assumption that younger respondents more often live in the city centres than 
the older respondents. This is supported by the fact that the older generations shop more often at retail 
parks, these parks are located along busy roads, on the edge of the cities. Another reason might be that 
the older generations buy more products at a time, which is easier in shopping centres and retail parks. 
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The share of inhabitants that shop at retail parks is higher for the other three product categories. Figure 
55 shows the results for home and garden products. 

 
Figure 55: Preferred shopping location for home & garden per generation (Redevco, 2016) 

The results in Figure 55 shows that the older generations prefer to buy their home and garden products at 
retail parks in comparison to the younger generations. In addition, the share of the city centre is very 
limited for the three oldest generations, while approximately 20% of Generation Y prefers to buy their 
home and garden products in the city centre. The share of the shopping centre is quite equal for all 
generations (except for Generation Z; with only 9 observations). The same conclusions can be drawn for 
electronic products, as is shown in Figure 56. 

 
Figure 56: Preferred shopping location for electronics per generation (Redevco, 2016) 

Overall, Belgian consumers (except Generation Z) tend to prefer buying their electronic products at retail 
parks. This preference for retail parks appears to be higher than for the other product categories. Finally, 
the results for home and garden products are shown in Figure 57.  
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The results in Figure 57 show that the city centre is the most popular location for all generations to buy 
their fashion products. However, shopping centres and retail parks seem to be pretty popular as well 
(although retail parks to a lesser extent among Generation Z). The retail parks are more attractive to 
Generation X and the Baby Boomers.  

6.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter, characteristics and preferences of the generations were investigated using Redevco’s 
Survey (2016). This resulted in interesting conclusions. The generations do not only show mutual 
differences, but also vary with the age of the generations. The following ‘generational effects’ can be 
observed. The younger the generation: 

- The more they like shopping 
- The busier they are (except for Generation Z) 
- The more hedonic shopping motivated they are. 
- The less utilitarian motivated they are. 
- The more they shop online. 
- The less they buy at retail parks (for all four product categories) 

These results will be used in Chapter 7 to define and explore different scenarios.  
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7 Developing and assessing scenarios 
7.1 Introduction 
The base scenario (from Chapter 5) is used to develop multiple scenarios. The assumptions underlying the 
base scenario are considered and alternative specifications will be tested. The assumptions regarding the 
base scenario will be considered in Section 7.2. Next, other aspects will be taken into consideration in 
Section 7.3. The impact of the scenarios for Belgian retail parks will be discussed in Section 7.4. The 
alternative scenarios will be discussed with multiple experts to criticize the assumptions and to check if 
the results are plausible (see Appendix III). This will be reported in Section 7.5. Finally, the conclusions will 
follow in Section 7.6. 

7.2 Modifying assumptions base scenario 
The assumptions underlying the base scenario (Chapter 5), will be replaced by alternative specifications. 
The base scenario is based on: 

1. Forecast of the Belgian population 
2. Disposable income per age cohort and purchasing power per age cohort. 
3. Retail expenditures per age cohort. 
4. Online retail expenditures per age cohort per product group. 

For the 2nd, 3rd and 4th item, alternative calculations will be explored. When the alternative assumptions 
affect the final outcomes considerably, this will be considered a potential scenario.  

7.2.1 Disposable income per age cohort 
The disposable incomes were rather stable over the past couple of years. For the base scenario, it is 
assumed that incomes and prices remain constant over the period 2015 - 2027. In this section, the 
disposable income will be extrapolated, given the developments over the years 2005 – 2015. The trend 
from 2005 until 2015 shows a linear growth, therefore the linear extrapolation forecast method is used to 
extend the trendlines up to the year 2027, which is shown in Equation 6.  

Q	(S) = X ∗ S + W         (6) 

The results of this extrapolation method are shown in Figure 58 and the exact values in Appendix III.  

 
Figure 58: Linear trend average disposable income per age cohort (2005-2027) 
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As can be seen in Figure 58, the linear trends show that the average income for the younger cohorts 
increases slower than the older cohorts. In addition, according to the linear extrapolation, the average 
income for the cohort 65-74 will increase the most. Concisely, when using the linear extrapolation for the 
new scenario’s, the total purchasing power increases, for every cohort. Figure 59 shows the impact of the 
linear trends in disposable income on the total retail sales per product category. 

 
Figure 59: Differences between total retail sales 'Base scenario' and the linear extrapolated disposable income 

As can be seen in Figure 59, the total retail sales increases because the purchasing power increases. 
However, the differences between the generations are limited, compared to the base scenario. Therefore, 
it can be concluded that a linear extrapolation of the average income does not generate new results. 
Consequently, the assumption of stable average incomes will be maintained.   

7.2.2 Retail sales per age cohort 
Within the base scenario, the retail sales are calculated per age cohort with the same share of disposable 
income spent on one of the four product categories (Equation 2). This factor fits the average disposable 
income per cohort into the purchasing power per product category. The factor of 2015 is used to 
extrapolate the purchasing power until 2027. It is assumed that this factor is the same for all cohorts, 
which means that all cohorts spent the same share of their disposable income per product category. This 
share might differ over the cohorts. For example, younger cohorts may spend more of their income on 
fashion and electronics than older cohorts. On the contrary, the youngest generation may spend less of 
their income on home and garden products. Therefore, the factor is discussed and optimized per product 
category. This new factor is used in the final scenarios (Section 7.3). The factor is discussed for groceries 
(Section 7.2.2.1), home and garden (Section 7.2.2.2), electronics (Section 7.2.2.3) and fashion (Section 
7.2.2.4). The new factors and the impact of these factors on the total retail sales for the period between 
2016 and 2027 are provided in Appendix III and discussed in Section 7.2.2.5. 
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7.2.2.1 Groceries 
The weekly average expenditures are different per cohort, however, according to the base scenario, the 
shares of disposable income spent on each product category do not differ between the cohorts. The 
average expenditures for the elderly (65+) seem to be rather high, assuming that those cohorts live in 
small households. In addition, the weekly expenditures are listed per person, so it would be twice as much 
for a couple. Therefore, the average expenditures for the elderly have decreased. On the contrary, the 
average expenditures on groceries for the youngest cohort is very low. Moreover, the average 
expenditures on groceries for the cohorts between 25 and 65 should be the highest, because these cohorts 
have children, so they have the largest households to maintain. The cohorts’ younger than 18 years old 
are not included, assuming that they still live at their parents. The share of disposable income spent on 
groceries has been changed for all cohorts, while the total retail sales for 2015 remains the same. Figure 
60 shows the average expenditures on groceries for the base scenario and for the new scenario. The share 
of disposable income spent on groceries for the new scenario is used for the final scenario’s.  

7.2.2.2 Home and garden 
The yearly expenditures on home and garden products have been analysed and adapted. The youngest 
cohort has the lowest average expenditures, assuming that some still live with their parents and those 
who live on their own do not have the financial resources to buy brand new home and garden products in 
store. In addition, the cohort 25-34 will have a higher average expenditure because they buy or rent their 
first house and have more financial ability to purchase new furniture. Moreover, the cohorts from 35 to 
65 years old have a higher income and will renew their furniture more frequently as the cohorts older than 
65 years. Therefore, the factor changed per cohort, so the average expenditures per cohort are more 
realistic. Figure 61 shows the average expenditures on home and garden products for the base scenario 
and for the new scenario. The share of disposable income spent on home and garden products for the new 
scenario is used to create the final scenario’s.  

Figure 60: Weekly expenditures on groceries per age cohort (Base scenario versus new scenarios) 
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Figure 61: Weekly expenditures on groceries per age cohort (Base scenario versus new scenarios) 

7.2.2.3 Electronics 
The yearly average expenditures on electronic products are different per age cohort. Within the base 
scenario, the expenditures are the lowest for the youngest cohort, while younger people seem to spend 
more on electronic products, in relation to their income, as compared to the oldest generation. Therefore, 
the average expenditure increased for the three youngest cohorts, while it decreased for the oldest 
generation. The youngest generations are more sensitive to gadgets and spend relatively more and more 
frequently on electronic products. On the contrary, the oldest generations attach a much lower value to 
having the newest gadgets, as long as their current products are working fine. In addition, the older 
generation also has more additional costs, such as for medication. These assumptions have been 
implemented in the base scenario, as can be seen in Figure 62.  

 

7.2.2.4 Fashion 
The average expenditures on fashion products are different per age cohort. Within the base scenario, the 
older generation spent more on fashion in comparison to the youngest generation. This would not be 
realistic because the younger cohorts are more sensitive to fashion and spend relatively more on clothes. 
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Therefore, the factor was increased for the younger cohorts and it was decreased for the older cohorts. 
Figure 63 shows the average expenditures on fashion products for the base scenario and for the new 
scenario.  

7.2.3 Online share in total retail sales per product category 
Forecasting the share of online retail sales in Belgium is complicated. Within the base scenario, the online 
share has been extrapolated per product category. This method resulted in an exponential trend, which 
might still not be realistic considering the s-curve being applicable to technological diffusion. Therefore, 
two alternative and more realistic trendlines will be considered per product category. In addition, for the 
base scenario, the online share in retail sales and the share per cohort that shop online were extrapolated 
separately, while these two variables are related to each other. For example, when the total population 
that shops online increases, the online share in retail sales will most likely increase as well. Therefore, an 
alternative approach to extrapolate the online retail sales per cohort is discussed in Section 7.2.4.1. 
Subsequently, the results for groceries are discussed in Section 7.2.4.2, for home and garden in Section 
7.2.4.3, for electronics in Section 7.2.4.4 and for fashion in Section 7.2.4.5. The new trendlines are used 
for the final scenarios (Section 7.3) and the values are provided in Appendix III. 

7.2.3.1 Forecasting method 
As Belgium is lagging behind on other European countries, the number of inhabitants purchasing online, 
is expected to grow. According to the findings from the literature study (see Section 3.3), new services and 
techniques that are expected in Belgium, indicates that the online share will keep growing. Therefore, the 
extrapolation will be done manually, considering the common S-shape with technological innovations. 
These S-shaped developments are quite common with the introduction of new technologies (Rogers, 
2003). To optimize and in order to make the trend lines from the base scenario even more realistic for the 
four selected product categories in Belgium, the following three steps will be performed.   

1. Extrapolate ‘Share online retail sales per cohort’ (S-curve) 

Within the base scenario, the differences between the age cohorts, in the share of online retail sales, are 
based on the available databases, which have been extrapolated until 2027. For the differences between 

Figure 63: Yearly expenditures on fashion per age cohort (Base scenario versus new scenarios) 
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the age cohorts, the data ‘Share per cohort that shop online’ from Eurostat is used. This data is observed 
in a rather short period and the adoption of the logarithmic function might be questionable. By means of 
the logarithmic function, the expected growth for all consumer groups is very limited. However, the aim 
of this variable is not about the absolute share, but to determine the differences between the cohorts. 
Therefore, the online share in retail sales per cohort is calculated for the period between 2012 and 2016 
in the base scenario. This online share is used as starting point and manually extrapolated in order to 
create the S-curve until 2027. Subsequently, the adapted retail sales per age cohort (from Section 7.2.2) is 
used to adapt the base scenario, as this influences the online retail sales between the age cohorts. 

The online share in retail sales per cohort, for the period between 2012 and 2016, is used as a basis and 
extrapolated manually. To create the s-shape, the current exponential growth has been extended for over 
5 years, until the pace of growth decreases according to the diffusion of technological innovation. 
Subsequently, the pace of growth is different between the age cohorts, considering that the online share 
in retail sales will increase more rapidly for the younger cohorts in comparison to the older cohorts. In 
addition, the pace of growth in online retail sales can be changed to create an upper and a lower scenario. 
To create these bounds, the trends in online retail sales in frontrunner countries will be observed, as 
explained in step 3.  

2. Calculate the online retail sales per cohort 

When the online share retail sales per cohort has been extrapolated, the online retail sales can be 
calculated per age cohort. The share online retail sales per cohort is multiplied by the total retail 
expenditures per cohort for that product category. By summing the online expenditures over all age 
cohorts and dividing this sum by the total expenditures (of all age cohorts), the overall online share in total 
retail sales until 2027 is determined. This overall online share is calculated for both scenarios. The trend 
of this overall online share needs to be realistic. Therefore, the results will be compared to potential 
frontrunner countries, which is explained in the next step. 

3. Assessment of the most likely range in online shares until 2027 

The Belgium online retail market is lagging behind on other European countries. Therefore, it might be 
valuable to determine frontrunners, e.g. based on online retail sales data (available from Euromonitor). 
Observed trends in frontrunner countries could give a better indication on how this online share in Belgium 
may develop in the near future. Figure 64 shows the online share in total retail sales for Belgium and the 
surrounding countries. The UK already reached the same online share as Belgium in 2010. The trendlines 
are not linear and the pace of growth differs. For the Netherlands, Germany and France, the pace of growth 
is already slowing down after a period of exponential growth. However, the developments of online shares 
are different per product category. Therefore, the observed trends per product category in frontrunner 
countries are used to define two final new scenarios: a pessimistic and an optimistic scenario. These two 
scenarios are discussed with experts and their overall opinion is used to assess the most likely range of the 
two trendlines. The most likely range for online share in retail sales for Belgium is translated into two new 
trend lines, which are used for the final scenarios. Therefore, step 1 and step 2 needs to be done for both 
trend lines and be adjusted so that the total online share seems plausible.  
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7.2.3.2 Groceries 
 Online grocery retailing is expected to grow, especially since grocery home delivery was introduced in 
Belgium in 2017. The Belgian consumers ordered 1.8% of all retail grocery sales online. Only the United 
Kingdom and France had a higher share in the same year, as can be seen in Appendix III. In addition, The 
Netherlands had a slightly lower share in the same year. France and The United Kingdom reached the same 
share as Belgium in 2016 (1.7%). In addition, based on the findings of the literature review (Section 3.4), 
the supermarkets are innovative and just started delivery services in Flanders. It may be expected that the 
online share of supermarkets will increase more, as this service just became available. This suggests that 
grocery stores located on retail parks will lose consumers to the web shops. Therefore, the range between 
10% and 15% in 2027 seems realistic for Belgium. The new trendlines and the trendline of the base 
scenario are shown in Figure 65. 

Figure 64: Share e-commerce on total retail sales in Belgium (Euromonitor, 2017) 
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Figure 65: Final trendlines online share retail sales for groceries (Base scenario versus new scenarios) 
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The online share in retail sales for groceries, per cohort, is shown in Figure 66. This Figure shows the 
percentage to which extent a cohort shops online in comparison to their total expenditures per year. 
Within this extrapolation, the online share for the younger cohorts is expected to grow a lot more in the 
near future, in comparison to the older cohorts.  

7.2.3.3 Home and garden 

Belgian consumers purchased 8.6% of all home and garden products through the internet in 2016. This 
share is, after France the lowest, compared to other surrounding countries, as can be seen in Appendix III. 
The United Kingdom, Germany and The Netherlands have a higher online share in this product category. 
Therefore, the trends of these three countries are used in order to develop the most likely range of online 
share for home and garden products in 2027. By following the trends of the surrounding countries, after 
they reached the share of 8.6%, a range between 25% and 35% would be most likely for Belgium in 2027. 
The new trendlines and the trendline of the base scenario are shown in Figure 67. 
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Figure 67: Final trendlines online share retail sales for home & garden (Base scenario versus new scenarios) 

Figure 66: Online share retail sales per age cohort for groceries (2012-2027) 
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The online share in retail sales for home and garden, per cohort, is shown in Figure 68. Within this 
extrapolation, the online share for the younger cohorts is expected to grow a lot more in the near future, 
in comparison to the older cohorts. In addition, the age cohort 25-34 shop most of their home and garden 
products online, as this cohort spends (on average) the most of their income on this product category.  

7.2.3.4 Electronics 

Electronics have the highest online share in comparison to the other three product categories. In 
comparison to the surrounding countries, Belgium has the lowest online share in 2016 with only 16%, as 
can be seen in Appendix III. The online share in The Netherlands was in the same year already higher than 
35%. The other three surrounding countries, The United Kingdom and France, also have a much higher 
share. Therefore, the trends of these countries might give a good indication on how this product category 
will develop until 2027. By following the trends of the trendsetter countries, a range between 40% and 
50% would be most likely for Belgium in 2027. The new trendlines and the trendline of the base scenario 
are shown in Figure 69. 

Figure 68: Online share retail sales per age cohort for home & garden (2012-2027) 
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Figure 69: Final trendlines online share retail sales for electronics (Base scenario versus new scenarios) 
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The online share in retail sales for home and garden, per cohort, is shown in Figure 70. Within this Figure, 
the online share for the younger cohorts is expected to grow a lot more in the near future, in comparison 
to the older cohorts. The youngest cohort shops relatively the least in online web shops. In addition, the 
second youngest age cohort (25-34) buys the most of their purchases online.  

 

7.2.3.5 Fashion 

The Belgian consumers also buy the least fashion products online, in comparison to surrounding countries, 
as is shown in Appendix III. Belgium had a share of 13.7% in 2016, but shows one of the highest growth 
rates since 2012. Therefore, the expectation may be that this share will grow till 2027. Especially Germany 
shows a high share of online retail sales in fashion products, with approximately 25% in 2016. Also France, 
The United Kingdom and The Netherlands, passed the 13.7%, a couple of years ago. Therefore, following 
the trends of the surrounding countries, a range between 30% and 40% would be most likely applicable to 
Belgium in 2027. The new trendlines and the trendline of the base scenario are shown in Figure 71. 
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Figure 71: Final trendlines online share retail sales for fashion (Base scenario versus new scenarios) 

Figure 70: Online share retail sales per age cohort for electronics (2012-2027) 
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The online share in retail sales for home and garden, per cohort, is shown in Figure 72. Within this figure, 
the online share for the younger cohorts is expected to grow a lot more in the near future, in comparison 
to the older cohorts.  

 

7.2.4 Conclusion 
Similar to the base scenario, inflation was assumed to be zero. However, the assumption that all age 
cohorts spend the same share of their disposable income for buying a particular type of product has been 
replaced by more realistic shares per cohort.  

The current exponential growth in Belgium is expected to continue for approximately five years. This is 
based on the observed trends in surrounding countries. It is assumed that Belgium will make up arrears 
with the frontrunner countries. After these five years, the diffusion of online retailing starts and the 
exponential growth decreases to a slower growth in 2027. The online share in retail sales is expected to 
increase the most for groceries, as supermarkets just started offering home delivery services in 2017. For 
each type of products, a lower and higher scenario has been determined.  

 

  

Figure 72: Online share retail sales per age cohort for electronics (2012-2027) 
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7.3 Final scenarios: Impact offline retail sales 
The critical analyses of the assumption underlying the base scenario has led to two adjusted scenarios for 
every product category. The main difference between the scenarios is the extent consumers shop online 
in the near future. An optimistic and a pessimistic scenario is proposed. The range of the online share is 
based on observed trends in the surrounding countries and discussions with experts. The two bounds will 
provide more information about the sensitivity of retail parks to online share changes. The optimistic and 
pessimistic scenarios are discussed and compared with the base scenario per product category. The 
scenarios for groceries are discussed in Section 7.3.1, for home and garden in Section 7.3.2, for electronics 
in Section 7.3.3 and for fashion in Section 7.3.4. Finally, the exact values are provided in Appendix III. 

7.3.1 Groceries 
The impact of the increasing trend in online retail sales will have the lowest impact on offline grocery sales, 
as the online share is expected to remain the lowest. However, the pace of growth of online retailing is 
expected to increase fast, as the Belgian supermarkets just started offering new online services. Figure 73 
shows the impact of the two final scenarios on the offline groceries sales and the distribution of these 
sales over the five generations. In addition, shifts between the generations will occur in the near future. 
Currently, the Baby Boomers are spending the largest retail expenditures; they will be replaced by 
Generation Y in the near future. The differences between the optimistic and pessimistic scenarios are 
small.  

 
Figure 73: Impact of both scenarios on the offline grocery sales (2016-2027) 
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The impact of online retail sales is expected to be higher for home and garden products. Figure 74 shows 
the impact of two final scenarios on the offline home and garden sales and the distribution of these sales 
over the five generations. In 2016, the Baby Boomers and Generation Y have the highest retail 
expenditures. However, the retail sales will decrease considerably for the Baby Boomers. The expenditures 
for the oldest generations will keep decreasing, while these will grow for generation Z. The difference in 
offline expenditures between the two scenarios is approximately 10%. 
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Figure 74: Impact of both scenarios on the offline home & garden sales (2016-2027) 

7.3.3 Electronics 
In contrast to the previous discussed product categories, Generation Y already has the highest 
expenditures in 2016 (Figure 75). In addition, Generation X and the Baby Boomers also have high 
expenditures, while the expenditures are quite low for the oldest and youngest generation. However, the 
expenditures for the youngest generations are expected to grow faster. Finally, the pessimistic scenario 
will result in considerably lower offline expenditures compared to the optimistic scenario.  

 
Figure 75: Impact of both scenarios on the offline electronics sales (2016-2027) 
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the online retail sales increase, it will have the highest impact on the two youngest generations. The offline 
retail sales of the three oldest generations remain quite stable.  

 
Figure 76: Impact of both scenarios on the offline fashion sales (2016-2027) 

7.3.5 Conclusion 

The two final scenarios show the impact of the trends and developments on the offline retail sales realized 
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Figure 77: Impact of the trends and developments on the offline retail sales realized in all types of shopping centres per generation 
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for offline retail sales. The optimistic scenario (1) has a lower online share in retail sales than the 
pessimistic scenario (2). For all four product categories, the offline retail expenditures are expected to 
decrease in the near future, except for the youngest generation. Moreover, in 2027, Generation Y will have 
the highest expenditures for all four product categories. Finally, when the online share increases, this will 
mainly have an impact on the offline expenditures of the three youngest generations. The expenditures of 
the two oldest generations will roughly remain the same. 

7.4  Impact scenarios on distribution retail sales 
The demographic trends and the growing competition from online sales channels will decrease the 
turnover in offline shopping locations. In this section, the scenarios are combined with the results of the 
consumer segmentation. The observed trends that show the differences between the locations 
generations purchase their products (Section 6.2.4) will be used. The results show the proportion a 
generation shops at a certain location for each type of products. This enables to distribute the offline retail 
sales over the three types of retail locations. This distribution will change over time because the younger 
generations will grow, while the oldest generations are expected to decrease. The results for groceries are 
discussed in Section 7.4.1, for home and garden in Section 7.4.2, for electronics in Section 7.4.3 and for 
fashion in Section 7.4.4. More detailed information is provided in Appendix III. 

7.4.1 Groceries 
The distribution of the grocery sales will change in the near future, as can be seen in Figure 78. The impact 
of the online retail sales will have a minimal impact on the offline retail sales. However, the distribution of 
the offline retail sales is expected to change in the near future, as the younger generations purchase more 
groceries in the city centre and shopping centre in comparison to the oldest generations. This trend will 
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result in a decline of retail sales realized in supermarkets located on retail parks. According to the results, 
only the retail park locations are showing a decline in retail sales, while the purchases in shopping centres 
and city centres are most likely to increase. This is in contrast to the findings for the other three product 
categories, where all three shopping locations show a decrease in retail sales. This could be explained by 
the fact that the online share in retail sales is much higher for these product categories. When the online 
retail sales increase more (according to the pessimistic Scenario 2), this will also impact the shopping 
centres and city centres more.  

7.4.2 Home and garden 
The distribution of the home and garden expenditures will change over the four types of sales channels in 
the near future (Figure 79). Currently, the majority of home and garden sales are realized at retail parks 
and shopping centres. In the optimistic scenario 1, the sales realized in retail park shops will decrease 
much more than those in the other shopping locations. The retail sales realized in city centre shops are 
expected to remain stable. However, when the online share will increase more (Scenario 2), the decrease 
in offline retail sales will have the same percentage for all three shopping locations in comparison to 
scenario 1. Also for this product category, the increasing trends in online retail sales will first impact the 
retail parks before it harms the other two shopping locations. 

 
Figure 79: Impact scenarios on the location consumers shop home & garden products (2016-2027) 
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increases (Scenario 2), it does impact all three retail locations with a decline in retail sales of approximately 
50%. 

 
Figure 80: Impact scenarios on the location consumers shop electronic products (2016-2027) 
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the retail parks. The other two retail locations, might be more attractive to visit because they also offer 
more experience.  

7.4.5 Conclusion 
The increasing competition from online retail sales and the shift between generations will have the highest 
impact on the retail sales realized in retail park shops (Figure 82). In addition, the two scenarios show the 
differences between the extent the online share will increase in the near future. Scenario 1 shows that the 
increasing trend in online retail sales will impact the retail parks most. Subsequently, when the online 
trend will increase even more (Scenario 2), it will impact the other two retail locations more seriously. In 
addition, the shift between generations will also have an influence on the retail sales realized on retail 
parks. This shift in generations will be discussed in Section 7.5. Concisely, the changing consumer 
behaviour and the growing interest in online web shops will most likely impact the Belgian retail parks the 
highest in comparison to the other physical retail locations.  
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7.5 Consequences for retail parks 
The analyses in Section 7.4 show that the relative attractiveness of retail parks is decreasing for all four 
product categories. In addition, increase of the online retail sales will have the highest impact for the 
retailers located at retail parks. However, the decrease differs across generations, which will be explained 
per product category. The results for groceries are discussed in Section 7.5.1, for home and garden in 
Section 7.5.2, for electronics in Section 7.5.3 and for fashion in Section 7.5.4. More detailed values are 
provided in Appendix III. 

7.5.1 Groceries 
The offline grocery sales realized in shops located on retail parks, is expected to decrease in the near future 
(Figure 83). In 2005, the retail park shops account for approximately 35% of the total grocery sales in 
Belgium and is expected to decrease to 20-25% in 2027. The Baby Boomers are currently the largest 
consumer group and are expected to be the largest in the near future as well. However, this groups also 
shows the largest decrease in retail sales, followed by the oldest generations. This can be explained by the 
fact that this generation will decrease and spend less. Therefore, they will have a lower overall expenditure 
on groceries. Moreover, the two youngest generations show a slight increase, as their overall grocery 
expenditures are expected to grow. However, this increase is much lower for offline retail sales, as the 
younger generations will also order more groceries online, compared to the older generations. 

 
Figure 83: Impact scenarios on the sales realized in grocery shops at retail parks (2016-2027) 

7.5.2 Home and garden 
The expenditures on home and garden products in retail parks shops are expected to decrease, as shown 
in Figure 84. Only the youngest cohort shows an increase, as the share of this consumer group is growing, 
and their average purchasing power is increasing as well. The two oldest generations are showing a 
decrease because their expenditures on home and garden are expected to decrease, as a larger number 
of these generations will be older than 65. In addition, the expenditures of the three youngest cohorts is 
expected to increase. However, these generations also shop more online and in other retail locations. The 
pessimistic scenario (2) will mainly affect the expenditure of the three youngest cohorts at retail parks. 
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Figure 84: Impact scenarios on the sales realized in home & garden shops at retail parks (2016-2027) 

7.5.3 Electronics 
The growing competition from online web shops and the changing consumer behaviour have the highest 
impact on electronic sales realised in retail park shops (Figure 85). Currently, the expenditures of 
Generation Y, Generation X and Baby Boomers are approximately equal to each other. In 2027, the 
expenditures of these three generations will increase, as the expenditures are expected to increase more 
when the generation is younger. Also, when the online share increases (scenario 2), the impact on the 
younger generations will be higher than on the older generations. 

 
Figure 85: Impact scenarios on the sales realized in electronic shops at retail parks (2016-2027) 
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7.5.4 Fashion 

The expected decrease of retail sales realized at retail parks differs between the generations. The impact 
of both scenarios is shown in Figure 86. The youngest generation will increase in both scenarios, mainly 
because the population in this generations is still growing. On the contrary, the oldest generations are 
decreasing because the population decreases. However, the retail sales decrease the most for the 
youngest generations, when the online share in retail sales increases. This could be explained by the 
observation in Chapter 6, that the younger generations are more hedonic-motivated and like shopping. 
This observation comes with a decrease of retail sales realized at the convenience-oriented retail parks. 
These generations prefer web shops if they only need to purchase a product, while they visit a physical 
retail location for enjoyment and experience.  

Figure 86: Impact scenarios on the sales realized in fashion shops at retail parks (2016-2027) 
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7.5.5 Conclusion 

For all four product categories, the results in this chapter show that the retail sales realized at retail parks 
are most likely to decrease significantly in the near future (Figure 87). The youngest generation shows a 
slight increase, as this consumer group will grow, and their purchasing power is also expected to increase 
in the near future. In addition, Generation Y and Generation X are showing a slight decrease as they will 
shop more via online sales channels. Moreover, the expenditures of the Baby Boomers will also decrease, 
as their purchasing power is most likely to decrease because the majority will retire in the near future. 
Finally, the expenditures of the Maturists will mainly decrease because the total amount of consumers in 
this consumer group will decrease. 
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7.6 Conclusion 
The adapted scenarios in combination with the differences in consumer behaviour between the 
generations, show that the retail sales realized in retail parks shops are most likely to decrease. This can 
be explained by two main causes. The first cause is the growing competition from online retail sales, as 
this trend is expected to increase in the near future. This increasing trend will result in a decrease of the 
offline retail sales. The second cause is the shift between generations. As observed, the younger the 
generation, the less they are utilitarian motivated in their shopping behaviour. As the retail parks mainly 
offer convenience, they will most likely purchase less in retail parks compared to the oldest generations. 
The older generations will most likely have a lower purchasing power and the size of these consumer 
groups are decreasing as well. On the contrary, the youngest consumer group is growing, and their 
purchasing power is also expected to increase in the near future. However, they shop more online and 
more at experience-oriented shopping locations. Moreover, the two scenarios also indicate that the 
impact of online retailing will impact the retail sales most at the retail park locations (optimistic scenario) 
and later on more seriously in the shopping centres and high street locations (pessimistic scenario), 
probably because these two retail locations also offer more experience to the consumer. Concisely, these 
results show that the relative attractiveness of the Belgian retail parks will decrease in the near future.  
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8 Conclusion and Recommendations 
In this final chapter, the main research question is answered in Section 8.1. Advice for several stakeholders 
that are involved in the exploitation of the Belgian retail parks is formulated in Section 8.2. The discussion 
and recommendations for further research are described in Section 8.3. 

8.1 Conclusion 
This research focused on convenience-oriented retail locations and the impact of several trends on the 
offline retail sales in the near future. Earlier studies focussed more on experience-oriented retail locations 
and did not combine the impact of several trends and developments in the near future. This research has 
combined and extrapolated several datasets to assess the impact of demographic trends and the growing 
share in online retail sales. The extrapolation of the datasets is rather based on assumptions and interviews 
with experts in the field. 

In this research, an estimation was made about how the retail sales are distributed over the five identified 
generations: Generation Z, Generation Y, Generation X, Baby Boomers and Maturists. A pessimistic and an 
optimistic scenario was created. The pessimistic scenario assumes a higher growth of the online share in 
retail sales until 2027, rather than the optimistic scenario. These scenarios were created for the four main 
product categories that are usually offered at the Belgian retail parks: groceries, home & garden, 
electronics and fashion. These scenarios are combined with data from Redevco’s Consumer Survey (2016). 
This consumer survey gives valuable information about the differences between the generations by means 
of personal characteristics and shopping behaviour. Concisely, the combination of the scenarios and the 
consumer survey results in answering the main research question. 

The main question of this research is: “To which extent is the attractiveness of the Belgian out-of-town 

retail park concept threatened by online shopping?”. The attractiveness of shopping facilities depends on 
many characteristics such as the mixture of shops and services in the facility as well as the location of these 
shops and services in the retail facility. Furthermore, aspects like accessibility, parking facilities and 
atmospherics are important. Due to the increasing trend of online shopping, consumers may spend less 
money at physical shopping facilities such as shopping centres and retail parks. Online shopping may affect 
the expenditures at physical shopping facilities differently. Even if the characteristics of existing physical 
shopping facilities remain unchanged, the relative attractiveness of these facilities may change.     

According to this research, it can be concluded that the growing trend in online retail sales will have most 
impact on sales realised in retail park shops. According to the results, the overall retail sales realised at 
retail parks are likely to decrease between 25 to 30%. For the different types of product categories, these 
percentages will differ. In addition, the results show that the overall retail sales will decrease also in the 
shopping centre and high street retail locations, but the impact is much lower. 

The decrease in retail sales realized at retail parks is the result of two main factors: a growing share of 
online retail sales and the changing consumer. The growing interest in online retail sales is most likely to 
increase even more in the near future, as the introduction of new technologies is expected. These 
technologies will make the online shopping journey more convenient and efficient for the consumer. 
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Subsequently, a shift in generations shows an overall change in the preferences and behaviour of the 
Belgian consumers. The two oldest generations will decrease in number, while these cohorts are more 
utilitarian motivated and shop more often at retail parks in comparison to the younger cohorts. On the 
contrary, the younger cohorts shop less often at retail parks and more at experience-oriented retail 
locations, as they are more hedonic oriented. In addition, the younger the cohort, the more they shop 
online. These two observations show the decreasing interest in shops at Belgian retail parks. Therefore, 
the main challenge is to compete with the web shops and to attract the hedonic consumers to the Belgian 
retail parks. 

8.2 Managerial implications 
The results of this research show the importance of active management of the Belgian retail parks in order 
to prevent vacancy. The decreasing retail sales realized at retail parks will most likely result in vacant 
outlets at retail parks. Therefore, active management is needed to avoid vacant floor space. Alternative 
strategies could include inviting different types of retailers or food and beverage facilities. Preventing 
vacancy will benefit the surrounding urban environment and the position of the retail parks compared to 
the competitor retail parks. The impact of the decreasing trend in offline retail sales on the physical retail 
locations concerns all stakeholders involved in the retail market. The polarisation between retail locations 
keeps increasing and active management from retailers, retail real estate managers, retail real estate 
investors and the government is needed to prevent vacancy. However, each stakeholder has its own role 
and adaptations need to fit its own interest. 

Retailers 

The retailers in Belgium are improving their online services, with a decreasing trend in offline retail sales 
as a result. Those retailers who have shops at the Belgian retail parks, will most likely need less and smaller 
shops in the near future. If they do not change their current strategy, they will struggle to run their business 
and to compete with other more innovative retailers. Therefore, Belgian retailers need to update their 
business plan in order to compensate the decreasing income from their physical stores. The main challenge 
for the retailers is to compete with the web shops and to offer more than just shopping in their physical 
stores. Retailers have to add more experience in their physical shops, something web shops cannot offer. 
The interaction will become more important between the physical store and their web shop. The focus of 
the physical shops lies on the inspiration of the consumer and as a service point. Therefore, retailers will 
need smaller and less shops in case their Omni-channel interaction works well. Those retailers will only 
need a shop at the most well-located and attractive retail parks to promote their brand and support their 
web shops. In addition, the retailers have to extent their opening hours, as the consumer group that got 
the highest purchasing power works and have limited time to shop in the current time frame shops are 
open at retail parks. Concisely, it is important to have innovative and healthy retailers on the Belgian retail 
parks, who have a clear strategy about the added value of the physical store in the near future. 

Managers 

The decrease in retail sales realized in retail park shops, results in less demand for retail space in retail 
parks and vacancy on the existing retail parks. Therefore, active real estate management is needed to 
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prevent vacancy and to make the retail parks also attractive for the consumers in the near future. As 
experience is becoming more important for consumers to visit retail locations, Belgian retail parks need to 
offer more than just shopping. The hedonic-motivated shopper can be attracted to the retail park locations 
by offering a wider variety of retailers and other type of facilities, such as cinema’s, indoor karting or a 
gym. Some retail units might be suitable to split into multiple units in order to house other types of 
retailers, such as specialty shops. However, the retail real estate manager has to be selective by approving 
new retailers at the park, they need a well-established vision about their added value on the retail park 
and about their future existence. In addition, most Belgian retail parks do not have an attractive 
environment. To attract hedonic-motivated consumers, the attractiveness of the retail parks has to be 
improved. The shopping environment at retail parks could be optimized by adding more green facilities, 
recreation facilities. Also, facilities for children are necessary, so their parents are able to shop more 
relaxed and longer. Moreover, the entrances of the shops have to be located close to each other to 
stimulate the pedestrian circulation and the increase of footsteps for all retailers. The layout of the park 
stimulates the circulation of the consumers, by strategically placing anchor stores and supportive stores. 
The real estate manager has to promote their retail park as a brand and organizing events on the retail 
park. Finally, the accessibility needs to be improved, so it will be better accessible for the consumers that 
are not able to visit the retail park by car. However, the retail park location must have potential in the near 
future and the retail park layout must be suitable to adapt these changes and be more attractive. Not 
every retail park is suitable to adapt these changes and a market analysis will be needed upfront. Concisely, 
housing other types of facilities might influence the rental prices, the approval of the investor is needed. 

Investors 

Currently, Belgian retail parks are interesting assets to invest in, as they show high returns and have lower 
investment costs in comparison to high street retail and shopping centres. However, the high return also 
shows that investing in these assets is at a higher risk. The results of this research support this, as the 
decrease of offline retail sales will be the highest for the Belgian retail parks. Therefore, investments are 
needed in order to improve the quality and attractive of the retail park and stimulate hedonic-motivated 
consumers to shop at their retail park. They have to analyse the performance of their park and make a 
feasibility study whether their park is suitable for the changing demand. Depending on the outcome of 
their study, they have to adapt their assets in cooperation with the retail real estate manager. If the retail 
park has already some vacancy and the current retailers have low performances, they should look at 
alternative types of retail to locate on this site, such as logistics or housing. In order to change the land-
use, support from the government is needed to change the zoning plan. Changing the destination could 
result in a lower return, but it would most likely be better for the long-term investments. In addition, when 
the retail park is located in an urban environment, housing could be realized on the park (for example on 
the parking area) to create mixed land use and an alternative for the large sober parking area. However, 
they have to look for an alternative type of parking area, such as: a parking garage or parking on the roof. 
Concisely, the investors have to invest in their retail parks in order to gain return in the near future and 
prevent vacancy of the existing retail parks.  
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8.3 Recommendations 
This research about the Belgian retail park market in the near future used several data sets. Still, data 
required to accurately extrapolate trendlines regarding online retail sales is missing. Assumptions had to 
be made. These assumptions might be questionable. Both scenarios are at least partly based on subjective 
assessments. 

This research shows the impact on the total Belgian retail park market, while there are mutual differences 
between retail parks. For example; some retail parks have a wider variety of retailers and more food and 
beverage facilities. These retail parks aim to keep their consumers longer at the retail parks by offering 
more facilities. In addition, these parks might also attract younger cohorts and hedonic-motivated 
consumers. However, the differences in attractiveness between the different types of retail parks was not 
investigated in this research. Therefore, further research at this level is recommended. This means the 
performance of the different types of retail locations has to be investigate. This will give valuable 
information; whether the retail parks that offer more types of facilities, also perform better in comparison 
to the traditional retail parks. 

The distribution of the offline retail sales is based on Redevco’s Consumer Survey (2016). The purpose of 
this survey is to examine the impact of the internet on consumers’ shopping behaviour and preferences, 
it does give valuable information for this research. However, a survey that focusses only on the retail park 
consumers could be examined in further research and be compared to the results from this study. 

This research assesses the impact of the trends and developments on the retail sales realized in retail park 
shops, for the four main product categories. The expected decrease of 25 to 30% will have an impact on 
the retailers and they need to change their business plan in order to secure business in the future. 
Therefore, a study could be conducted for those retailers that are located on retail parks and examine the 
impact of this decrease in retail sales on their current portfolio. 

This study shows the importance for further research on the attractiveness of the retail parks in general. 
This type of retail needs the most attention, as it will feel the impact of online retail the most. The 
traditional retail park concept is outdated and needs to be reinvented.  
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Appendix I: Trends and developments 
Appendix I.1: Purchasing power 
Table I.1.1: Average disposable income per age cohort (Belgian Federal Government, 2017) 

Year Average 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 
2005 €16,449 €6,875 €19,042 €21,632 €22,362 €19,732 €14,467 €13,782 €12,726 
2006 €16,812 €6,812 €19,415 €22,252 €22,941 €20,373 €14,834 €14,070 €13,162 
2007 €17,319 €6,846 €19,862 €23,014 €23,695 €21,001 €15,532 €14,632 €13,768 
2008 €18,090 €7,074 €20,648 €23,947 €24,725 €22,086 €16,509 €15,355 €14,500 
2009 €18,472 €6,973 €20,645 €24,196 €25,177 €22,911 €17,303 €15,967 €15,180 
2010 €18,530 €6,825 €20,499 €24,332 €25,432 €22,919 €17,710 €16,203 €15,514 
2011 €19,137 €7,346 €20,912 €24,981 €26,214 €23,795 €18,722 €16,863 €16,242 
2012 €20,095 €7,966 €21,354 €25,810 €27,170 €24,774 €19,756 €17,763 €17,075 
2013 €20,476 €7,938 €21,422 €26,176 €27,685 €25,493 €20,421 €18,191 €17,483 
2014 €21,013 €7,888 €21,985 €27,056 €28,457 €26,077 €20,904 €18,391 €17,701 
2015 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2016 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2017 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2018 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2019 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2020 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2021 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2022 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2023 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2024 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2025 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2026 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
2027 €21,027 €7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
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Table I.1.2: Belgian population per age cohort (Belgian Federal Government, 2016) 

Year Average 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 
2005 8,275,919  885,873  1,375,259  1,588,711  1,475,954  1,150,622  965,742  668,179  165,579  
2006 8,331,936  886,428  1,371,160  1,585,530  1,496,392  1,183,409  950,470  678,824  179,723  
2007 8,396,748  890,475  1,369,744  1,579,753  1,521,022  1,225,692  926,903  688,484  194,675  
2008 8,472,359  898,779  1,372,793  1,573,676  1,541,293  1,266,092  912,157  698,389  209,180  
2009 8,547,467  914,049  1,380,138  1,558,252  1,564,015  1,294,235  912,873  701,619  222,286  
2010 8,625,749  929,428  1,389,767  1,537,479  1,587,593  1,321,323  919,432  705,306  235,421  
2011 8,720,233  948,192  1,408,249  1,522,709  1,606,149  1,352,129  928,284  706,302  248,219  
2012 8,790,313  954,930  1,420,844  1,510,121  1,616,249  1,363,697  955,347  708,909  260,216  
2013 8,840,838  955,213  1,429,490  1,501,008  1,618,243  1,377,759  978,672  711,835  268,618  
2014 8,881,771  950,742  1,435,662  1,492,405  1,615,616  1,393,508  1,000,112  716,582  277,144  
2015 8,931,886  946,916  1,441,452  1,487,047  1,610,628  1,415,255  1,022,012  720,161  288,415  
2016 8,982,329  940,936  1,450,091  1,484,349  1,608,410  1,435,982  1,051,369  711,673  299,519  
2017 9,034,969  934,113  1,463,194  1,481,561  1,602,667  1,459,709  1,088,824  695,465  309,436  
2018 9,082,926  926,993  1,475,143  1,479,752  1,593,485  1,478,341  1,124,173  686,892  318,147  
2019 9,124,624  924,055  1,482,461  1,478,693  1,575,662  1,498,920  1,150,089  690,777  323,967  
2020 9,162,312  923,445  1,485,012  1,480,404  1,551,469  1,518,930  1,174,491  699,265  329,296  
2021 9,196,196  921,614  1,487,444  1,484,219  1,528,238  1,531,299  1,201,198  709,235  332,949  
2022 9,228,088  919,386  1,486,541  1,488,526  1,510,641  1,538,140  1,213,113  735,061  336,680  
2023 9,263,644  920,573  1,485,358  1,491,728  1,499,121  1,538,493  1,228,260  758,895  341,216  
2024 9,301,436  925,542  1,479,972  1,496,114  1,490,282  1,535,195  1,245,027  781,927  347,377  
2025 9,340,835  933,989  1,472,324  1,499,406  1,483,113  1,528,782  1,266,416  804,552  352,253  
2026 9,379,632  941,509  1,463,184  1,503,228  1,476,465  1,524,279  1,286,504  831,833  352,630  
2027 9,421,180  953,509  1,451,206  1,509,516  1,470,133  1,516,872  1,308,811  863,286  347,847  
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Table I.1.3: Total disposable income per age cohort 

Year Total 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 
2005 €147,642,136,112   €6,090,556,280   €26,188,181,790   €34,366,730,558   €33,005,915,722   €22,703,605,159   €13,971,178,754   €9,208,866,890   €2,107,100,958  

2006  €152,396,132,221   €6,038,742,389   €26,621,698,588   €35,280,852,007   €34,328,308,649   €24,110,119,155   €14,099,638,845   €9,551,344,681   €2,365,427,908  

2007  €158,590,265,251   €6,095,933,250   €27,205,764,100   €36,356,137,082   €36,040,923,353   €25,740,330,291   €14,396,710,440   €10,074,121,252   €2,680,345,482  

2008  €167,275,419,420   €6,358,132,292   €28,345,363,670   €37,684,833,134   €38,108,521,271   €27,962,957,875   €15,059,051,634   €10,723,419,907   €3,033,139,637  

2009  €171,972,463,491   €6,373,953,141   €28,493,138,084   €37,703,553,133   €39,377,154,972   €29,652,246,275   €15,795,043,979   €11,203,060,819   €3,374,313,088  

2010  €174,263,559,712   €6,343,297,576   €28,489,398,738   €37,409,329,260   €40,374,988,506   €30,283,031,019   €16,283,185,669   €11,428,011,873   €3,652,317,072  

2011  €182,052,517,695   €6,965,871,843   €29,448,902,686   €38,039,395,325   €42,103,806,520   €32,173,235,506   €17,379,346,027   €11,910,449,122   €4,031,510,667  

2012  €190,532,387,112   €7,607,338,351   €30,341,114,514   €38,976,563,787   €43,913,543,895   €33,784,375,978   €18,873,840,411   €12,592,472,691   €4,443,137,486  

2013  €195,050,518,638   €7,582,947,237   €30,622,793,441   €39,289,966,113   €44,801,360,697   €35,122,809,001   €19,985,545,000   €12,948,901,575   €4,696,195,576  

2014  €200,746,285,587   €7,499,853,132   €31,562,665,939   €40,378,650,650   €45,975,572,359   €36,338,827,848   €20,905,997,071   €13,178,963,397   €4,905,755,191  

2015  €201,744,722,297   €7,363,314,885   €31,286,923,371   €40,042,707,129   €45,874,100,365   €36,958,586,098   €21,706,785,169   €13,380,878,464   €5,131,426,817  

2016  €202,954,552,730   €7,316,813,798   €31,474,434,111   €39,970,056,282   €45,810,927,022   €37,499,860,013   €22,330,306,314   €13,223,168,040   €5,328,987,150  

2017  €204,237,676,031   €7,263,757,458   €31,758,836,614   €39,894,981,945   €45,647,354,206   €38,119,477,235   €23,125,823,038   €12,922,016,939   €5,505,428,596  

2018  €205,364,475,735   €7,208,391,615   €32,018,191,381   €39,846,269,795   €45,385,831,378   €38,606,041,406   €23,876,609,867   €12,762,727,182   €5,660,413,111  

2019  €206,227,893,594   €7,185,545,429   €32,177,029,625   €39,817,753,395   €44,878,194,548   €39,143,450,384   €24,427,046,696   €12,834,912,031   €5,763,961,485  

2020  €206,928,878,757   €7,180,802,007   €32,232,399,448   €39,863,826,634   €44,189,126,613   €39,666,000,249   €24,945,327,276   €12,992,622,454   €5,858,774,076  

2021  €207,548,975,170   €7,166,563,966   €32,285,186,359   €39,966,555,685   €43,527,458,478   €39,989,009,707   €25,512,564,365   €13,177,869,029   €5,923,767,582  

2022  €208,104,781,224   €7,149,238,811   €32,265,586,613   €40,082,533,149   €43,026,258,608   €40,167,658,564   €25,765,630,224   €13,657,726,404   €5,990,148,851  

2023  €208,700,921,104   €7,158,469,044   €32,239,909,428   €40,168,755,540   €42,698,144,583   €40,176,876,960   €26,087,341,393   €14,100,571,625   €6,070,852,531  

2024  €209,296,560,429   €7,197,108,492   €32,123,005,522   €40,286,860,290   €42,446,391,122   €40,090,751,550   €26,443,460,173   €14,528,515,366   €6,180,467,914  

2025  €209,874,650,987   €7,262,793,221   €31,957,004,580   €40,375,506,171   €42,242,202,802   €39,923,279,672   €26,897,746,843   €14,948,896,886   €6,267,220,812  

2026  €210,470,971,111   €7,321,269,504   €31,758,619,563   €40,478,423,716   €42,052,853,667   €39,805,686,367   €27,324,401,227   €15,455,788,741   €6,273,928,327  

2027  €211,072,938,208   €7,414,582,721   €31,498,635,347   €40,647,744,889   €41,872,504,881   €39,612,256,739   €27,798,185,544   €16,040,198,019   €6,188,830,068  
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Appendix I.2: Retail sales per age cohort 
 

Table I.2.1: Total retail sales per product category (2005-2027) (Euromonitor, 2017) 

Year Groceries Home & Garden Electronics Fashion 

2005 €26,667,400,000   €6,697,500,000   €3,882,900,000   €7,815,500,000  

2006  €27,324,500,000   €6,890,700,000   €4,144,300,000   €7,972,400,000  

2007  €28,460,600,000   €7,041,300,000   €4,470,500,000   €8,531,800,000  

2008  €29,293,900,000   €7,199,200,000   €4,598,700,000   €8,570,100,000  

2009  €30,352,100,000   €7,319,400,000   €4,688,600,000   €8,839,600,000  

2010  €31,336,300,000   €7,471,900,000   €4,981,900,000   €9,295,400,000  

2011  €32,203,500,000   €7,596,100,000   €5,102,200,000   €9,318,800,000  

2012  €33,125,700,000   €7,652,500,000   €5,062,400,000   €9,362,200,000  

2013  €33,523,200,000   €7,677,900,000   €5,089,800,000   €9,394,000,000  

2014  €33,680,600,000   €7,727,900,000   €5,165,100,000   €9,338,300,000  

2015  €34,014,500,000   €7,779,300,000   €5,230,400,000   €9,382,200,000  

2016  €34,370,900,000   €7,853,000,000   €5,301,400,000   €9,419,800,000  
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Table I.2.2: Calculating factor to extrapolate total retail sales (2005-2027) 

 Total purchasing 

power all cohorts 
Observed total retail sales Factor (Equation 1) 

Year Groceries Home & Garden Electronics Groceries Groceries Home & Garden Electronics Groceries 

2005  €147,642,136,112   €26,667,400,000   €6,697,500,000   €3,882,900,000  €147,642,136,112  0.1806 0.1806 0.1806 0.1806 

2006  €152,396,132,221   €27,324,500,000   €6,890,700,000   €4,144,300,000  €152,396,132,221  0.1793 0.1793 0.1793 0.1793 

2007  €158,590,265,251   €28,460,600,000   €7,041,300,000   €4,470,500,000  €158,590,265,251  0.1795 0.1795 0.1795 0.1795 

2008  €167,275,419,420   €29,293,900,000   €7,199,200,000   €4,598,700,000  €167,275,419,420  0.1751 0.1751 0.1751 0.1751 

2009  €171,972,463,491   €30,352,100,000   €7,319,400,000   €4,688,600,000  €171,972,463,491  0.1765 0.1765 0.1765 0.1765 

2010  €174,263,559,712   €31,336,300,000   €7,471,900,000   €4,981,900,000  €174,263,559,712  0.1798 0.1798 0.1798 0.1798 

2011  €182,052,517,695   €32,203,500,000   €7,596,100,000   €5,102,200,000  €182,052,517,695  0.1769 0.1769 0.1769 0.1769 

2012  €190,532,387,112   €33,125,700,000   €7,652,500,000   €5,062,400,000  €190,532,387,112  0.1739 0.1739 0.1739 0.1739 

2013  €195,050,518,638   €33,523,200,000   €7,677,900,000   €5,089,800,000  €195,050,518,638  0.1719 0.1719 0.1719 0.1719 

2014  €200,746,285,587   €33,680,600,000   €7,727,900,000   €5,165,100,000  €200,746,285,587  0.1678 0.1678 0.1678 0.1678 

2015  €201,744,722,297   €34,014,500,000   €7,779,300,000   €5,230,400,000  €201,744,722,297  0.1686 0.1686 0.1686 0.1686 

2016  €202,954,552,730   €34,370,900,000   €7,853,000,000   €5,301,400,000  €202,954,552,730  0.1694 0.1694 0.1694 0.1694 

2017      0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

2018      0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

2019      0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

2020      0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

2021      0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

2022      0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

2023      0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

2024      0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

2025      0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

2026      0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

2027      0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

            *Predicted factor 
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Table I.2.3: Predicting total grocery sales per age cohort with the factor to extrapolate total retail sales (2005-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ sum 
2005  €1,100,087,718   €4,730,158,595   €6,207,383,438   €5,961,590,506   €4,100,767,817   €2,523,500,554   €1,663,322,838   €380,588,534   €26,667,400,000  
2006  €1,082,741,497   €4,773,248,458   €6,325,827,478   €6,155,037,244   €4,322,924,350   €2,528,053,540   €1,712,548,173   €424,119,260   €27,324,500,000  
2007  €1,093,975,835   €4,882,344,881   €6,524,470,297   €6,467,902,059   €4,619,358,213   €2,583,632,838   €1,807,901,228   €481,014,648   €28,460,600,000  
2008  €1,113,460,018   €4,963,946,596   €6,599,509,582   €6,673,707,441   €4,896,978,256   €2,637,197,708   €1,877,925,588   €531,174,811   €29,293,900,000  
2009  €1,124,964,190   €5,028,866,592   €6,654,449,159   €6,949,829,764   €5,233,442,180   €2,787,729,760   €1,977,272,497   €595,545,858   €30,352,100,000  
2010  €1,140,660,022   €5,123,000,742   €6,726,994,252   €7,260,282,955   €5,445,534,032   €2,928,063,629   €2,054,999,961   €656,764,407   €31,336,300,000  
2011  €1,232,201,876   €5,209,253,624   €6,728,836,727   €7,447,795,562   €5,691,164,301   €3,074,254,489   €2,106,854,402   €713,139,018   €32,203,500,000  
2012  €1,322,601,432   €5,275,064,635   €6,776,412,024   €7,634,748,628   €5,873,705,359   €3,281,380,057   €2,189,310,064   €772,477,801   €33,125,700,000  
2013  €1,303,275,985   €5,263,118,685   €6,752,739,758   €7,699,979,397   €6,036,533,299   €3,434,902,029   €2,225,518,908   €807,131,940   €33,523,200,000  
2014  €1,258,302,502   €5,295,487,901   €6,774,606,948   €7,713,641,415   €6,096,817,790   €3,507,544,475   €2,211,126,314   €823,072,655   €33,680,600,000  
2015  €1,241,467,292   €5,275,027,980   €6,751,267,870   €7,734,450,592   €6,231,279,869   €3,659,800,543   €2,256,038,648   €865,167,205   €34,014,500,000  
2016  €1,239,122,119   €5,330,280,168   €6,769,036,659   €7,758,203,846   €6,350,702,269   €3,781,697,503   €2,239,379,114   €902,478,323   €34,370,900,000  
2017  €1,234,838,768   €5,399,002,224   €6,782,146,931   €7,760,050,215   €6,480,311,130   €3,931,389,916   €2,196,742,880   €935,922,861   €34,720,404,925  
2018  €1,225,426,575   €5,443,092,535   €6,773,865,865   €7,715,591,334   €6,563,027,039   €4,059,023,677   €2,169,663,621   €962,270,229   €34,911,960,875  
2019  €1,221,542,723   €5,470,095,036   €6,769,018,077   €7,629,293,073   €6,654,386,565   €4,152,597,938   €2,181,935,045   €979,873,452   €35,058,741,911  
2020  €1,220,736,341   €5,479,507,906   €6,776,850,528   €7,512,151,524   €6,743,220,042   €4,240,705,637   €2,208,745,817   €995,991,593   €35,177,909,389  
2021  €1,218,315,874   €5,488,481,681   €6,794,314,466   €7,399,667,941   €6,798,131,650   €4,337,135,942   €2,240,237,735   €1,007,040,489   €35,283,325,779  
2022  €1,215,370,598   €5,485,149,724   €6,814,030,635   €7,314,463,963   €6,828,501,956   €4,380,157,138   €2,321,813,489   €1,018,325,305   €35,377,812,808  
2023  €1,216,939,737   €5,480,784,603   €6,828,688,442   €7,258,684,579   €6,830,069,083   €4,434,848,037   €2,397,097,176   €1,032,044,930   €35,479,156,588  

2024  €1,223,508,444   €5,460,910,939   €6,848,766,249   €7,215,886,491   €6,815,427,763   €4,495,388,229   €2,469,847,612   €1,050,679,545   €35,580,415,273  
2025  €1,234,674,848   €5,432,690,779   €6,863,836,049   €7,181,174,476   €6,786,957,544   €4,572,616,963   €2,541,312,471   €1,065,427,538   €35,678,690,668  
2026  €1,244,615,816   €5,398,965,326   €6,881,332,032   €7,148,985,123   €6,766,966,682   €4,645,148,209   €2,627,484,086   €1,066,567,816   €35,780,065,089  
2027  €1,260,479,063   €5,354,768,009   €6,910,116,631   €7,118,325,830   €6,734,083,646   €4,725,691,542   €2,726,833,663   €1,052,101,112   €35,882,399,495  
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Table I.2.4: Predicting total home and garden sales per age cohort with the factor to extrapolate total retail sales (2005-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ sum 
2005  €276,286,308   €1,187,976,225   €1,558,980,275   €1,497,249,541   €1,029,905,145   €633,775,507   €417,742,439   €95,584,560   €6,697,500,000  
2006  €273,046,052   €1,203,719,122   €1,595,248,930   €1,552,179,002   €1,090,156,263   €637,525,244   €431,870,874   €106,954,513   €6,890,700,000  
2007  €270,655,294   €1,207,917,437   €1,614,187,779   €1,600,192,504   €1,142,853,172   €639,204,160   €447,284,137   €119,005,518   €7,041,300,000  
2008  €273,641,317   €1,219,927,846   €1,621,879,961   €1,640,114,652   €1,203,469,864   €648,111,509   €461,514,578   €130,540,273   €7,199,200,000  
2009  €271,284,784   €1,212,709,702   €1,604,718,460   €1,675,949,406   €1,262,043,044   €672,260,213   €476,818,682   €143,615,709   €7,319,400,000  
2010  €271,981,619   €1,221,540,170   €1,604,000,101   €1,731,158,695   €1,298,445,756   €698,174,278   €489,998,954   €156,600,427   €7,471,900,000  
2011  €290,649,422   €1,228,748,784   €1,587,185,140   €1,756,771,775   €1,342,420,953   €725,149,270   €496,960,788   €168,213,868   €7,596,100,000  
2012  €305,539,429   €1,218,613,708   €1,565,445,953   €1,763,733,713   €1,356,908,088   €758,044,687   €505,761,245   €178,453,176   €7,652,500,000  
2013  €298,492,467   €1,205,424,868   €1,546,596,404   €1,763,545,002   €1,382,561,898   €786,703,963   €509,716,006   €184,859,391   €7,677,900,000  
2014  €288,713,262   €1,215,031,827   €1,554,410,700   €1,769,868,990   €1,398,894,265   €804,794,242   €507,335,470   €188,851,243   €7,727,900,000  
2015  €283,930,280   €1,206,427,411   €1,544,051,453   €1,768,910,656   €1,425,127,387   €837,016,165   €515,968,233   €197,868,416   €7,779,300,000  

2016  €283,112,342   €1,217,852,607   €1,546,577,043   €1,772,580,142   €1,450,996,771   €864,035,288   €511,649,220   €206,196,587   €7,853,000,000  
2017  €283,286,541   €1,238,594,628   €1,555,904,296   €1,780,246,814   €1,486,659,612   €901,907,098   €503,958,661   €214,711,715   €7,965,269,365  
2018  €281,127,273   €1,248,709,464   €1,554,004,522   €1,770,047,424   €1,505,635,615   €931,187,785   €497,746,360   €220,756,111   €8,009,214,554  
2019  €280,236,272   €1,254,904,155   €1,552,892,382   €1,750,249,587   €1,526,594,565   €952,654,821   €500,561,569   €224,794,498   €8,042,887,850  
2020  €280,051,278   €1,257,063,578   €1,554,689,239   €1,723,375,938   €1,546,974,010   €972,867,764   €506,712,276   €228,492,189   €8,070,226,272  
2021  €279,495,995   €1,259,122,268   €1,558,695,672   €1,697,570,881   €1,559,571,379   €994,990,010   €513,936,892   €231,026,936   €8,094,410,032  
2022  €278,820,314   €1,258,357,878   €1,563,218,793   €1,678,024,086   €1,566,538,684   €1,004,859,579   €532,651,330   €233,615,805   €8,116,086,468  
2023  €279,180,293   €1,257,356,468   €1,566,581,466   €1,665,227,639   €1,566,898,201   €1,017,406,314   €549,922,293   €236,763,249   €8,139,335,923  
2024  €280,687,231   €1,252,797,215   €1,571,187,551   €1,655,409,254   €1,563,539,310   €1,031,294,947   €566,612,099   €241,038,249   €8,162,565,857  
2025  €283,248,936   €1,246,323,179   €1,574,644,741   €1,647,445,909   €1,557,007,907   €1,049,012,127   €583,006,979   €244,421,612   €8,185,111,388  
2026  €285,529,511   €1,238,586,163   €1,578,658,525   €1,640,061,293   €1,552,421,768   €1,065,651,648   €602,775,761   €244,683,205   €8,208,367,873  
2027  €289,168,726   €1,228,446,779   €1,585,262,051   €1,633,027,690   €1,544,878,013   €1,084,129,236   €625,567,723   €241,364,373   €8,231,844,590  
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Table I.2.5: Predicting total electronics sales per age cohort with the factor to extrapolate total retail sales (2005-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ sum 
2005  €160,177,993   €688,733,540   €903,824,488   €868,035,871   €597,091,256   €367,433,657   €242,187,699   €55,415,497   €3,882,900,000  

2006  €164,219,129   €723,957,386   €959,436,653   €933,532,941   €655,656,842   €383,429,241   €259,741,748   €64,326,061   €4,144,300,000  

2007  €171,838,224   €766,903,115   €1,024,842,922   €1,015,957,364   €725,594,010   €405,828,781   €283,979,341   €75,556,242   €4,470,500,000  

2008  €174,796,411   €779,264,666   €1,036,023,360   €1,047,671,304   €768,751,648   €414,000,222   €294,805,963   €83,386,425   €4,598,700,000  

2009  €173,777,337   €776,827,432   €1,027,937,122   €1,073,565,646   €808,428,972   €430,630,821   €305,436,521   €91,996,149   €4,688,600,000  

2010  €181,344,133   €814,463,654   €1,069,469,359   €1,154,252,533   €865,740,563   €465,508,697   €326,707,502   €104,413,559   €4,981,900,000  

2011  €195,225,377   €825,334,322   €1,066,091,287   €1,180,000,389   €901,686,416   €487,073,183   €333,801,994   €112,987,032   €5,102,200,000  

2012  €202,125,162   €806,156,163   €1,035,597,987   €1,166,772,369   €897,642,797   €501,473,430   €334,578,991   €118,053,101   €5,062,400,000  

2013  €197,875,325   €799,094,999   €1,025,262,947   €1,169,081,565   €916,521,907   €521,518,362   €337,898,713   €122,546,181   €5,089,800,000  

2014  €192,967,413   €812,091,369   €1,038,922,179   €1,182,928,133   €934,979,590   €537,900,690   €339,088,037   €126,222,590   €5,165,100,000  

2015  €190,900,073   €811,139,554   €1,038,140,542   €1,189,324,270   €958,182,135   €562,766,490   €346,910,422   €133,036,515   €5,230,400,000  

2016  €191,123,363   €822,147,435   €1,044,062,592   €1,196,632,671   €979,538,302   €583,292,586   €345,403,944   €139,199,107   €5,301,400,000  

2017  €188,857,694   €825,729,752   €1,037,269,531   €1,186,831,209   €991,106,408   €601,271,399   €335,972,440   €143,141,143   €5,310,179,577  

2018  €187,418,182   €832,472,976   €1,036,003,015   €1,180,031,616   €1,003,757,077   €620,791,857   €331,830,907   €147,170,741   €5,339,476,369  

2019  €186,824,181   €836,602,770   €1,035,261,588   €1,166,833,058   €1,017,729,710   €635,103,214   €333,707,713   €149,862,999   €5,361,925,233  

2020  €186,700,852   €838,042,386   €1,036,459,492   €1,148,917,292   €1,031,316,006   €648,578,509   €337,808,184   €152,328,126   €5,380,150,848  

2021  €186,330,663   €839,414,845   €1,039,130,448   €1,131,713,920   €1,039,714,252   €663,326,673   €342,624,595   €154,017,957   €5,396,273,354  

2022  €185,880,209   €838,905,252   €1,042,145,862   €1,118,682,724   €1,044,359,123   €669,906,386   €355,100,886   €155,743,870   €5,410,724,312  

2023  €186,120,195   €838,237,645   €1,044,387,644   €1,110,151,759   €1,044,598,801   €678,270,876   €366,614,862   €157,842,166   €5,426,223,949  

2024  €187,124,821   €835,198,144   €1,047,458,368   €1,103,606,169   €1,042,359,540   €687,529,965   €377,741,400   €160,692,166   €5,441,710,571  

2025  €188,832,624   €830,882,119   €1,049,763,160   €1,098,297,273   €1,038,005,271   €699,341,418   €388,671,319   €162,947,741   €5,456,740,926  

2026  €190,353,007   €825,724,109   €1,052,439,017   €1,093,374,195   €1,034,947,846   €710,434,432   €401,850,507   €163,122,137   €5,472,245,249  

2027  €192,779,151   €818,964,519   €1,056,841,367   €1,088,685,127   €1,029,918,675   €722,752,824   €417,045,149   €160,909,582   €5,487,896,393  
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Table I.2.7: Predicting total fashion sales per age cohort with the factor to extrapolate total retail sales (2005-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ sum 

2005  €322,406,217   €1,386,282,671   €1,819,217,669   €1,747,182,350   €1,201,825,108   €739,570,359   €487,475,331   €111,540,296   €7,815,500,000  
2006  €315,908,738   €1,392,678,585   €1,845,670,625   €1,795,839,592   €1,261,288,664   €737,603,764   €499,665,833   €123,744,200   €7,972,400,000  
2007  €327,947,514   €1,463,608,991   €1,955,878,502   €1,938,920,711   €1,384,771,944   €774,510,680   €541,965,092   €144,196,566   €8,531,800,000  
2008  €325,749,173   €1,452,231,308   €1,930,724,727   €1,952,431,740   €1,432,639,333   €771,527,454   €549,398,000   €155,398,265   €8,570,100,000  
2009  €327,629,174   €1,464,582,982   €1,938,009,851   €2,024,035,081   €1,524,162,595   €811,885,042   €575,851,357   €173,443,919   €8,839,600,000  

2010  €338,358,108   €1,519,654,238   €1,995,452,634   €2,153,643,991   €1,615,328,454   €868,562,104   €609,582,071   €194,818,401   €9,295,400,000  
2011  €356,565,058   €1,507,413,563   €1,947,138,780   €2,155,185,532   €1,646,865,151   €889,604,010   €609,665,248   €206,362,659   €9,318,800,000  
2012  €373,802,188   €1,490,872,951   €1,915,193,480   €2,157,782,133   €1,660,064,672   €927,404,896   €618,756,998   €218,322,682   €9,362,200,000  
2013  €365,209,008   €1,474,851,354   €1,892,278,699   €2,157,717,833   €1,691,580,571   €962,541,454   €623,643,466   €226,177,616   €9,394,000,000  
2014  €348,877,581   €1,468,229,624   €1,878,330,910   €2,138,688,076   €1,690,406,750   €972,503,535   €613,057,988   €228,205,536   €9,338,300,000  
2015  €342,433,210   €1,455,007,938   €1,862,198,339   €2,133,389,065   €1,718,770,348   €1,009,480,682   €622,281,845   €238,638,573   €9,382,200,000  
2016  €339,597,815   €1,460,833,819   €1,855,144,076   €2,126,238,434   €1,740,494,000   €1,036,424,247   €613,731,481   €247,336,128   €9,419,800,000  
2017  €341,396,601   €1,492,665,321   €1,875,064,151   €2,145,425,648   €1,791,615,430   €1,086,913,683   €607,334,796   €258,755,144   €9,599,170,773  
2018  €338,794,406   €1,504,854,995   €1,872,774,680   €2,133,134,075   €1,814,483,946   €1,122,200,664   €599,848,178   €266,039,416   €9,652,130,360  
2019  €337,720,635   €1,512,320,392   €1,871,434,410   €2,109,275,144   €1,839,742,168   €1,148,071,195   €603,240,865   €270,906,190   €9,692,710,999  
2020  €337,497,694   €1,514,922,774   €1,873,599,852   €2,076,888,951   €1,864,302,012   €1,172,430,382   €610,653,255   €275,362,382   €9,725,657,302  
2021  €336,828,506   €1,517,403,759   €1,878,428,117   €2,045,790,548   €1,879,483,456   €1,199,090,525   €619,359,844   €278,417,076   €9,754,801,833  
2022  €336,014,224   €1,516,482,571   €1,883,879,058   €2,022,234,155   €1,887,879,952   €1,210,984,621   €641,913,141   €281,536,996   €9,780,924,718  
2023  €336,448,045   €1,515,275,743   €1,887,931,510   €2,006,812,795   €1,888,313,217   €1,226,105,045   €662,726,866   €285,330,069   €9,808,943,292  
2024  €338,264,099   €1,509,781,260   €1,893,482,434   €1,994,980,383   €1,884,265,323   €1,242,842,628   €682,840,222   €290,481,992   €9,836,938,340  
2025  €341,351,281   €1,501,979,215   €1,897,648,790   €1,985,383,532   €1,876,394,145   €1,264,194,102   €702,598,154   €294,559,378   €9,864,108,596  
2026  €344,099,667   €1,492,655,119   €1,902,485,915   €1,976,484,122   €1,870,867,259   €1,284,246,858   €726,422,071   €294,874,631   €9,892,135,642  
2027  €348,485,388   €1,480,435,861   €1,910,444,010   €1,968,007,729   €1,861,776,067   €1,306,514,721   €753,889,307   €290,875,013   €9,920,428,096  
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Table I.2.6: Average expenditures per inhabitant on retail sales (Groceries and Home & Garden) (2005-2027) 

 Groceries Home & Garden 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

2005 €1,242   €3,439   €3,907   €4,039   €3,564   €2,613   €2,489   €2,299   €312   €864   €981   €1,014   €895   €656   €625   €577  

2006  €1,221   €3,481   €3,990   €4,113   €3,653   €2,660   €2,523   €2,360   €308   €878   €1,006   €1,037   €921   €671   €636   €595  

2007  €1,229   €3,564   €4,130   €4,252   €3,769   €2,787   €2,626   €2,471   €304   €882   €1,022   €1,052   €932   €690   €650   €611  

2008  €1,239   €3,616   €4,194   €4,330   €3,868   €2,891   €2,689   €2,539   €304   €889   €1,031   €1,064   €951   €711   €661   €624  

2009  €1,231   €3,644   €4,270   €4,444   €4,044   €3,054   €2,818   €2,679   €297   €879   €1,030   €1,072   €975   €736   €680   €646  

2010  €1,227   €3,686   €4,375   €4,573   €4,121   €3,185   €2,914   €2,790   €293   €879   €1,043   €1,090   €983   €759   €695   €665  

2011  €1,300   €3,699   €4,419   €4,637   €4,209   €3,312   €2,983   €2,873   €307   €873   €1,042   €1,094   €993   €781   €704   €678  

2012  €1,385   €3,713   €4,487   €4,724   €4,307   €3,435   €3,088   €2,969   €320   €858   €1,037   €1,091   €995   €793   €713   €686  

2013  €1,364   €3,682   €4,499   €4,758   €4,381   €3,510   €3,126   €3,005   €312   €843   €1,030   €1,090   €1,003   €804   €716   €688  

2014  €1,323   €3,689   €4,539   €4,774   €4,375   €3,507   €3,086   €2,970   €304   €846   €1,042   €1,095   €1,004   €805   €708   €681  

2015  €1,311   €3,660   €4,540   €4,802   €4,403   €3,581   €3,133   €3,000   €300   €837   €1,038   €1,098   €1,007   €819   €716   €686  

2016  €1,317   €3,676   €4,560   €4,824   €4,423   €3,597   €3,147   €3,013   €301   €840   €1,042   €1,102   €1,010   €822   €719   €688  

2017  €1,322   €3,690   €4,578   €4,842   €4,439   €3,611   €3,159   €3,025   €303   €847   €1,050   €1,111   €1,018   €828   €725   €694  

2018  €1,322   €3,690   €4,578   €4,842   €4,439   €3,611   €3,159   €3,025   €303   €847   €1,050   €1,111   €1,018   €828   €725   €694  

2019  €1,322   €3,690   €4,578   €4,842   €4,439   €3,611   €3,159   €3,025   €303   €847   €1,050   €1,111   €1,018   €828   €725   €694  

2020  €1,322   €3,690   €4,578   €4,842   €4,439   €3,611   €3,159   €3,025   €303   €847   €1,050   €1,111   €1,018   €828   €725   €694  

2021  €1,322   €3,690   €4,578   €4,842   €4,439   €3,611   €3,159   €3,025   €303   €847   €1,050   €1,111   €1,018   €828   €725   €694  

2022  €1,322   €3,690   €4,578   €4,842   €4,439   €3,611   €3,159   €3,025   €303   €847   €1,050   €1,111   €1,018   €828   €725   €694  

2023  €1,322   €3,690   €4,578   €4,842   €4,439   €3,611   €3,159   €3,025   €303   €847   €1,050   €1,111   €1,018   €828   €725   €694  

2024  €1,322   €3,690   €4,578   €4,842   €4,439   €3,611   €3,159   €3,025   €303   €847   €1,050   €1,111   €1,018   €828   €725   €694  

2025  €1,322   €3,690   €4,578   €4,842   €4,439   €3,611   €3,159   €3,025   €303   €847   €1,050   €1,111   €1,018   €828   €725   €694  

2026  €1,322   €3,690   €4,578   €4,842   €4,439   €3,611   €3,159   €3,025   €303   €847   €1,050   €1,111   €1,018   €828   €725   €694  

2027  €1,322   €3,690   €4,578   €4,842   €4,439   €3,611   €3,159   €3,025   €303   €847   €1,050   €1,111   €1,018   €828   €725   €694  
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Table I.2.7: Average expenditures per inhabitant on retail sales (Electronics and Fashion) (2005-2027) 

 Electronics Fashion 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

2005  €181   €501   €569   €588   €519   €380   €362   €335   €364   €1,008   €1,145   €1,184   €1,045   €766   €730   €674  

2006  €185   €528   €605   €624   €554   €403   €383   €358   €356   €1,016   €1,164   €1,200   €1,066   €776   €736   €689  

2007  €193   €560   €649   €668   €592   €438   €412   €388   €368   €1,069   €1,238   €1,275   €1,130   €836   €787   €741  

2008  €194   €568   €658   €680   €607   €454   €422   €399   €362   €1,058   €1,227   €1,267   €1,132   €846   €787   €743  

2009  €190   €563   €660   €686   €625   €472   €435   €414   €358   €1,061   €1,244   €1,294   €1,178   €889   €821   €780  

2010  €195   €586   €696   €727   €655   €506   €463   €444   €364   €1,093   €1,298   €1,357   €1,223   €945   €864   €828  

2011  €206   €586   €700   €735   €667   €525   €473   €455   €376   €1,070   €1,279   €1,342   €1,218   €958   €863   €831  

2012  €212   €567   €686   €722   €658   €525   €472   €454   €391   €1,049   €1,268   €1,335   €1,217   €971   €873   €839  

2013  €207   €559   €683   €722   €665   €533   €475   €456   €382   €1,032   €1,261   €1,333   €1,228   €984   €876   €842  

2014  €203   €566   €696   €732   €671   €538   €473   €455   €367   €1,023   €1,259   €1,324   €1,213   €972   €856   €823  

2015  €202   €563   €698   €738   €677   €551   €482   €461   €362   €1,009   €1,252   €1,325   €1,214   €988   €864   €827  

2016  €203   €567   €703   €744   €682   €555   €485   €465   €361   €1,007   €1,250   €1,322   €1,212   €986   €862   €826  

2017  €202   €564   €700   €741   €679   €552   €483   €463   €365   €1,020   €1,266   €1,339   €1,227   €998   €873   €836  

2018  €202   €564   €700   €741   €679   €552   €483   €463   €365   €1,020   €1,266   €1,339   €1,227   €998   €873   €836  

2019  €202   €564   €700   €741   €679   €552   €483   €463   €365   €1,020   €1,266   €1,339   €1,227   €998   €873   €836  

2020  €202   €564   €700   €741   €679   €552   €483   €463   €365   €1,020   €1,266   €1,339   €1,227   €998   €873   €836  

2021  €202   €564   €700   €741   €679   €552   €483   €463   €365   €1,020   €1,266   €1,339   €1,227   €998   €873   €836  

2022  €202   €564   €700   €741   €679   €552   €483   €463   €365   €1,020   €1,266   €1,339   €1,227   €998   €873   €836  

2023  €202   €564   €700   €741   €679   €552   €483   €463   €365   €1,020   €1,266   €1,339   €1,227   €998   €873   €836  

2024  €202   €564   €700   €741   €679   €552   €483   €463   €365   €1,020   €1,266   €1,339   €1,227   €998   €873   €836  

2025  €202   €564   €700   €741   €679   €552   €483   €463   €365   €1,020   €1,266   €1,339   €1,227   €998   €873   €836  

2026  €202   €564   €700   €741   €679   €552   €483   €463   €365   €1,020   €1,266   €1,339   €1,227   €998   €873   €836  

2027  €202   €564   €700   €741   €679   €552   €483   €463   €365   €1,020   €1,266   €1,339   €1,227   €998   €873   €836  
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Appendix I.3: Online retail expenditures per age cohort 
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Figure I.3.1: Trend lines online share retail sales for the four product categories with polynomial extrapolation (2012-2027) 
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Table I.3.1: Polynomial equation trendline online grocery shopping (2012-2027) 

   Groceries Home & Garden Electronics Fashion 

Year x x2 y = 5E-05x2 + 

0.0001x + 0.0033 

y = 0.0006x2 - 

0.0042x + 0.0122 

y = 0.0009x2 - 

0.0036x + 0.0127 

y = 0.0008x2 - 

0.0053x + 0.0163 

2002 1 1 0.3% 0.9% 1.0% 1.2% 

2003 2 4 0.4% 0.6% 0.9% 0.9% 

2004 3 9 0.4% 0.5% 1.0% 0.8% 

2005 4 16 0.5% 0.5% 1.3% 0.8% 

2006 5 25 0.5% 0.6% 1.7% 1.0% 

2007 6 36 0.6% 0.9% 2.4% 1.3% 

2008 7 49 0.6% 1.2% 3.2% 1.8% 

2009 8 64 0.7% 1.7% 4.2% 2.5% 

2010 9 81 0.8% 2.3% 5.3% 3.3% 

2011 10 100 0.9% 3.0% 6.7% 4.3% 

2012 11 121 1.0% 3.9% 8.2% 5.5% 

2013 12 144 1.2% 4.8% 9.9% 6.8% 

2014 13 169 1.3% 5.9% 11.8% 8.3% 

2015 14 196 1.5% 7.1% 13.9% 9.9% 

2016 15 225 1.6% 8.4% 16.1% 11.7% 

2017 16 256 1.8% 9.9% 18.6% 13.6% 

2018 17 289 1.9% 11.4% 21.2% 15.7% 

2019 18 324 2.1% 13.1% 24.0% 18.0% 

2020 19 361 2.3% 14.9% 26.9% 20.4% 

2021 20 400 2.5% 16.8% 30.1% 23.0% 

2022 21 441 2.7% 18.9% 33.4% 25.8% 

2023 22 484 3.0% 21.0% 36.9% 28.7% 

2024 23 529 3.2% 23.3% 40.6% 31.8% 

2025 24 576 3.5% 25.7% 44.5% 35.0% 

2026 25 625 3.7% 28.2% 48.5% 38.4% 

2027 26 676 4.0% 30.9% 52.8% 41.9% 
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Table I.3.2: Share per cohort that purchased 'Groceries' online in the past year (Eurostat, 2016) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

2012 6% 11% 10% 7% 5% 4% 6% 11% 

2013 7% 12% 11% 7% 5% 4% 7% 12% 

2014 8% 13% 12% 8% 6% 5% 8% 13% 

2015 9% 15% 14% 10% 7% 5% 9% 15% 

2016 10% 17% 16% 12% 8% 6% 10% 17% 

 
Table I.3.3: Share per cohort that purchased 'Home & Garden' online in the past year (Eurostat, 2016) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

2012 9% 26% 27% 22% 20% 18% 9% 26% 

2013 11% 28% 29% 24% 26% 21% 11% 28% 

2014 13% 30% 31% 26% 29% 23% 13% 30% 

2015 14% 33% 34% 30% 33% 25% 14% 33% 

2016 15% 37% 37% 33% 35% 28% 15% 37% 

 
Table I.3.4: Share per cohort that purchased 'Electronics' online in the past year (Eurostat, 2016) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

2012 13% 15% 13% 11% 9% 10% 13% 15% 

2013 15% 16% 15% 15% 10% 13% 15% 16% 

2014 17% 18% 18% 17% 11% 14% 17% 18% 

2015 19% 19% 20% 18% 12% 14% 19% 19% 

2016 21% 21% 22% 19% 13% 14% 21% 21% 

 
Table I.3.5: Share per cohort that purchased 'Fashion' online in the past year (Eurostat, 2016) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

2012 37% 43% 39% 31% 25% 14% 37% 43% 

2013 51% 47% 49% 38% 28% 22% 51% 47% 

2014 52% 54% 51% 43% 30% 23% 52% 54% 

2015 54% 58% 53% 45% 34% 28% 54% 58% 

2016 57% 62% 62% 56% 36% 30% 57% 62% 
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Figure I.3.2: Trendlines share per generation that purchased ‘Groceries’ online with logarithmic extrapolation (2012-2027) 

 
Table I.3.6: Logarithmic extrapolation: Share per generation that purchased ‘Groceries’ online (2016-2027) 

  18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 54 55 to 64 65+ 

Year x y = 0.0242ln(x) 

+ 0.0568 
y = 0.0349ln(x) 

+ 0.1025 
y = 0.0349ln(x) 

+ 0.0925 
y = 0.029ln(x) 

+ 0.0602 
y = 0.0183ln(x) 

+ 0.0445 
y = 0.0116ln(x) 

+ 0.0369 

2012 1 5.7% 10.3% 9.3% 6.0% 4.5% 3.7% 

2013 2 7.4% 12.7% 11.7% 8.0% 5.7% 4.5% 

2014 3 8.3% 14.1% 13.1% 9.2% 6.5% 5.0% 

2015 4 9.0% 15.1% 14.1% 10.0% 7.0% 5.3% 

2016 5 9.6% 15.9% 14.9% 10.7% 7.4% 5.6% 

2017 6 10.0% 16.5% 15.5% 11.2% 7.7% 5.8% 

2018 7 10.4% 17.0% 16.0% 11.7% 8.0% 5.9% 

2019 8 10.7% 17.5% 16.5% 12.1% 8.3% 6.1% 

2020 9 11.0% 17.9% 16.9% 12.4% 8.5% 6.2% 

2021 10 11.3% 18.3% 17.3% 12.7% 8.7% 6.4% 

2022 11 11.5% 18.6% 17.6% 13.0% 8.8% 6.5% 

2023 12 11.7% 18.9% 17.9% 13.2% 9.0% 6.6% 

2024 13 11.9% 19.2% 18.2% 13.5% 9.1% 6.7% 

2025 14 12.1% 19.5% 18.5% 13.7% 9.3% 6.8% 

2026 15 12.2% 19.7% 18.7% 13.9% 9.4% 6.8% 

2027 16 12.4% 19.9% 18.9% 14.1% 9.5% 6.9% 
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Figure I.3.3: Trendlines share per generation that purchased ‘Home & Garden’ online with logarithmic extrapolation 
(2012-2027) 

 
Table I.3.7: Logarithmic extrapolation: Share per generation that purchased ‘Home & Garden’ online (2016-2027) 

  18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 54 55 to 64 65+ 

Year x y = 0.0377ln(x) + 

0.0879 

y = 0.0632ln(x) + 

0.2475 

y = 0.0592ln(x) + 

0.2594 

y = 0.0658ln(x) + 

0.207 

y = 0.0931ln(x) + 

0.1969 

y = 0.0584ln(x) + 

0.1741 

2012 1 8.8% 24.8% 25.9% 20.7% 19.7% 17.4% 

2013 2 11.4% 29.1% 30.0% 25.3% 26.1% 21.5% 

2014 3 12.9% 31.7% 32.4% 27.9% 29.9% 23.8% 

2015 4 14.0% 33.5% 34.1% 29.8% 32.6% 25.5% 

2016 5 14.9% 34.9% 35.5% 31.3% 34.7% 26.8% 

2017 6 15.5% 36.1% 36.5% 32.5% 36.4% 27.9% 

2018 7 16.1% 37.0% 37.5% 33.5% 37.8% 28.8% 

2019 8 16.6% 37.9% 38.3% 34.4% 39.0% 29.6% 

2020 9 17.1% 38.6% 38.9% 35.2% 40.1% 30.2% 

2021 10 17.5% 39.3% 39.6% 35.9% 41.1% 30.9% 

2022 11 17.8% 39.9% 40.1% 36.5% 42.0% 31.4% 

2023 12 18.2% 40.5% 40.7% 37.1% 42.8% 31.9% 

2024 13 18.5% 41.0% 41.1% 37.6% 43.6% 32.4% 

2025 14 18.7% 41.4% 41.6% 38.1% 44.3% 32.8% 

2026 15 19.0% 41.9% 42.0% 38.5% 44.9% 33.2% 

2027 16 19.2% 42.3% 42.4% 38.9% 45.5% 33.6% 
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Figure I.3.4: Trendlines share per generation that purchased ‘Electronics’ online with logarithmic extrapolation (2012-2027) 

 
Table I.3.8: Logarithmic extrapolation: Share per generation that purchased ‘Electronics’ online (2016-2027) 

  18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 54 55 to 64 65+ 
Year x y = 0.0484ln(x) 

+ 0.1236 

y = 0.0358ln(x) 

+ 0.1437 

y = 0.056ln(x) 

+ 0.1224 

y = 0.0496ln(x) 

+ 0.1125 

y = 0.0242ln(x) 

+ 0.0868 

y = 0.0253ln(x) 

+ 0.1057 

2012 1 12.4% 14.4% 12.2% 11.3% 8.7% 10.6% 

2013 2 15.7% 16.9% 16.1% 14.7% 10.4% 12.3% 

2014 3 17.7% 18.3% 18.4% 16.7% 11.3% 13.3% 

2015 4 19.1% 19.3% 20.0% 18.1% 12.0% 14.1% 

2016 5 20.1% 20.1% 21.3% 19.2% 12.6% 14.6% 

2017 6 21.0% 20.8% 22.3% 20.1% 13.0% 15.1% 

2018 7 21.8% 21.3% 23.1% 20.9% 13.4% 15.5% 

2019 8 22.4% 21.8% 23.9% 21.6% 13.7% 15.8% 

2020 9 23.0% 22.2% 24.5% 22.1% 14.0% 16.1% 

2021 10 23.5% 22.6% 25.1% 22.7% 14.3% 16.4% 

2022 11 24.0% 23.0% 25.7% 23.1% 14.5% 16.6% 

2023 12 24.4% 23.3% 26.2% 23.6% 14.7% 16.9% 

2024 13 24.8% 23.6% 26.6% 24.0% 14.9% 17.1% 

2025 14 25.1% 23.8% 27.0% 24.3% 15.1% 17.2% 

2026 15 25.5% 24.1% 27.4% 24.7% 15.2% 17.4% 

2027 16 25.8% 24.3% 27.8% 25.0% 15.4% 17.6% 

 

  

y = 0.0484ln(x) + 0.1236

y = 0.0358ln(x) + 0.1437

y = 0.056ln(x) + 0.1224

y = 0.0496ln(x) + 0.1125

y = 0.0242ln(x) + 0.0868

y = 0.0253ln(x) + 0.1057
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Figure I.3.5 Trendlines share per generation that purchased ‘Fashion’ online with logarithmic extrapolation (2012-2027) 

 
Table I.3. 9: Logarithmic extrapolation: Share per generation that purchased ‘Fashion’ online (2016-2027) 

  18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 54 55 to 64 65+ 

Year x y = 0.116ln(x) 

+ 0.3909 

y = 0.1196ln(x) 

+ 0.4135 

y = 0.1241ln(x) 

+ 0.3892 

y = 0.1371ln(x) 

+ 0.2947 

y = 0.0677ln(x) 

+ 0.2411 

y = 0.0965ln(x) 

+ 0.1416 

2012 1 39.1% 41.4% 38.9% 29.5% 24.1% 14.2% 

2013 2 47.1% 49.6% 47.5% 39.0% 28.8% 20.8% 

2014 3 51.8% 54.5% 52.6% 44.5% 31.5% 24.8% 

2015 4 55.2% 57.9% 56.1% 48.5% 33.5% 27.5% 

2016 5 57.8% 60.6% 58.9% 51.5% 35.0% 29.7% 

2017 6 59.9% 62.8% 61.2% 54.0% 36.2% 31.5% 

2018 7 61.7% 64.6% 63.1% 56.1% 37.3% 32.9% 

2019 8 63.2% 66.2% 64.7% 58.0% 38.2% 34.2% 

2020 9 64.6% 67.6% 66.2% 59.6% 39.0% 35.4% 

2021 10 65.8% 68.9% 67.5% 61.0% 39.7% 36.4% 

2022 11 66.9% 70.0% 68.7% 62.3% 40.3% 37.3% 

2023 12 67.9% 71.1% 69.8% 63.5% 40.9% 38.1% 

2024 13 68.8% 72.0% 70.8% 64.6% 41.5% 38.9% 

2025 14 69.7% 72.9% 71.7% 65.7% 42.0% 39.6% 

2026 15 70.5% 73.7% 72.5% 66.6% 42.4% 40.3% 

2027 16 71.3% 74.5% 73.3% 67.5% 42.9% 40.9% 
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Table I.3.10: Calculated online 'Groceries' sales per age cohort 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Sum Factor 

2012  €11.852.826   €85.309.275   €98.897.688   €72.516.333   €41.239.821   €19.104.140   €12.746.127   €4.497.353   €346.163.565  0,16 
2013  €13.408.699   €93.242.367   €110.189.875   €86.464.312   €48.271.585   €21.586.252   €13.986.021   €5.072.329   €392.221.440  0,14 
2014  €14.567.084   €103.544.988   €123.061.469   €98.587.423   €54.683.832   €24.174.714   €15.239.535   €5.672.785   €439.531.830  0,14 
2015  €16.126.610   €114.432.391   €136.750.069   €111.650.807   €62.596.588   €27.878.243   €17.185.197   €6.590.343   €493.210.250  0,14 
2016  €17.910.571   €127.675.325   €151.919.040   €125.168.725   €70.898.928   €31.723.925   €18.785.716   €7.570.715   €551.652.945  0,15 
2017  €19.768.974   €142.416.328   €168.060.916   €139.118.071   €80.055.598   €36.247.797   €20.254.183   €8.629.300   €614.551.167  0,16 
2018  €21.640.334   €157.668.593   €184.702.507   €152.961.915   €89.369.720   €41.033.336   €21.933.486   €9.727.748   €679.037.639  0,17 
2019  €23.712.061   €173.537.297   €202.479.205   €166.596.187   €99.546.270   €45.917.995   €24.127.085   €10.835.103   €746.751.203  0,18 
2020  €25.962.038   €189.876.044   €221.725.918   €180.026.118   €110.466.207   €51.164.568   €26.648.755   €12.016.745   €817.886.393  0,19 
2021  €28.286.949   €207.089.487   €242.341.226   €193.872.825   €121.529.333   €56.926.560   €29.403.973   €13.217.790   €892.668.142  0,21 
2022  €30.708.160   €224.713.945   €264.161.831   €208.807.537   €132.794.464   €62.372.309   €33.062.026   €14.500.690   €971.120.962  0,22 
2023  €33.361.262   €243.134.758   €286.920.424   €225.073.212   €144.069.137   €68.334.281   €36.935.631   €15.902.247   €1.053.730.951  0,23 
2024  €36.297.860   €261.697.443   €311.113.580   €242.368.917   €155.531.324   €74.779.904   €41.085.432   €17.477.849   €1.140.352.309  0,25 
2025  €39.546.428   €280.632.141   €336.340.032   €260.639.610   €167.174.950   €81.945.539   €45.542.678   €19.093.450   €1.230.914.828  0,27 
2026  €42.938.435   €299.958.886   €362.911.206   €279.696.107   €179.492.975   €89.488.286   €50.618.201   €20.547.315   €1.325.651.412  0,28 
2027  €46.731.313   €319.286.734   €391.349.413   €299.496.428   €191.912.504   €97.660.175   €56.352.187   €21.742.506   €1.424.531.260  0,30 
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Table I.3.11: Calculated online 'Home & Gardens' sales per age cohort 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Sum Factor 

2012 €4,903,357   €55,065,381   €74,138,781   €66,656,231   €48,779,072   €24,095,224   €16,076,137   €5,672,316   €295,386,500  0.18 
2013  €6,379,169   €65,810,661   €87,082,695   €83,491,227   €67,740,542   €31,637,743   €20,498,517   €7,434,225   €370,074,780  0.19 
2014  €7,747,705   €79,910,270   €104,651,567   €102,575,328   €86,849,448   €39,790,788   €25,083,776   €9,337,219   €455,946,100  0.21 
2015  €9,318,060   €94,661,412   €123,450,269   €123,514,932   €108,768,414   €49,986,758   €30,813,717   €11,816,738   €552,330,300  0.23 
2016  €11,135,426   €112,587,298   €145,213,381   €146,829,321   €133,189,094   €61,321,665   €36,312,385   €14,634,030   €661,222,600  0.26 
2017  €13,148,728   €133,410,946   €169,787,657   €172,701,411   €161,450,380   €75,063,376   €41,943,165   €17,869,896   €785,375,559  0.30 
2018  €15,205,379   €155,164,858   €195,246,388   €198,906,111   €190,919,764   €89,867,915   €48,036,957   €21,304,931   €914,652,302  0.34 
2019  €17,473,968   €178,298,231   €222,722,595   €225,646,407   €223,526,208   €105,569,649   €55,470,363   €24,910,887   €1,053,618,308  0.37 
2020  €19,946,256   €202,607,209   €252,594,728   €252,755,885   €259,076,109   €122,733,087   €63,924,784   €28,825,656   €1,202,463,714  0.42 
2021  €22,555,907   €228,591,220   €284,914,758   €281,127,006   €296,282,673   €141,823,122   €73,255,142   €32,929,940   €1,361,479,767  0.46 
2022  €25,315,563   €255,704,551   €319,491,372   €311,703,200   €335,158,005   €160,744,026   €85,206,452   €37,370,739   €1,530,693,908  0.51 
2023  €28,342,958   €284,391,426   €356,049,606   €344,952,996   €375,165,547   €181,581,921   €98,147,559   €42,256,397   €1,710,888,411  0.56 
2024  €31,686,232   €313,808,989   €395,137,481   €380,409,441   €416,593,725   €204,269,757   €112,229,500   €47,742,719   €1,901,877,845  0.61 
2025  €35,378,614   €344,154,840   €436,226,634   €417,981,806   €459,323,798   €229,491,823   €127,544,126   €53,471,986   €2,103,573,627  0.67 
2026  €39,271,742   €375,375,984   €479,661,381   €457,325,255   €504,621,021   €256,313,133   €144,981,096   €58,851,801   €2,316,401,414  0.72 
2027  €43,616,115   €407,049,779   €526,287,729   €498,494,748   €551,014,324   €285,545,744   €164,766,519   €63,572,282   €2,540,347,241  0.78 
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Table I.3.12: Calculated online ’Electronics' sales per age cohort 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Sum Factor 

2012 €17,954,524   €83,255,128   €91,097,752   €94,335,185   €55,996,170   €38,094,121   €25,416,088   €8,967,831   €415,116,800  0.72 
2013  €21,823,666   €94,506,665   €116,003,306   €120,513,052   €66,622,448   €45,106,145   €29,224,874   €10,599,024   €504,399,180  0.70 
2014  €25,625,695   €111,661,663   €143,546,807   €148,397,992   €79,641,480   €53,943,970   €34,005,821   €12,658,373   €609,481,800  0.75 
2015  €30,059,945   €129,488,851   €171,472,987   €178,008,922   €95,219,774   €65,416,513   €40,325,198   €15,464,291   €725,456,480  0.83 
2016  €35,176,136   €151,181,362   €202,679,566   €210,217,975   €112,509,731   €78,009,850   €46,194,501   €18,616,560   €854,585,680  0.91 
2017  €40,189,354   €173,648,434   €233,765,464   €241,813,111   €130,524,830   €91,882,225   €51,341,034   €21,873,861   €985,038,311  1.01 
2018  €45,678,470   €198,777,941   €268,254,880   €276,028,102   €150,403,463   €107,637,490   €57,535,300   €25,517,553   €1,129,833,200  1.12 
2019  €51,734,120   €225,363,640   €305,347,447   €310,713,352   €172,330,597   €124,157,674   €65,237,229   €29,297,035   €1,284,181,093  1.23 
2020  €58,320,360   €253,146,867   €345,584,640   €345,681,808   €196,102,971   €142,107,849   €74,016,012   €33,376,102   €1,448,336,608  1.36 
2021  €65,214,483   €282,649,491   €388,909,367   €382,043,148   €220,651,101   €161,942,814   €83,647,460   €37,601,535   €1,622,659,398  1.49 
2022  €72,448,878   €313,174,528   €435,041,305   €421,059,477   €245,986,875   €181,253,747   €96,078,150   €42,138,962   €1,807,181,920  1.63 
2023  €80,339,257   €345,195,483   €483,505,292   €463,247,873   €271,675,748   €202,374,374   €109,386,170   €47,095,063   €2,002,819,259  1.77 
2024  €89,015,865   €377,711,790   €535,072,639   €507,989,515   €297,963,848   €225,209,682   €123,734,273   €52,636,879   €2,209,334,492  1.92 
2025  €98,562,252   €410,988,932   €589,039,915   €555,167,674   €324,788,830   €250,487,908   €139,213,070   €58,364,109   €2,426,612,690  2.08 
2026  €108,588,928   €445,108,845   €646,065,692   €604,500,362   €353,155,749   €277,239,354   €156,817,815   €63,656,650   €2,655,133,395  2.24 
2027  €119,735,299   €479,388,956   €707,003,266   €655,795,242   €381,876,221   €306,206,241   €176,688,105   €68,172,017   €2,894,865,348  2.41 
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Table I.3. 13: Calculated online ‘Fashion’ sales per age cohort 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Sum Factor 

2012 €26,831,365   €113,201,296   €136,873,930   €116,767,768   €73,494,945   €24,113,924   €16,088,614   €5,676,719   €513,048,560  0.18 
2013  €31,283,791   €133,062,648   €163,438,812   €152,839,218   €88,552,385   €36,473,526   €23,631,685   €8,570,535   €637,852,600  0.18 
2014  €35,740,319   €158,116,607   €195,095,614   €188,230,872   €105,397,199   €47,592,826   €30,002,115   €11,168,028   €771,343,580  0.20 
2015  €41,719,736   €186,133,352   €230,796,162   €228,377,020   €127,132,123   €61,387,652   €37,841,656   €14,511,879   €927,899,580  0.22 
2016  €48,579,965   €219,247,392   €270,589,712   €271,385,478   €150,897,746   €76,213,611   €45,130,836   €18,187,899   €1,100,232,640  0.25 
2017  €56,769,730   €260,253,328   €318,470,866   €321,962,426   €180,323,325   €94,937,700   €53,048,342   €22,601,260   €1,308,366,976  0.28 
2018  €64,883,627   €302,036,685   €366,840,325   €371,991,578   €210,111,967   €114,800,963   €61,364,381   €27,215,793   €1,519,245,319  0.31 
2019  €73,883,681   €346,599,919   €419,225,010   €423,252,674   €243,151,247   €135,996,396   €71,457,749   €32,090,575   €1,745,657,251  0.35 
2020  €83,722,808   €393,560,866   €476,368,338   €475,450,309   €279,193,848   €159,268,000   €82,953,772   €37,406,414   €1,987,924,352  0.38 
2021  €94,077,811   €443,713,941   €538,169,722   €530,050,394   €316,712,477   €185,168,275   €95,643,983   €42,994,260   €2,246,530,862  0.42 
2022  €104,992,512   €495,966,758   €604,238,219   €588,806,188   €355,704,157   €210,951,265   €111,820,073   €49,043,220   €2,521,522,392  0.47 
2023  €116,923,987   €551,055,400   €673,905,138   €652,471,150   €395,517,870   €239,288,259   €129,338,639   €55,685,388   €2,814,185,830  0.51 
2024  €130,074,395   €607,409,573   €748,285,813   €720,249,492   €436,514,727   €270,128,586   €148,413,532   €63,135,499   €3,124,211,617  0.56 
2025  €144,571,639   €665,425,332   €826,394,055   €791,987,999   €478,585,060   €304,392,246   €169,171,356   €70,923,912   €3,451,451,598  0.61 
2026  €159,840,479   €725,178,714   €909,103,125   €867,247,317   €523,174,696   €340,931,620   €192,844,742   €78,280,967   €3,796,601,659  0.66 
2027  €176,836,779   €785,589,888   €997,686,072   €945,816,231   €568,561,328   €380,708,660   €219,677,730   €84,758,813   €4,159,635,501  0.71 
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Appendix I.4: Total and online retail expenditures per generation 
 
Table I.4.1: Population per generation older than 18 years old (Belgian Federal Government, 2016) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012 -   2,517,399   1,864,397   2,821,566   1,586,951   8,790,313  

2013  126,158   2,544,689   1,867,660   2,801,583   1,500,748   8,840,838  

2014  253,005   2,566,420   1,867,666   2,778,837   1,415,843   8,881,771  

2015  382,885   2,588,432   1,868,328   2,755,714   1,336,527   8,931,886  

2016  515,355   2,612,288   1,869,828   2,731,147   1,253,711   8,982,329  

2017  649,426   2,637,612   1,869,745   2,705,589   1,172,597   9,034,969  

2018  785,216   2,658,459   1,868,050   2,678,294   1,092,907   9,082,926  

2019  924,055   2,672,365   1,864,451   2,649,009   1,014,744   9,124,624  

2020  1,063,031   2,683,220   1,859,685   2,618,144   938,232   9,162,312  

2021  1,201,778   2,691,499   1,853,638   2,585,743   863,538   9,196,196  

2022  1,342,282   2,697,021   1,846,210   2,551,681   790,894   9,228,088  

2023  1,487,643   2,701,361   1,838,066   2,516,135   720,439   9,263,644  

2024  1,636,151   2,704,767   1,829,044   2,479,045   652,429   9,301,436  

2025  1,788,181   2,706,406   1,818,994   2,440,243   587,011   9,340,835  

2026  1,941,136   2,706,787   1,807,874   2,399,457   524,378   9,379,632  

2027  2,097,627   2,706,335   1,795,883   2,356,624   464,711   9,421,180  
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Table I.4.2: Total grocery sales per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  €-     €7,233,184,249   €8,483,403,863   €12,325,244,909   €5,083,866,979   €33,125,700,000  

2013  €172,127,779   €7,681,572,465   €8,571,590,521   €12,239,148,770   €4,858,760,465   €33,523,200,000  

2014  €334,850,911   €8,184,590,287   €8,668,039,939   €11,978,491,551   €4,514,627,313   €33,680,600,000  

2015  €501,986,664   €8,661,126,270   €8,735,011,344   €11,820,785,177   €4,295,590,545   €34,014,500,000  

2016  €678,672,917   €9,249,899,422   €8,822,318,497   €11,605,828,598   €4,014,180,567   €34,370,900,000  

2017  €858,500,419   €9,848,265,260   €8,896,836,122   €11,378,641,580   €3,738,161,545   €34,720,404,925  

2018  €1,038,006,277   €10,398,369,526   €8,929,223,363   €11,097,165,042   €3,449,196,667   €34,911,960,875  

2019  €1,221,542,723   €10,917,122,706   €8,951,283,481   €10,806,984,504   €3,161,808,498   €35,058,741,911  

2020  €1,735,791,163   €11,088,477,321   €8,900,178,055   €10,534,044,741   €2,919,418,109   €35,177,909,389  

2021  €2,252,085,873   €11,249,026,149   €8,844,266,311   €10,254,952,585   €2,682,994,862   €35,283,325,779  

2022  €2,775,803,763   €11,440,105,164   €8,745,904,101   €9,962,963,353   €2,453,036,426   €35,377,812,808  

2023  €3,309,356,868   €11,627,736,879   €8,646,147,150   €9,666,031,293   €2,229,884,398   €35,479,156,588  

2024  €3,845,566,470   €11,814,643,964   €8,542,987,843   €9,362,979,530   €2,014,237,466   €35,580,415,273  

2025  €4,386,536,124   €11,995,941,113   €8,435,279,670   €9,053,983,695   €1,806,950,066   €35,678,690,668  

2026  €4,933,113,989   €12,174,859,594   €8,322,404,688   €8,740,624,130   €1,609,062,688   €35,780,065,089  

2027  €5,482,130,892   €12,351,275,116   €8,206,355,654   €8,421,402,171   €1,421,235,662  
€35,882,3
99,495  
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Table I.4.3: Total online grocery sales per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  €-     €106,437,110   €111,872,297   €98,255,968   €29,598,190   €346,163,565  

2013  €1,770,929   €125,886,135   €124,063,407   €109,966,639   €30,534,329   €392,221,440  

2014  €3,876,493   €149,941,838   €136,677,845   €117,919,918   €31,115,735   €439,531,830  

2015  €6,520,787   €177,646,686   €149,983,264   €126,338,190   €32,721,324   €493,210,250  

2016  €9,809,702   €211,166,815   €163,851,426   €133,150,821   €33,674,181   €551,652,945  

2017  €13,744,039   €249,367,925   €178,062,519   €138,910,471   €34,466,213   €614,551,167  

2018  €18,330,598   €290,983,130   €191,950,712   €142,904,704   €34,868,495   €679,037,639  

2019  €23,712,061   €336,472,279   €206,140,411   €145,464,265   €34,962,187   €746,751,203  

2020  €43,809,730   €372,395,010   €213,429,294   €153,029,266   €35,223,093   €817,886,393  

2021  €67,292,800   €410,424,863   €219,697,726   €160,037,425   €35,215,329   €892,668,142  

2022  €94,635,512   €444,970,238   €230,262,432   €166,322,173   €34,930,606   €971,120,962  

2023  €126,183,616   €480,974,430   €240,353,871   €171,859,898   €34,359,136   €1,053,730,951  

2024  €161,951,966   €518,599,933   €249,750,713   €176,543,250   €33,506,446   €1,140,352,309  

2025  €202,359,593   €557,645,611   €258,275,906   €180,251,496   €32,382,222   €1,230,914,828  

2026  €247,866,182   €598,125,606   €265,677,904   €182,983,298   €30,998,421   €1,325,651,412  

2027  €298,454,155   €640,169,868   €272,020,804   €184,515,467   €29,370,966  
€1,424,53
1,260  

Table I.4.4: Total online grocery sales per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  -   €42   €60   €35   €19   €39  

2013  €14   €49   €66   €39   €20   €38  

2014  €15   €58   €73   €42   €22   €42  

2015  €17   €69   €80   €46   €24   €47  

2016  €19   €81   €88   €49   €27   €53  

2017  €21   €95   €95   €51   €29   €58  

2018  €23   €109   €103   €53   €32   €64  

2019  €26   €126   €111   €55   €34   €70  

2020  €41   €139   €115   €58   €38   €78  

2021  €56   €152   €119   €62   €41   €86  

2022  €71   €165   €125   €65   €44   €94  

2023  €85   €178   €131   €68   €48   €102  

2024  €99   €192   €137   €71   €51   €110  

2025  €113   €206   €142   €74   €55   €118  

2026  €128   €221   €147   €76   €59   €126  

2027  €142   €237   €151   €78   €63   €134  
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Table I.4.5: Total home & garden sales per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  €-     €1,670,966,726   €1,959,784,942   €2,847,303,956   €1,174,444,376   €7,652,500,000  

2013  €39,422,844   €1,759,329,218   €1,963,172,217   €2,803,161,999   €1,112,813,722   €7,677,900,000  

2014  €76,830,411   €1,877,926,619   €1,988,852,510   €2,748,424,460   €1,035,866,000   €7,727,900,000  

2015  €114,807,063   €1,980,846,392   €1,997,744,308   €2,703,477,462   €982,424,775   €7,779,300,000  

2016  €155,061,939   €2,113,400,003   €2,015,707,100   €2,651,678,367   €917,152,591   €7,853,000,000  

2017  €196,950,096   €2,259,307,912   €2,041,038,875   €2,610,394,245   €857,578,237   €7,965,269,365  

2018  €238,130,852   €2,385,508,303   €2,048,468,889   €2,545,820,216   €791,286,294   €8,009,214,554  

2019  €280,236,272   €2,504,516,386   €2,053,529,740   €2,479,249,386   €725,356,067   €8,042,887,850  

2020  €398,210,914   €2,543,827,150   €2,041,805,554   €2,416,633,794   €669,748,860   €8,070,226,272  

2021  €516,654,994   €2,580,658,940   €2,028,978,742   €2,352,606,769   €615,510,586   €8,094,410,032  

2022  €636,802,040   €2,624,494,714   €2,006,413,294   €2,285,621,005   €562,755,415   €8,116,086,468  

2023  €759,205,399   €2,667,539,637   €1,983,527,876   €2,217,501,297   €511,561,715   €8,139,335,923  

2024  €882,218,190   €2,710,418,321   €1,959,861,917   €2,147,977,657   €462,089,772   €8,162,565,857  

2025  €1,006,322,993   €2,752,010,020   €1,935,152,395   €2,077,090,377   €414,535,603   €8,185,111,388  

2026  €1,131,714,386   €2,793,056,025   €1,909,257,546   €2,005,202,006   €369,137,911   €8,208,367,873  

2027  €1,257,665,322   €2,833,527,821   €1,882,634,532   €1,931,968,733   €326,048,181  
€8,231,84
4,590  
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Table I.4.6: Total online home & garden sales per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  €-     €66,921,761   €87,637,367   €103,496,459   €37,330,913   €295,386,500  

2013  €842,517   €87,948,285   €104,161,919   €132,369,628   €44,752,431   €370,074,780  

2014  €2,061,767   €115,960,839   €125,604,694   €161,103,318   €51,215,482   €455,946,100  

2015  €3,767,753   €148,606,431   €148,999,884   €192,285,646   €58,670,587   €552,330,300  

2016  €6,098,924   €189,686,704   €175,584,836   €224,760,670   €65,091,466   €661,222,600  

2017  €9,141,427   €239,381,880   €205,530,562   €259,947,690   €71,374,000   €785,375,559  

2018  €12,879,824   €294,916,636   €236,298,982   €294,190,686   €76,366,175   €914,652,302  

2019  €17,473,968   €357,523,065   €269,144,169   €329,095,857   €80,381,250   €1,053,618,308  

2020  €38,990,634   €411,824,651   €305,335,360   €361,820,245   €84,492,824   €1,202,463,714  

2021  €65,611,666   €470,450,218   €344,086,873   €393,597,834   €87,733,175   €1,361,479,767  

2022  €98,059,223   €532,340,376   €386,497,544   €423,774,663   €90,022,101   €1,530,693,908  

2023  €136,916,006   €598,907,489   €431,611,357   €452,152,415   €91,301,143   €1,710,888,411  

2024  €182,361,713   €670,404,172   €479,410,076   €478,175,240   €91,526,644   €1,901,877,845  

2025  €235,045,475   €746,673,721   €529,864,289   €501,302,409   €90,687,733   €2,103,573,627  

2026  €295,723,404   €827,796,422   €582,811,093   €521,284,544   €88,785,951   €2,316,401,414  

2027  €364,530,568   €914,114,284   €638,335,463   €537,490,015   €85,876,912  
€2,540,34
7,241  

Table I.4.7:  Total online expenditures on home & garden per inhabitant per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  -   €27   €47   €37   €24   €33  

2013  €7   €35   €56   €47   €30   €35  

2014  €8   €45   €67   €58   €36   €43  

2015  €10   €57   €80   €70   €44   €52  

2016  €12   €73   €94   €82   €52   €63  

2017  €14   €91   €110   €96   €61   €74  

2018  €16   €111   €126   €110   €70   €87  

2019  €19   €134   €144   €124   €79   €100  

2020  €37   €153   €164   €138   €90   €117  

2021  €55   €175   €186   €152   €102   €134  

2022  €73   €197   €209   €166   €114   €152  

2023  €92   €222   €235   €180   €127   €171  

2024  €111   €248   €262   €193   €140   €191  

2025  €131   €276   €291   €205   €154   €212  

2026  €152   €306   €322   €217   €169   €233  

2027  €174   €338   €355   €228   €185   €256  
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Table I.4.8: Total electronic sales per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  €-     €1,105,403,718   €1,296,467,206   €1,883,592,492   €776,936,584   €5,062,400,000  

2013  €26,134,020   €1,166,286,856   €1,301,417,569   €1,858,259,934   €737,701,622   €5,089,800,000  

2014  €51,351,177   €1,255,150,659   €1,329,290,247   €1,836,965,693   €692,342,225   €5,165,100,000  

2015  €77,190,347   €1,331,818,926   €1,343,180,212   €1,817,678,778   €660,531,737   €5,230,400,000  

2016  €104,679,150   €1,426,713,202   €1,360,762,717   €1,790,093,938   €619,150,993   €5,301,400,000  

2017  €131,300,064   €1,506,205,275   €1,360,692,583   €1,740,262,830   €571,718,825   €5,310,179,577  

2018  €158,753,901   €1,590,338,869   €1,365,645,926   €1,697,213,477   €527,524,196   €5,339,476,369  

2019  €186,824,181   €1,669,677,590   €1,369,019,826   €1,652,832,924   €483,570,711   €5,361,925,233  

2020  €265,473,943   €1,695,884,767   €1,361,203,702   €1,611,089,196   €446,499,240   €5,380,150,848  

2021  €344,436,663   €1,720,439,293   €1,352,652,495   €1,568,404,513   €410,340,391   €5,396,273,354  

2022  €424,534,693   €1,749,663,143   €1,337,608,862   €1,523,747,336   €375,170,277   €5,410,724,312  

2023  €506,136,933   €1,778,359,758   €1,322,351,917   €1,478,334,198   €341,041,143   €5,426,223,949  

2024  €588,145,460   €1,806,945,547   €1,306,574,611   €1,431,985,105   €308,059,848   €5,441,710,571  

2025  €670,881,995   €1,834,673,347   €1,290,101,597   €1,384,726,918   €276,357,069   €5,456,740,926  

2026  €754,476,257   €1,862,037,350   €1,272,838,364   €1,336,801,338   €246,091,940   €5,472,245,249  

2027  €838,443,548   €1,889,018,547   €1,255,089,688   €1,287,979,156   €217,365,454  
€5,487,896
,393  

 
Table I.4.9: Total online electronic sales per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  €-     €109,753,153   €111,498,377   €134,845,760   €59,019,511   €415,116,800  

2013  €2,882,321   €135,562,250   €142,503,792   €159,646,974   €63,803,844   €504,399,180  

2014  €6,819,336   €172,118,098   €176,139,264   €184,972,791   €69,432,311   €609,481,800  

2015  €12,154,723   €214,614,547   €210,820,597   €211,085,774   €76,780,839   €725,456,480  

2016  €19,266,132   €267,672,166   €248,755,736   €236,086,074   €82,805,572   €854,585,680  

2017  €27,940,957   €326,281,451   €286,194,822   €257,254,880   €87,366,200   €985,038,311  

2018  €38,692,273   €394,578,156   €327,121,383   €277,975,336   €91,466,052   €1,129,833,200  

2019  €51,734,120   €471,076,677   €370,347,762   €296,488,271   €94,534,264   €1,284,181,093  

2020  €82,115,291   €541,645,781   €400,353,330   €326,391,264   €97,830,942   €1,448,336,608  

2021  €118,452,260   €618,321,081   €428,931,357   €356,775,286   €100,179,414   €1,622,659,398  

2022  €161,541,782   €699,496,826   €457,516,536   €387,118,536   €101,508,240   €1,807,181,920  

2023  €212,125,670   €786,943,753   €484,518,635   €417,475,412   €101,755,788   €2,002,819,259  

2024  €270,374,294   €881,165,924   €509,260,614   €447,624,515   €100,909,144   €2,209,334,492  

2025  €337,003,966   €982,015,704   €531,201,481   €477,406,834   €98,984,705   €2,426,612,690  

2026  €412,681,113   €1,090,057,009   €549,757,790   €506,602,764   €96,034,718   €2,655,133,395  

2027  €497,681,320   €1,205,336,384   €564,905,361   €534,851,796   €92,090,486  
€2,894,865
,348  
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Table I.4.10: Total online expenditures on electronics per inhabitant per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  -   €44   €60   €48   €37   €47  

2013  €23   €53   €76   €57   €43   €50  

2014  €27   €67   €94   €67   €49   €61  

2015  €32   €83   €113   €77   €57   €72  

2016  €37   €102   €133   €86   €66   €85  

2017  €43   €124   €153   €95   €75   €98  

2018  €49   €148   €175   €104   €84   €112  

2019  €56   €176   €199   €112   €93   €127  

2020  €77   €202   €215   €125   €104   €145  

2021  €99   €230   €231   €138   €116   €163  

2022  €120   €259   €248   €152   €128   €182  

2023  €143   €291   €264   €166   €141   €201  

2024  €165   €326   €278   €181   €155   €221  

2025  €188   €363   €292   €196   €169   €242  

2026  €213   €403   €304   €211   €183   €263  

2027  €237   €445   €315   €227   €198   €284  
 
Table I.4.11: Total fashion sales per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  €-     €2,044,289,406   €2,397,634,575   €3,483,440,588   €1,436,835,431   €9,362,200,000  

2013  €48,234,308   €2,152,559,772   €2,401,964,053   €3,429,701,328   €1,361,540,539   €9,394,000,000  

2014  €92,840,931   €2,269,263,596   €2,403,305,088   €3,321,162,558   €1,251,727,827   €9,338,300,000  

2015  €138,462,693   €2,388,993,485   €2,409,373,162   €3,260,520,387   €1,184,850,273   €9,382,200,000  

2016  €185,999,294   €2,535,057,347   €2,417,873,136   €3,180,730,916   €1,100,139,307   €9,419,800,000  

2017  €237,350,116   €2,722,755,689   €2,459,713,516   €3,145,859,731   €1,033,491,721   €9,599,170,773  

2018  €286,978,206   €2,874,843,340   €2,468,667,636   €3,068,039,747   €953,601,431   €9,652,130,360  

2019  €337,720,635   €3,018,263,336   €2,474,766,609   €2,987,813,363   €874,147,055   €9,692,710,999  

2020  €479,895,204   €3,065,637,847   €2,460,637,462   €2,912,353,546   €807,133,242   €9,725,657,302  

2021  €622,635,506   €3,110,024,876   €2,445,179,510   €2,835,192,773   €741,769,168   €9,754,801,833  

2022  €767,428,099   €3,162,852,604   €2,417,985,251   €2,754,466,339   €678,192,424   €9,780,924,718  

2023  €914,939,840   €3,214,727,255   €2,390,405,388   €2,672,373,358   €616,497,451   €9,808,943,292  

2024  €1,063,186,024   €3,266,401,567   €2,361,884,874   €2,588,588,458   €556,877,417   €9,836,938,340  

2025  €1,212,748,222   €3,316,524,896   €2,332,106,732   €2,503,160,198   €499,568,548   €9,864,108,596  

2026  €1,363,860,926   €3,365,990,594   €2,300,900,120   €2,416,525,495   €444,858,508   €9,892,135,642  

2027  €1,515,647,953   €3,414,764,297   €2,268,815,975   €2,328,270,012   €392,929,859  
€9,920,428
,096  
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Table I.4.12: Total online fashion sales per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  €-     €152,869,228   €159,864,300   €162,955,146   €37,359,885   €513,048,560  

2013  €4,131,749   €191,371,776   €193,936,762   €196,819,538   €51,592,775   €637,852,600  

2014  €9,510,971   €240,952,907   €232,659,323   €226,962,746   €61,257,634   €771,343,580  

2015  €16,869,354   €301,459,954   €277,041,751   €260,476,448   €72,052,073   €927,899,580  

2016  €26,607,472   €375,501,454   €325,638,158   €291,586,649   €80,898,908   €1,100,232,640  

2017  €39,468,178   €468,808,160   €383,940,045   €325,879,095   €90,271,499   €1,308,366,976  

2018  €54,960,137   €570,164,594   €442,424,628   €354,142,673   €97,553,287   €1,519,245,319  

2019  €73,883,681   €683,950,212   €505,127,391   €379,147,642   €103,548,325   €1,745,657,251  

2020  €120,716,170   €787,046,416   €551,779,699   €418,737,607   €109,644,461   €1,987,924,352  

2021  €177,652,502   €898,308,972   €597,351,581   €458,670,896   €114,546,912   €2,246,530,862  

2022  €246,086,742   €1,015,569,281   €643,447,447   €498,279,065   €118,139,857   €2,521,522,392  

2023  €327,302,216   €1,141,386,087   €687,703,181   €537,477,900   €120,316,446   €2,814,185,830  

2024  €421,722,284   €1,276,355,234   €729,171,733   €575,926,520   €121,035,846   €3,124,211,617  

2025  €530,628,645   €1,420,220,139   €767,022,828   €613,294,034   €120,285,953   €3,451,451,598  

2026  €655,272,511   €1,573,512,836   €800,322,166   €649,396,656   €118,097,491   €3,796,601,659  

2027  €796,188,912   €1,736,335,998   €828,996,551   €683,617,206   €114,496,835  
€4,159,635
,501  

 

Table I.4.13: Total online expenditures on fashion per inhabitant per generation (2012-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby 

Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Total  

2012  -   €61   €86   €58   €24   €57  

2013  €33   €75   €104   €70   €34   €63  

2014  €38   €94   €125   €82   €43   €76  

2015  €44   €116   €148   €95   €54   €91  

2016  €52   €144   €174   €107   €65   €108  

2017  €61   €178   €205   €120   €77   €128  

2018  €70   €214   €237   €132   €89   €149  

2019  €80   €256   €271   €143   €102   €170  

2020  €114   €293   €297   €160   €117   €196  

2021  €148   €334   €322   €177   €133   €223  

2022  €183   €377   €349   €195   €149   €251  

2023  €220   €423   €374   €214   €167   €279  

2024  €258   €472   €399   €232   €186   €309  

2025  €297   €525   €422   €251   €205   €340  

2026  €338   €581   €443   €271   €225   €371  

2027  €380   €642   €462   €290   €246   €404  
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Appendix II: Consumer segmentation 
Appendix II.1: Redevco’s Consumer Survey (2016) 
Intro: Personal characteristics: 

To start, we would like to ask you some background questions so we can analyse your replies for 

statistical purposes. 

Are you: Male / Female 

What is your year of birth? 

What are the four figures of your postcode? 

 

Cat: In which of the following categories have you purchased one or more products during the past 

12 months? 

- Babywear and children’s wear 

- Women's wear 

- Men's wear 

- Shoes 

- DIY, home, garden 

- Electronics 

- Supermarkets/shopping 

- Beauty & Health 

- Sports 

- None of the above 

Firstly, we would like to ask some questions about your usual shopping habits. Later in this 

questionnaire we will ask about your shopping habits per category. 

 

Q1: We make a distinction between two phases in the process of searching for and buying a product: 

1. The exploratory phase (searching for and comparing products)  

2. The purchasing phase (the actual purchase of the product) 

Nowadays customers have a range of online and offline choices. For each phase, please indicate below 

the proportion of online and offline in relation to your purchasing behaviour over the past 12 months. 

In total, a maximum of 100 points can be allocated. (You can also give a score of '0' points)  

Q1A: The exploratory phase  

Online / Offline 

Q1B: The purchasing phase 

Online / Offline 

 

Q2: We make a distinction between two phases in the process of searching for and buying a product:  

1. The exploratory phase (searching for and comparing products)  

2. The purchasing phase (the actual purchase of the product) 

Nowadays customers have a range of online and offline choices. For each phase, please indicate what 

proportion of online and offline you expect to be using in three years’ time (2019). 

In total, a maximum of 100 points can be allocated. (You can also give a score of '0' points) 

Q2A: The exploratory phase  
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Online 2019 / Offline 2019 

Q2B: The purchasing phase 

Online 2019 / Offline 2019 

 

Q3: Why would you opt for a brick-and-mortar shop and why would you opt for an online shop? 

Reasons for choosing brick-and-mortar shopping 

Reasons for shopping online 

- Expert advice (knowledgeable about what they are selling) 

- An up-to-date / innovative range 

- Enjoyment/relaxation when shopping – online or otherwise 

- Ability to find products easily 

- Ability to carefully assess a product 

- Getting inspiration 

- Special offers and discounts 

- Complaints dealt with properly 

- Shopping does not take much time 

- High quality of products 

- I can shop when it suits me 

- Lowest price 

- Personal attention (friendly/helpful) 

- No-hassle exchange / refund 

- Products quickly available 

- Products in stock 

- Extensive range 

- They sell the brands that appeal to me 

- Value for money 

- Don't know 

 

Q4: You sometimes buy products online. We would like to know what delivery methods you use, and 

to what extent. You have a total of 100 points to allocate among the five different delivery methods. 

You can give a score of '0' points for any methods you do not use. 

- Delivered to my home 

- Delivered to my work 

- Delivered to someone I know 

- Collected from the brick-and-mortar shop 

- Collected from a special collection point 

Q5: There are two distinct forms of brick-and-mortar shopping. 

Recreational shopping. You don’t have a particular purchase in mind, it’s more a question of 

enjoyment and the shopping experience. Time is not so important. 

Shopping for something specific. Preferably in the shortest time possible. 

Which of these forms of shopping do you practice? 

- Recreational shopping 

- Shopping for something specific 
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- Both 

- Neither 

 

Recreational shopping:  
F1: You have indicated that you look around and/or purchase online. Do you shop more or less often 

for your enjoyment since you have been looking around/shopping online? 

- Much more often 

- More often 

- No difference 

- Less often 

- Much less often 

-  

F2A: How much use do you make of catering and other facilities during recreational shopping? 

1: Never 

2 

3 

4 

5: Always 

 

F2B: With regard to recreational shopping, do you think that the time you spend shopping and the 

time you spend on catering and other facilities has changed since you have been looking 

around/shopping online? 

1. Yes, I spend more time shopping and less time on catering and relaxation 

2. Yes, I spend less time shopping and more time on catering and relaxation 

3. No, I don’t think I have changed the time I spend 

 

F3: Has the number of shops you visit for recreational shopping changed since you have been looking 

around/shopping online? 

1. Yes, I visit more shops 

2. Yes, I visit fewer shops 

3. No, there is no difference 

 

F4: Has the duration of your shop visits when recreational shopping changed since you have been 

looking around/shopping online? 

1. Yes, my shop visits are longer 

2. Yes, my shop visits are shorter 

3. No, there is no difference in the visit duration 

 

F5: The statements below relate to recreational shopping. Since I have been looking around/shopping 

online: 

1. Disagree totally 

2. Disagree 

3. Neither agree nor disagree 
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4. Agree 

5. Agree totally 

 

F5_1: … I shop more efficiently 

F5_2: … I shop more price-consciously 

F5_3: … I feel I can shop in a more relaxed manner 

F5_4: … I am prepared to travel further 

F5_5: … my focus is more on enjoyment and relaxation 

F6: The statements below relate to recreational shopping. Since I have been looking around/shopping 

online: 

1. Disagree totally 

2. Disagree 

3. Neither agree nor disagree 

4. Agree 

5. Agree totally 

 

F6_1: … … I attach greater value to the surroundings of the shop (ambience, design of public spaces, 

landscaping, etc.) 

F6_2: … I attach greater value to the quality of the shops (layout, service, range, etc.) 

F6_3: … I attach greater value to the quality of the products I purchase 

F6_4: … I attach greater value to the quality of the catering outlets (cafés, restaurants, bars, etc.) 

F6_5: … I attach greater value to the quality of the other facilities (hairdressers, travel agents, cinemas, 

banks, etc.) 
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Convenience shopping:  
R1: You have indicated that you look around and/or purchase online. Do you shop for something 

specific more or less frequently since you have been looking around/shopping online? 

1. Much more often 

2. More often 

3. No difference 

4. Less often 

5. Much less often 

 

R2A: To what extent do you make use of catering and other facilities when shopping for something 

specific? 

1: Never 

2 

3 

4 

5: Always 

 

R2B: With regard to shopping for something specific, do you think that the time you spend shopping 

and the time you spend on catering and other facilities has changed since you have been looking 

around/shopping online? 

1. Yes, I spend more time shopping and less time on catering and relaxation 

2. Yes, I spend less time shopping and more time on catering and relaxation 

3. No, I don’t think I have changed the time I spend 

 

R3: Has the number of shops you visit when shopping for something specific changed since you have 

been looking around/shopping online? 

1. Yes, I visit more shops 

2. Yes, I visit fewer shops 

3. No, there is no difference 

 

R4: Has the duration of your shop visits when shopping for something specific changed since you have 

been looking around/shopping online? 

1. Yes, my shop visits are longer 

2. Yes, my shop visits are shorter 

3. No, there is no difference in the visit duration 

 

R5: The statements below relate to shopping for something specific. Since I have been looking 

around/shopping online: 

1. Disagree totally 

2. Disagree 

3. Neither agree nor disagree 

4. Agree 

5. Agree totally 
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R5_1: … I shop more efficiently 

R5_2: … I shop more price-consciously 

R5_3: … I feel I can shop in a more relaxed manner 

R5_4: … I am prepared to travel further 

R5_5: … my focus is more on enjoyment and relaxation 

 

R6: The statements below relate to shopping for something specific. Since I have been looking 

around/shopping online: 

1. Disagree totally 

2. Disagree 

3. Neither agree nor disagree 

4. Agree 

5. Agree totally 

 

R6_1: … … I attach greater value to the surroundings of the shop (ambience, design of public spaces, 

landscaping, etc.) 

R6_2: … I attach greater value to the quality of the shops (layout, service, range, etc.) 

R6_3: … I attach greater value to the quality of the products I purchase 

R6_4: … I attach greater value to the quality of the catering outlets (cafés, restaurants, bars, etc.) 

R6_5: … I attach greater value to the quality of the other facilities (hairdressers, travel agents, cinemas, 

banks, etc.) 
 

Shopping habits per category  
In this part of the survey we would like to ask about your shopping habits in the category 

 

- Babywear and children’s wear 

- Women's wear 

- Men's wear 

- Shoes 

- DIY, home, garden 

- Electronics 

- Supermarkets/shopping 

- Beauty & Health 

- Sports 

- None of the above 

Q1cat: We make a distinction between two phases in the process of searching for and buying a 

product: 

1. The exploratory phase (searching for and comparing products)  

2. The purchasing phase (the actual purchase of the product) 

Nowadays customers have a range of online and offline choices. For each phase, please indicate below 

the proportion of online and offline in relation to your purchasing behaviour over the past 12 months. 
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In total, a maximum of 100 points can be allocated. (You can also give a score of '0' points)  

Q1acat: The exploratory phase  

Online / Offline 

Q1bcat: The purchasing phase 

Online / Offline 

 

Q2cat: We make a distinction between two phases in the process of searching for and buying a 

product:  

1. The exploratory phase (searching for and comparing products)  

2. The purchasing phase (the actual purchase of the product) 

Nowadays customers have a range of online and offline choices. For each phase, please indicate what 

proportion of online and offline you expect to be using in three years’ time (2019). 

In total, a maximum of 100 points can be allocated. (You can also give a score of '0' points) 

Q2acat: The exploratory phase  

Online 2019 / Offline 2019 

Q2bcat: The purchasing phase 

Online 2019 / Offline 2019 

 

Q3cat: Why would you opt for a brick-and-mortar shop and why would you opt for an online shop? 

Reasons for choosing brick-and-mortar shopping 

Reasons for shopping online 

- Expert advice (knowledgeable about what they are selling) 

- An up-to-date / innovative range 

- Enjoyment/relaxation when shopping – online or otherwise 

- Ability to find products easily 

- Ability to carefully assess a product 

- Getting inspiration 

- Special offers and discounts 

- Complaints dealt with properly 

- Shopping does not take much time 

- High quality of products 

- I can shop when it suits me 

- Lowest price 

- Personal attention (friendly/helpful) 

- No-hassle exchange / refund 

- Products quickly available 

- Products in stock 

- Extensive range 

- They sell the brands that appeal to me 

- Value for money 

- Don't know 
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Q4cat: Which devices (phone, tablet, laptop, desktop, physical store) did you use for the purchase 

made in the categories per orientation phase. 

- Orientation phase 1 

- Orientation phase 2 

- Orientation phase 3 

- Orientation phase 4 

- Orientation phase 5 

- Orientation phase 6 

- Orientation phase 7 

- Purchase 

 

Q5cat: You have indicated that you have made a purchase in the category …… in a shopping area. 

What kind of shopping area was it? 

- City centre 

- District shopping centre or a local shop 

- Shopping centre on the edge of the city (e.g. a furniture mall) 

 

Q6cat: What was the transaction amount (roughly) for your most recent purchase in the category 

….? 

 

Q7cat: Of how many products did your most recent purchase in the category ….. consist? 
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Personal: 

V1: To what extent are the following statements applicable to you? 

1. Disagree totally 

2. Disagree 

3. Neither agree nor disagree 

4. Agree 

5. Agree totally 

 

V1_1: … I like to keep up to date with the latest products and gadgets 

V1_2: … I like to try out different new products on a regular basis 

V1_3: … I like shopping 

V1_4: … I am always busy 

V1_5: … I like to take my time when shopping 

V1_6: … I always feel I have too little time 

V1_7: … I can easily make ends meet 

 

Soort shopper 

1. Conservative 

2. Neutral 

3. Progressive 

 

Shopping_time 

1. Doesn’t like shopping 

2. Neutral 

3. Loves shopping 

 

Busy 

1. Not busy 

2. Neutral 

3. Busy 

 

Financial 

1. Cannot easily meets ends 

2. Neutral 

3. Easily meets ends 
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Appendix II.2: Data optimisation 
New variables 

1. Age group 

1: 18-24 

2: 25-34 

3: 35-44 

4: 45-54 

5: 55-64 

6: 65+ 

 

2. Online share 

Based on question Q1b from Redevco’s Consumer Survey: Share online purchasing behaviour. 

1: Little: 0-5% 

2: Average: 6-30% 

3: High: 30% and higher 

 

3. Type of shopper 

Based on question Q5 from Redevco’s Consumer Survey. The original question consists out of four 

answers, while the last possible answer is ‘None’. With the assumption everyone shops no matter how 

much, these people are set on both type of shopping motives (Hedonic and Utilitarian).  

1: Hedonic 

2: Both 

3: Utilitarian 

 

4. Consumer dimension 

Based on the variable online share and type of shopper, consumers have been segmented into nine 

dimensions.  

1: Little online share & Hedonic shopper 

2: Little online share & Both type of shoppers 

3: Little online share & Utilitarian shopper 

4: Average online share & Hedonic shopper 

5: Average online share & Both type of shoppers 

6: Average online share & Utilitarian shopper 

7: High online share & Hedonic shopper 

8: High online share & Both type of shoppers 

9: High online share & Utilitarian shopper 

 

5. Forecasting online share in 2027 

Regarding the prognoses due to online share and the total of people that shop online in 2027 a 

percentage has summed up by all the individuals that shop online, except for the ones that still does 

not shop online. 

6. Year of birth 
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In order to divide the consumers in the different generations, a variable with the year of birth is 

needed. The individuals age will be withdrawing from the year 2015, the year of the questionnaires 

took place, in order to place the individuals in a generations based on their year of birth. 

 

7. Generations 

The following generations will be included: 

1: Maturists (pre-1945) 

2: Baby Boomers (1945-1960) 

3: Generation X (1961-1980) 

4: Millennials (or Generation Y) (1981-1995) 

5: Generation Z (1995-2015) 
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Appendix II.3: Personal characteristics 
Table II.3. 1: Crosstab: Generations (Columns) and statement 'I like shopping' (Rows) 
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Table II.3.2: One-Way ANOVA: Generations (Independent variable) and statement 'I like shopping' (Dependent variable) 
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Table II.3.3: Crosstab: Generations (Columns) and statement 'I am always busy' (Rows) 
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Table II.3.4: One-Way ANOVA: Generations (Independent variable) and statement 'I am always busy' (Dependent variable) 
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Appendix II.4: Shopping motivation 
Table II.4.1: Shopping motivation per generation (Redevco, 2016) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 
Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 
Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Hedonic 28%    20% 10% 13%  7% 

Sample (N) 30 89 42 139 9 

Utilitarian 20% 26% 28% 29% 31% 

Sample (N) 21 117 123 306 43 

Both 52% 55% 62% 58% 62% 

Sample (N)  55  247  268  604  85  

 

Appendix II.5: Online purchases per generation 
Table II.5.1: Online purchases per generation (Redevco, 2016) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 
Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 
Generation X 

(1965-1976) 
Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 
Maturists 

(Before 1944) 
Average online 

share (2016) 

43%    40%  30% 19%  17% 

Sample (N)  111  477  443  1066  144  
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Appendix II.6: Preferred shopping location per product category 
Table II.6.1: Preferred shopping location per product category by generation (Redevco, 2016) 

  

Generation 
Z 

Generation 
Y 

Generation 
X 

Baby 
Boomers 

Maturists 

Groceries 

  

  

  

City centre 8 18 11 46 10 

Shopping centre 5 19 27 119 28 

Retail Park 0 7 12 49 16 

Sum 13 44 50 214 54 

Home & Garden 

  

  

  

City centre 1 12 6 20 1 

Shopping centre 8 24 29 78 12 

Retail Park 0 19 32 103 17 

Sum 9 55 67 201 30 

Electronics 

  

  

  

City centre 3 12 6 24 3 

Shopping centre 2 9 16 35 5 

Retail Park 0 17 22 60 8 

Sum 5 38 44 119 16 

Fashion 

  

  

  

City centre 19 83 66 196 21 

Shopping centre 12 36 49 111 21 

Retail Park 3 32 56 179 14 

Sum 34 151 171 486 56 

 
Table II.6.2: Preferred shopping location per product category by generation in percentages (Redevco, 2016) 

  

Generation 
Z 

Generation 
Y 

Generation 
X 

Baby 
Boomers 

Maturists 

Groceries 

  

  

  

City centre 62% 41% 22% 21% 19% 

Shopping centre 38% 43% 54% 56% 52% 

Retail Park 0% 16% 24% 23% 30% 

Sum 11% 22% 9% 10% 3% 

Home & Garden 

  

  

  

City centre 89% 44% 43% 39% 40% 

Shopping centre 0% 35% 48% 51% 57% 

Retail Park 60% 32% 14% 20% 19% 

Sum 40% 24% 36% 29% 31% 

Electronics 

  

  

  

City centre 0% 45% 50% 50% 50% 

Shopping centre 56% 55% 39% 40% 38% 

Retail Park 35% 24% 29% 23% 38% 

Sum 9% 21% 33% 37% 25% 

Fashion 

  

  

  

City centre 62% 41% 22% 21% 19% 

Shopping centre 38% 43% 54% 56% 52% 

Retail Park 0% 16% 24% 23% 30% 

Sum 11% 22% 9% 10% 3% 
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Table II.6.3: Preferred shopping location per product category by generation in total number of respondents (Redevco, 2016) 

  

Generation 
Z 

Generation 
Y 

Generation 
X 

Baby 
Boomers 

Maturists 

Groceries 

  

  

  

City centre 8 18 11 46 10 

Shopping centre 5 19 27 119 28 

Retail Park 0 7 12 49 16 

Sum 13 44 50 214 54 

Home & Garden 

  

  

  

City centre 1 12 6 20 1 

Shopping centre 8 24 29 78 12 

Retail Park 0 19 32 103 17 

Sum 9 55 67 201 30 

Electronics 

  

  

  

City centre 3 12 6 24 3 

Shopping centre 2 9 16 35 5 

Retail Park 0 17 22 60 8 

Sum 5 38 44 119 16 

Fashion 

  

  

  

City centre 19 83 66 196 21 

Shopping centre 12 36 49 111 21 

Retail Park 3 32 56 179 14 

Sum 34 151 171 486 56 
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Appendix III: Adjusted assumptions for final scenarios 
Appendix III.1: Percentage disposable income spent on retail sales 
Table III.1.1: Percentage disposable income spent on grocery sales 2015 per age cohort (Base scenario versus new scenarios) 

Base 
scenario 
(2015) 

Age 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

Purchasing power per 
inhabitant 

€7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 
 

Factor * 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 
 

Expenditures per year €1,311 €3,660 €4,540 €4,802 €4,403 €3,581 €3,133 €3,000 

Expenditures per week €25.21 €70.38 €87.31 €92.35 €84.67 €68.86 €60.24 €57.69 

New 
scenarios 

(2015) 

Age 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

Factor * 30% 20% 17% 16% 17% 12% 14% 13% 

Population 946916 1441452 1487047 1610628 1415255 1022012 720161 288415 

Total retail sales €2,208,994,465.36 €6,257,384,674 €6,807,260,212 €7,379,582,713 €6,282,959,637 €2,604,814,220 €1,806,418,593 €667,085,486 

Expenditures per year €2,333 €4,341 €4,578 €4,582 €4,439 €2,549 €2,508 €2,313 

Expenditures per week €44.86 €83.48 €88.03 €88.11 €85.37 €49.01 €48.24 €44.48 

* Percentage disposable income spent on grocery sales 
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Table III.1.2: Percentage disposable income spent on home & garden sales 2015 per age cohort (Base scenario versus new scenarios) 

Base 
scenario 
(2015) 

Age 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

Purchasing power per 

inhabitant 
€7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 

 

Factor * 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 
 

Expenditures per year €300 €837 €1,038 €1,098 €1,007 €819 €716 €686 

Expenditures per week €6 €16 €20 €21 €19 €16 €14 €13 

New 
scenarios 

(2015) 

Age 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

Factor * 2.7% 5.5% 3.9% 3.7% 3.9% 3.3% 2.5% 2.0% 

Population 946,916 1,441,452 1,487,047 1,610,628 1,415,255 1,022,012 720,161 288,415 

Total retail sales €196,163,430 €1,720,780,785 €1,561,665,578 €1,697,341,714 €1,441,384,858 €724,813,138 €334,521,962 €102,628,536 

Expenditures per year €207 €1,194 €1,050 €1,054 €1,018 €709 €465 €356 

Expenditures per week €3.98 €22.96 €20.20 €20.27 €19.59 €13.64 €8.93 €6.84 

* Percentage disposable income spent on home & garden sales 
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Table III.1.3: Percentage disposable income spent on electronic sales 2015 per age cohort (Base scenario versus new scenarios) 

Base 
scenario 
(2015) 

Age 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

Purchasing power per 

inhabitant 
€7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 

 

Factor * 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 
 

Expenditures per year €202 €563 €698 €738 €677 €551 €482 €461 

Expenditures per week €4 €11 €13 €14 €13 €11 €9 €9 

New 
scenarios 

(2015) 

Age 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

Factor * 5.0% 3.7% 2.8% 2.6% 2.4% 1.5% 1.0% 0.9% 

Population 946,916 1,441,452 1,487,047 1,610,628 1,415,255 1,022,012 720,161 288,415 

Total retail sales €368,165,744 €1,155,365,472 €1,121,195,800 €1,192,726,609 €887,006,066 €325,601,778 €133,808,785 €46,529,746 

Expenditures per year €389 €802 €754 €741 €627 €319 €186 €161 

Expenditures per week €7.48 €15.41 €14.50 €14.24 €12.05 €6.13 €3.57 €3.10 

* Percentage disposable income spent on electronic sales 
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Table III.1.4: Percentage disposable income spent on fashion sales 2015 per age cohort (Base scenario versus new scenarios) 

Base 
scenario 
(2015) 

Age 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

Purchasing power per 

inhabitant 
€7,776 €21,705 €26,928 €28,482 €26,114 €21,239 €18,580 €17,792 

 

Factor * 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 
 

Expenditures per year €362 €1,009 €1,252 €1,325 €1,214 €988 €864 €827 

Expenditures per week €7 €19 €24 €25 €23 €19 €17 €16 

New 
scenarios 

(2015) 

Age 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ 

Factor * 10.0% 6.0% 5.0% 4.5% 4.0% 3.5% 2.5% 2.5% 

Population 946,916 1,441,452 1,487,047 1,610,628 1,415,255 1,022,012 720,161 288,415 

Total retail sales €736,331,488 €1,877,215,402 €2,002,135,356 €2,064,334,516 €1,478,343,444 €759,737,481 €335,816,641 €128,285,670 

Expenditures per year €778 €1,302 €1,346 €1,282 €1,045 €743 €466 €445 

Expenditures per week €15 €25 €26 €25 €20 €14 €9 €9 

* Percentage disposable income spent on fashion sales 
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Appendix III.2: Manual extrapolated online share total retail sales per cohort 
Table III.2.1: Scenario 1: Online share retail sales for grocery per age cohort  (2015-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Total 

2015 1.2% 2.0% 1.9% 1.4% 0.9% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 1.4% 

2016 1.4% 2.4% 2.3% 1.7% 1.1% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 1.7% 

2017 2.0% 3.5% 3.2% 2.4% 1.6% 1.2% 1.1% 1.0% 2.4% 

2018 2.7% 4.8% 4.3% 3.3% 2.1% 1.5% 1.5% 1.1% 3.2% 

2019 3.6% 6.5% 5.7% 4.4% 2.7% 2.0% 1.8% 1.3% 4.3% 

2020 4.7% 8.6% 7.3% 5.7% 3.5% 2.5% 2.2% 1.5% 5.5% 

2021 5.6% 10.5% 8.8% 7.0% 4.1% 2.9% 2.5% 1.6% 6.6% 

2022 6.5% 12.4% 10.2% 8.2% 4.8% 3.3% 2.7% 1.7% 7.7% 

2023 7.3% 14.1% 11.3% 9.2% 5.3% 3.7% 2.8% 1.8% 8.6% 

2024 7.7% 15.1% 12.0% 9.8% 5.7% 3.8% 2.8% 1.8% 9.2% 

2025 7.9% 15.8% 12.4% 10.2% 5.9% 3.9% 2.8% 1.8% 9.5% 

2026 8.1% 16.5% 12.8% 10.6% 6.1% 4.0% 2.8% 1.9% 9.8% 

2027 8.3% 17.2% 13.2% 11.0% 6.3% 4.0% 2.8% 1.9% 10.0% 

 

Table III.2.2: Scenario 2: Online share retail sales for grocery per age cohort  (2015-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Total 

2015 1.2% 2.0% 1.9% 1.4% 0.9% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 1.4% 

2016 1.4% 2.4% 2.3% 1.7% 1.1% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 1.7% 

2017 2.2% 3.8% 3.4% 2.6% 1.7% 1.2% 1.2% 1.1% 2.6% 

2018 3.1% 5.6% 5.0% 3.7% 2.4% 1.7% 1.6% 1.4% 3.7% 

2019 4.4% 8.0% 6.9% 5.3% 3.3% 2.4% 2.1% 1.8% 5.2% 

2020 6.0% 11.2% 9.4% 7.3% 4.4% 3.1% 2.6% 2.2% 7.1% 

2021 7.5% 14.4% 11.8% 9.3% 5.5% 3.9% 3.1% 2.5% 8.9% 

2022 9.0% 17.7% 14.1% 11.3% 6.6% 4.6% 3.4% 2.9% 10.7% 

2023 10.3% 20.5% 16.1% 13.0% 7.5% 5.2% 3.7% 3.1% 12.3% 

2024 11.1% 22.5% 17.3% 14.1% 8.2% 5.5% 3.8% 3.2% 13.3% 

2025 11.4% 23.6% 18.0% 14.8% 8.5% 5.7% 3.8% 3.3% 13.9% 

2026 11.8% 24.9% 18.7% 15.4% 8.9% 5.8% 3.8% 3.3% 14.4% 

2027 12.1% 26.2% 19.4% 16.2% 9.3% 5.9% 3.8% 3.5% 15.0% 
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Table III.2.3: Scenario 1: Online share retail sales for home and garden per age cohort  (2015-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Total 

2015 3.2% 7.6% 7.8% 6.9% 7.6% 5.7% 5.7% 5.7% 7.1% 

2016 3.8% 9.4% 9.4% 8.4% 8.9% 7.1% 7.1% 7.1% 8.6% 

2017 4.9% 12.0% 11.9% 10.4% 10.6% 8.2% 8.0% 7.9% 10.6% 

2018 6.2% 14.8% 14.6% 12.6% 12.4% 9.2% 8.9% 8.6% 12.8% 

2019 7.6% 18.0% 17.5% 15.1% 14.3% 10.4% 9.9% 9.4% 15.2% 

2020 9.1% 21.5% 20.7% 17.9% 16.3% 11.5% 10.9% 10.2% 17.7% 

2021 10.4% 24.5% 23.4% 20.4% 17.9% 12.4% 11.6% 10.9% 19.9% 

2022 11.6% 27.3% 25.7% 22.5% 19.3% 13.1% 12.2% 11.3% 21.7% 

2023 12.5% 29.5% 27.5% 24.2% 20.4% 13.7% 12.7% 11.6% 23.2% 

2024 13.0% 30.9% 28.6% 25.3% 21.2% 13.9% 12.8% 11.7% 24.1% 

2025 13.2% 31.8% 29.1% 25.9% 21.6% 13.9% 12.8% 11.7% 24.5% 

2026 13.2% 32.4% 29.4% 26.3% 21.9% 13.7% 12.7% 11.7% 24.8% 

2027 13.2% 33.0% 29.6% 26.7% 22.2% 13.7% 12.8% 12.0% 25.0% 

 

Table III.2.4: Scenario 2: Online share retail sales for home and garden per age cohort  (2015-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Total 

2015 3.2% 7.6% 7.8% 6.9% 7.6% 5.7% 5.7% 5.7% 7.1% 

2016 3.8% 9.4% 9.4% 8.4% 8.9% 7.1% 7.1% 7.1% 8.6% 

2017 5.3% 12.8% 12.7% 11.1% 11.3% 8.6% 8.4% 8.2% 11.3% 

2018 7.1% 16.9% 16.5% 14.2% 13.9% 10.2% 9.8% 9.3% 14.4% 

2019 9.2% 21.8% 21.1% 17.9% 16.7% 12.0% 11.2% 10.5% 18.0% 

2020 11.7% 27.6% 26.2% 22.2% 19.8% 13.8% 12.8% 11.8% 22.1% 

2021 13.9% 32.8% 30.7% 26.2% 22.5% 15.2% 14.0% 12.8% 25.7% 

2022 16.0% 37.7% 34.8% 29.8% 24.9% 16.6% 15.1% 13.6% 29.0% 

2023 17.7% 41.8% 38.1% 32.7% 26.9% 17.5% 15.8% 14.1% 31.7% 

2024 18.7% 44.5% 40.1% 34.6% 28.2% 18.0% 16.2% 14.3% 33.3% 

2025 19.1% 46.1% 41.1% 35.6% 29.0% 18.1% 16.2% 14.3% 34.1% 

2026 19.2% 47.1% 41.6% 36.3% 29.4% 18.0% 16.2% 14.4% 34.6% 

2027 19.3% 48.2% 42.1% 36.9% 29.9% 17.9% 16.3% 14.8% 35.0% 
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Table III.2.5: Scenario 1: Online share retail sales for electronics per age cohort  (2015-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Total 

2015 6.1% 14.4% 14.9% 13.1% 14.4% 10.9% 10.9% 10.9% 13.3% 

2016 7.2% 17.7% 17.7% 15.8% 16.7% 13.4% 13.4% 13.4% 15.9% 

2017 9.7% 23.0% 22.8% 20.0% 20.4% 15.7% 15.3% 15.0% 20.2% 

2018 12.8% 29.4% 28.8% 24.9% 24.4% 18.1% 17.4% 16.7% 25.1% 

2019 16.5% 37.0% 35.9% 30.8% 28.9% 20.8% 19.7% 18.6% 30.9% 

2020 18.9% 41.8% 40.2% 34.7% 31.4% 22.2% 20.9% 19.6% 34.5% 

2021 20.5% 45.1% 43.1% 37.6% 33.0% 22.9% 21.5% 20.1% 36.9% 

2022 21.4% 46.7% 44.3% 39.2% 33.7% 23.2% 21.7% 20.3% 38.0% 

2023 22.0% 48.0% 45.3% 40.4% 34.4% 23.3% 21.8% 20.3% 38.9% 

2024 22.3% 49.1% 46.0% 41.2% 35.0% 23.3% 21.7% 20.1% 39.5% 

2025 22.3% 49.8% 46.3% 41.7% 35.3% 23.3% 21.6% 19.9% 39.8% 

2026 22.3% 50.3% 46.3% 42.1% 35.6% 23.3% 21.6% 19.9% 40.0% 

2027 22.3% 50.8% 46.3% 42.3% 35.8% 23.3% 21.8% 20.2% 40.0% 

 

Table III.2.6: Scenario 2: Online share retail sales for electronics per age cohort  (2015-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Total 

2015 6.1% 14.4% 14.9% 13.1% 14.4% 10.9% 10.9% 10.9% 13.3% 

2016 7.2% 17.7% 17.7% 15.8% 16.7% 13.4% 13.4% 13.4% 15.9% 

2017 10.3% 24.5% 24.2% 21.1% 21.4% 16.4% 16.0% 15.6% 21.3% 

2018 14.5% 33.0% 32.2% 27.6% 26.8% 19.7% 18.8% 17.9% 28.0% 

2019 19.8% 43.9% 42.2% 35.7% 33.2% 23.6% 22.1% 20.6% 36.1% 

2020 23.4% 51.2% 48.6% 41.4% 36.9% 25.7% 23.8% 21.9% 41.4% 

2021 26.0% 56.3% 53.0% 45.6% 39.4% 26.8% 24.8% 22.8% 45.1% 

2022 27.4% 58.9% 55.0% 47.8% 40.5% 27.3% 25.2% 23.1% 46.9% 

2023 28.3% 61.0% 56.6% 49.6% 41.5% 27.6% 25.4% 23.2% 48.3% 

2024 28.9% 62.6% 57.6% 50.8% 42.3% 27.7% 25.3% 23.0% 49.2% 

2025 29.0% 63.6% 58.1% 51.5% 42.9% 27.4% 25.1% 22.8% 49.7% 

2026 29.1% 64.4% 58.3% 52.0% 43.2% 27.1% 25.0% 22.9% 49.9% 

2027 29.2% 65.0% 58.5% 52.3% 43.5% 27.1% 25.1% 23.2% 50.0% 
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Table III.2.7: Scenario 1: Online share retail sales for fashion per age cohort  (2015-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Total 

2015 11.4% 12.2% 11.2% 9.5% 7.2% 5.9% 5.9% 5.9% 9.7% 

2016 12.9% 14.1% 14.1% 12.7% 8.2% 6.8% 6.8% 6.8% 11.8% 

2017 16.3% 17.4% 17.2% 15.3% 10.4% 8.5% 8.3% 8.0% 14.5% 

2018 21.0% 22.1% 21.5% 18.9% 13.7% 11.0% 10.4% 9.7% 18.3% 

2019 26.5% 27.7% 26.4% 23.1% 17.8% 14.1% 13.0% 11.8% 22.8% 

2020 30.0% 31.3% 29.4% 25.9% 20.3% 16.0% 14.5% 12.9% 25.7% 

2021 32.5% 33.7% 31.4% 28.0% 22.1% 17.2% 15.4% 13.7% 27.6% 

2022 33.7% 35.0% 32.3% 29.1% 22.9% 17.7% 15.8% 13.9% 28.5% 

2023 34.6% 35.9% 33.0% 30.0% 23.6% 18.1% 16.1% 14.1% 29.2% 

2024 35.1% 36.7% 33.5% 30.6% 24.2% 18.2% 16.1% 14.1% 29.7% 

2025 35.4% 37.3% 33.7% 31.0% 24.6% 18.3% 16.2% 14.0% 30.0% 

2026 35.8% 37.8% 33.8% 31.3% 24.8% 18.3% 16.2% 14.1% 30.0% 

2027 36.0% 38.1% 33.8% 31.5% 25.0% 18.3% 16.3% 14.3% 30.0% 

 

Table III.2.8: Scenario 2: Online share retail sales for fashion per age cohort  (2015-2027) 

Year 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+ Total 

2015 11.4% 12.2% 11.2% 9.5% 7.2% 5.9% 5.9% 5.9% 9.7% 

2016 12.9% 14.1% 14.1% 12.7% 8.2% 6.8% 6.8% 6.8% 11.8% 

2017 17.3% 18.5% 18.2% 16.1% 11.2% 9.2% 8.8% 8.5% 15.4% 

2018 24.0% 25.3% 24.2% 21.1% 16.0% 12.9% 11.9% 11.0% 20.8% 

2019 32.5% 33.9% 31.7% 27.3% 22.4% 17.8% 16.0% 14.1% 27.8% 

2020 38.2% 39.8% 36.5% 31.6% 26.7% 21.1% 18.6% 16.0% 32.4% 

2021 42.3% 43.9% 39.8% 34.8% 29.9% 23.2% 20.3% 17.3% 35.6% 

2022 44.4% 46.0% 41.4% 36.5% 31.4% 24.3% 21.1% 17.9% 37.2% 

2023 45.9% 47.7% 42.6% 37.9% 32.8% 25.0% 21.6% 18.2% 38.5% 

2024 46.8% 49.0% 43.4% 38.9% 33.8% 25.4% 21.8% 18.2% 39.3% 

2025 46.9% 49.9% 43.8% 39.5% 34.4% 25.4% 21.8% 18.2% 39.8% 

2026 46.9% 50.6% 44.0% 39.9% 34.8% 25.2% 21.7% 18.3% 40.0% 

2027 46.4% 51.1% 43.8% 40.1% 35.1% 24.8% 21.7% 18.6% 40.0% 
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Appendix III.3: Observed online share retail sales 
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Figure III.3.1: Differences in online share for home and garden sales for Belgium and the surrounding countries (2002-2016) 

Figure III.3.2: Differences in online share for grocery sales for Belgium and the surrounding countries (2002-2016) 
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Figure III.3.4: Differences in online share for electronics sales for Belgium and the surrounding countries (2002-2016) 

Figure III.3.3: Differences in online share for fashion sales for Belgium and the surrounding countries (2002-2016) 
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Appendix III.4: Final scenarios: assessed impact on offline retail sales 
Table III.4.1: Scenario 1: Offline retail sales on groceries per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €1,185,020,896   €10,415,000,935   €8,397,358,228   €10,535,676,540   €3,069,407,876   €33,602,464,474  

2017  €1,484,448,485   €10,722,948,683   €8,336,262,581   €10,150,742,528   €2,855,539,065   €33,549,941,342  

2018  €1,781,528,110   €10,977,438,229   €8,255,791,064   €9,751,650,815   €2,645,763,958   €33,412,172,176  

2019  €2,077,537,263   €11,152,080,139   €8,151,041,468   €9,346,888,382   €2,441,055,351   €33,168,602,603  

2020  €2,607,844,887   €11,014,340,268   €8,018,905,687   €8,941,869,309   €2,244,903,914   €32,827,864,065  

2021  €3,116,932,355   €10,883,248,905   €7,899,438,918   €8,542,093,899   €2,055,931,865   €32,497,645,942  

2022  €3,612,263,263   €10,772,807,809   €7,778,298,692   €8,146,711,151   €1,874,469,742   €32,184,550,657  

2023  €4,106,808,349   €10,692,460,247   €7,675,382,524   €7,759,031,130   €1,699,722,762   €31,933,405,012  

2024  €4,610,751,090   €10,673,663,254   €7,600,412,760   €7,383,867,162   €1,532,274,911   €31,800,969,177  

2025  €5,130,170,505   €10,694,947,713   €7,543,015,498   €7,014,087,285   €1,372,056,665   €31,754,277,666  

2026  €5,643,979,450   €10,713,917,840   €7,483,410,751   €6,645,691,233   €1,219,203,141   €31,706,202,415  

2027  €6,152,732,671   €10,733,116,915   €7,421,404,494   €6,274,753,887   €1,074,179,004   €31,656,186,971  

 

Table III.4.2: Scenario 2: Offline retail sales on groceries per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €1,185,020,896   €10,415,000,935   €8,397,358,228   €10,535,676,540   €3,069,407,876   €33,602,464,474  

2017  €1,482,259,334   €10,695,353,264   €8,319,917,430   €10,138,904,880   €2,853,179,105   €33,489,614,013  

2018  €1,774,413,933   €10,899,129,852   €8,213,110,853   €9,722,991,413   €2,640,422,372   €33,250,068,423  

2019  €2,061,059,219   €10,989,556,982   €8,068,716,117   €9,296,533,672   €2,432,317,289   €32,848,183,279  

2020  €2,563,932,802   €10,735,508,048   €7,885,775,853   €8,862,401,993   €2,232,282,758   €32,279,901,455  

2021  €3,029,271,290   €10,479,500,602   €7,716,774,002   €8,435,742,967   €2,040,231,376   €31,701,520,237  

2022  €3,463,022,410   €10,247,114,370   €7,545,773,371   €8,017,176,404   €1,856,701,121   €31,129,787,677  

2023  €3,881,978,011   €10,060,741,987   €7,402,469,859   €7,613,723,843   €1,680,891,593   €30,639,805,293  

2024  €4,311,021,854   €9,981,196,530   €7,308,048,914   €7,235,818,017   €1,513,753,899   €30,349,839,213  

2025  €4,761,162,190   €9,978,690,818   €7,247,489,975   €6,873,000,338   €1,354,615,161   €30,214,958,482  

2026  €5,196,560,769   €9,975,254,895   €7,186,114,810   €6,513,252,625   €1,202,728,602   €30,073,911,700  

2027  €5,617,321,643   €9,974,016,458   €7,123,130,918   €6,152,939,556   €1,058,504,906   €29,925,913,482  
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Table III.4.3: Scenario 1: Offline retail sales on home and garden per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €102,678,200   €2,353,189,105   €1,794,193,563   €2,334,054,960   €565,667,825   €7,149,783,652  

2017  €127,904,855   €2,417,292,166   €1,754,117,727   €2,234,924,058   €506,139,666   €7,040,378,472  

2018  €152,604,967   €2,462,794,480   €1,709,632,765   €2,135,920,251   €447,529,559   €6,908,482,022  

2019  €176,918,912   €2,482,240,857   €1,659,138,118   €2,038,828,466   €389,623,100   €6,746,749,452  

2020  €304,744,500   €2,374,857,880   €1,601,866,302   €1,928,077,646   €353,380,592   €6,562,926,920  

2021  €423,438,803   €2,281,717,861   €1,554,381,306   €1,827,447,409   €319,770,222   €6,406,755,601  

2022  €535,643,975   €2,203,688,965   €1,510,163,832   €1,729,877,215   €288,789,864   €6,268,163,850  

2023  €644,275,937   €2,141,090,736   €1,475,171,626   €1,640,087,574   €259,349,249   €6,159,975,122  

2024  €752,928,010   €2,102,613,848   €1,452,121,414   €1,559,333,934   €231,538,851   €6,098,536,057  

2025  €863,654,936   €2,079,423,543   €1,436,387,509   €1,484,646,886   €205,113,293   €6,069,226,168  

2026  €976,359,167   €2,064,191,577   €1,424,325,907   €1,413,308,444   €180,081,473   €6,058,266,567  

2027  €1,086,202,174   €2,049,627,714   €1,411,491,805   €1,342,815,440   €156,330,247   €6,046,467,379  

 

Table III.4.4: Scenario 2: Offline retail sales on home and garden per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €102,678,200   €2,353,189,105   €1,794,193,563   €2,334,054,960   €565,667,825   €7,149,783,652  

2017  €127,416,933   €2,394,083,288   €1,740,127,133   €2,220,615,831   €503,970,950   €6,986,214,135  

2018  €151,146,815   €2,403,330,479   €1,676,906,656   €2,104,925,518   €443,284,874   €6,779,594,342  

2019  €173,794,613   €2,369,993,419   €1,602,290,994   €1,989,435,626   €383,602,285   €6,519,116,938  

2020  €289,647,476   €2,200,466,216   €1,517,086,743   €1,859,293,513   €345,566,601   €6,212,060,549  

2021  €388,927,983   €2,048,088,104   €1,445,145,690   €1,743,953,645   €310,904,063   €5,937,019,484  

2022  €474,377,430   €1,917,917,512   €1,378,031,449   €1,635,839,813   €279,605,276   €5,685,771,479  

2023  €550,761,566   €1,813,755,923   €1,325,428,017   €1,540,615,172   €250,377,419   €5,480,938,097  

2024  €626,892,692   €1,754,008,956   €1,293,757,434   €1,461,303,960   €223,346,940   €5,359,309,982  

2025  €706,531,701   €1,724,507,954   €1,275,799,742   €1,392,696,701   €197,942,131   €5,297,478,228  

2026  €788,944,716   €1,711,387,016   €1,265,110,327   €1,329,790,538   €173,933,548   €5,269,166,145  

2027  €866,591,492   €1,699,989,516   €1,253,771,089   €1,268,377,128   €151,050,923   €5,239,780,148  
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Table III.4.5: Scenario 1: Offline retail sales on electronics per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €185,998,260   €1,567,326,562   €1,163,816,625   €1,275,825,538   €223,292,124   €4,416,259,109  

2017  €228,072,399   €1,520,417,964   €1,101,586,227   €1,168,603,876   €195,725,520   €4,214,405,986  

2018  €266,343,341   €1,442,153,198   €1,030,377,380   €1,061,817,322   €168,798,105   €3,969,489,347  

2019  €300,055,651   €1,323,893,553   €947,441,042   €958,103,647   €142,542,530   €3,672,036,421  

2020  €356,374,697   €1,230,154,375   €885,559,394   €886,045,529   €129,271,185   €3,487,405,179  

2021  €408,004,888   €1,168,298,067   €842,874,290   €826,745,556   €117,555,506   €3,363,478,306  

2022  €461,612,246   €1,144,064,773   €814,891,539   €775,974,607   €107,525,582   €3,304,068,747  

2023  €515,510,757   €1,125,960,082   €792,603,065   €727,438,419   €97,770,925   €3,259,283,247  

2024  €569,750,898   €1,114,875,815   €774,782,795   €681,182,249   €88,375,755   €3,228,967,510  

2025  €626,020,647   €1,110,619,927   €760,645,475   €637,357,907   €79,291,646   €3,213,935,602  

2026  €682,654,344   €1,110,162,755   €748,444,673   €595,342,265   €70,471,469   €3,207,075,506  

2027  €740,767,698   €1,114,147,146   €737,349,137   €554,505,896   €61,898,749   €3,208,668,626  

 

Table III.4.6: Scenario 2: Offline retail sales on electronics per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €185,998,260   €1,567,326,562   €1,163,816,625   €1,275,825,538   €223,292,124   €4,416,259,109  

2017  €226,438,560   €1,493,690,589   €1,085,267,762   €1,154,550,109   €194,223,649   €4,154,170,669  

2018  €261,141,198   €1,371,214,258   €990,728,308   €1,030,786,374   €165,786,500   €3,819,656,638  

2019  €288,155,906   €1,184,805,441   €875,760,603   €907,862,243   €138,182,579   €3,394,766,772  

2020  €329,502,253   €1,043,761,718   €794,109,468   €825,758,718   €124,290,839   €3,117,422,996  

2021  €363,090,725   €948,270,576   €739,682,002   €762,262,030   €112,452,719   €2,925,758,052  

2022  €398,964,011   €910,979,379   €706,844,640   €712,878,914   €102,789,494   €2,832,456,438  

2023  €433,995,140   €883,965,155   €682,047,207   €667,173,215   €93,465,649   €2,760,646,365  

2024  €469,157,564   €868,589,457   €664,011,479   €625,192,167   €84,558,224   €2,711,508,892  

2025  €507,050,900   €864,891,529   €651,848,443   €586,971,173   €75,978,176   €2,686,740,222  

2026  €545,459,936   €867,695,486   €642,855,101   €551,190,208   €67,622,798   €2,674,823,529  

2027  €586,137,501   €877,598,338   €635,851,983   €517,107,587   €59,456,843   €2,676,152,252  
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Table III.4.7: Scenario 1: Offline retail sales on fashion per generation (2016-2027) 

 

Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €348,879,812   €2,762,873,134   €2,120,327,849   €2,481,757,936   €601,405,247   €8,315,243,978  

2017  €422,895,021   €2,751,481,209   €2,047,280,235   €2,344,897,846   €536,729,452   €8,103,283,761  

2018  €482,500,727   €2,685,115,931   €1,950,569,959   €2,187,734,718   €470,045,651   €7,775,966,986  

2019  €527,803,247   €2,573,940,273   €1,839,876,588   €2,021,132,091   €403,713,655   €7,366,465,854  

2020  €627,155,300   €2,474,268,359   €1,747,033,861   €1,895,072,266   €366,639,787   €7,110,169,573  

2021  €725,548,477   €2,412,249,009   €1,676,099,326   €1,790,856,400   €333,680,182   €6,938,433,394  

2022  €832,013,279   €2,389,241,342   €1,628,294,685   €1,703,070,880   €305,110,154   €6,857,730,340  

2023  €941,240,307   €2,372,974,496   €1,587,077,128   €1,620,234,416   €277,675,649   €6,799,201,996  

2024  €1,052,787,764   €2,364,820,645   €1,550,980,983   €1,542,177,348   €251,522,620   €6,762,289,360  

2025  €1,168,854,004   €2,364,101,847   €1,519,336,873   €1,469,399,291   €226,463,225   €6,748,155,241  

2026  €1,286,150,883   €2,367,704,164   €1,489,955,560   €1,399,654,391   €202,252,501   €6,745,717,499  

2027  €1,406,642,875   €2,376,498,253   €1,462,234,792   €1,332,323,744   €178,833,077   €6,756,532,741  

 

Table III.4.8:  Scenario 2: Offline retail sales on fashion per generation (2016-2027) 

 

Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €400,745,276   €3,211,169,685   €2,444,919,291   €2,724,580,427   €645,365,698   €9,426,780,378  

2017  €505,000,246   €3,324,824,722   €2,434,727,863   €2,625,755,143   €586,597,321   €9,476,905,295  

2018  €610,591,928   €3,433,649,509   €2,422,618,219   €2,524,351,077   €527,132,192   €9,518,342,925  

2019  €718,554,543   €3,532,688,739   €2,408,339,463   €2,420,684,650   €466,213,692   €9,546,481,087  

2020  €899,864,255   €3,553,343,511   €2,353,506,722   €2,328,859,284   €430,420,916   €9,565,994,688  

2021  €1,081,516,396   €3,570,578,966   €2,298,641,130   €2,235,898,653   €395,511,942   €9,582,147,087  

2022  €1,265,664,998   €3,574,974,317   €2,252,362,906   €2,137,629,679   €361,557,221   €9,592,189,121  

2023  €1,454,347,068   €3,577,747,728   €2,206,387,671   €2,038,789,301   €328,605,930   €9,605,877,699  

2024  €1,645,143,094   €3,579,327,078   €2,159,787,189   €1,938,786,101   €296,759,804   €9,619,803,266  

2025  €1,838,700,949   €3,578,523,370   €2,112,121,655   €1,838,079,731   €266,149,990   €9,633,575,695  

2026  €2,033,949,835   €3,576,072,642   €2,063,093,006   €1,737,212,477   €236,935,628   €9,647,263,589  

2027  €2,231,453,035   €3,572,674,742   €2,013,562,610   €1,635,825,082   €209,215,338   €9,662,730,807  
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Appendix III.5: Distribution retail sales 
Table III.5.1: Scenario 1: Distribution retail sales for groceries per generation (2016-2027) 

 City Centre Shopping centre Retail park Online Total 

2016  €8,789,933,575   €13,690,574,284   €11,121,956,616   €584,305,300   €34,186,769,774  

2017  €8,980,863,017   €13,725,305,012   €10,843,773,314   €821,795,014   €34,371,736,356  

2018  €9,140,852,835   €13,722,915,501   €10,548,403,840   €1,115,928,384   €34,528,100,560  

2019  €9,258,518,127   €13,673,155,330   €10,236,929,146   €1,478,520,648   €34,647,123,252  

2020  €9,335,548,961   €13,578,335,671   €9,913,979,433   €1,910,538,668   €34,738,402,733  

2021  €9,410,228,073   €13,488,122,489   €9,599,295,380   €2,314,504,299   €34,812,150,242  

2022  €9,489,128,163   €13,403,645,478   €9,291,777,016   €2,691,720,762   €34,876,271,420  

2023  €9,587,155,903   €13,345,876,530   €9,000,372,580   €3,012,823,509   €34,946,228,521  

2024  €9,726,099,207   €13,339,293,230   €8,735,576,740   €3,213,164,973   €35,014,134,150  

2025  €9,895,781,715   €13,369,552,478   €8,488,943,473   €3,322,658,120   €35,076,935,786  

2026  €10,062,425,583   €13,398,029,830   €8,245,747,002   €3,436,145,441   €35,142,347,855  

2027  €10,226,981,259   €13,424,838,417   €8,004,367,295   €3,553,734,180   €35,209,921,151  

 

Table III.5.2: Scenario 2: Distribution retail sales for groceries per generation (2016-2027) 

 City Centre Shopping centre Retail park Online Total 

2016  €8,789,933,575   €13,690,574,284   €11,121,956,616   €584,305,300   €34,186,769,774  

2017  €8,961,957,947   €13,699,479,935   €10,828,176,131   €882,122,344   €34,371,736,356  

2018  €9,088,371,746   €13,653,225,024   €10,508,471,653   €1,278,032,138   €34,528,100,560  

2019  €9,151,584,669   €13,534,776,519   €10,161,822,090   €1,798,939,973   €34,647,123,252  

2020  €9,147,866,733   €13,341,638,900   €9,790,395,822   €2,458,501,278   €34,738,402,733  

2021  €9,131,076,521   €13,144,252,013   €9,426,191,703   €3,110,630,005   €34,812,150,242  

2022  €9,112,229,319   €12,947,648,019   €9,069,910,339   €3,746,483,743   €34,876,271,420  

2023  €9,116,486,920   €12,786,314,773   €8,737,003,600   €4,306,423,228   €34,946,228,521  

2024  €9,188,981,589   €12,711,349,641   €8,449,507,983   €4,664,294,937   €35,014,134,150  

2025  €9,316,491,926   €12,703,239,499   €8,195,227,057   €4,861,977,304   €35,076,935,786  

2026  €9,437,926,896   €12,691,330,861   €7,944,653,943   €5,068,436,155   €35,142,347,855  

2027  €9,554,194,900   €12,675,544,029   €7,696,174,553   €5,284,007,668   €35,209,921,151  
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Table III.5.3: Scenario 1: Distribution retail sales for home and garden per generation (2016-2027) 

 City Centre Shopping centre Retail park Online Total 

2016  €948,051,727   €3,129,790,454   €3,071,941,471   €675,358,000   €7,825,141,652  

2017  €946,820,974   €3,095,539,867   €2,998,017,631   €836,740,060   €7,877,118,532  

2018  €941,414,137   €3,050,222,787   €2,916,845,098   €1,013,012,960   €7,921,494,981  

2019  €930,358,333   €2,990,098,483   €2,826,292,636   €1,206,192,516   €7,952,941,968  

2020  €914,755,717   €2,918,488,309   €2,729,682,894   €1,412,759,772   €7,975,686,692  

2021  €902,336,769   €2,858,618,874   €2,645,799,959   €1,588,448,838   €7,995,204,439  

2022  €892,527,951   €2,806,682,816   €2,568,953,083   €1,740,221,285   €8,008,385,135  

2023  €886,881,216   €2,768,285,345   €2,504,808,561   €1,862,253,129   €8,022,228,251  

2024  €888,268,961   €2,751,266,651   €2,459,000,445   €1,935,006,269   €8,033,542,326  

2025  €894,579,875   €2,748,987,037   €2,425,659,256   €1,973,720,529   €8,042,946,697  

2026  €903,709,704   €2,755,105,060   €2,399,451,803   €1,994,801,427   €8,053,067,994  

2027  €912,536,422   €2,760,617,186   €2,373,313,772   €2,015,902,712   €8,062,370,091  

 

Table III.5.4: Scenario 2: Distribution retail sales for home and garden per generation (2016-2027) 

 City Centre Shopping centre Retail park Online Total 

2016 €948,051,727 €3,129,790,454 €3,071,941,471 €675,358,000 €7,825,141,652 

2017 €939,115,175 €3,071,241,799 €2,975,857,160 €890,904,398 €7,877,118,532 

2018 €922,602,219 €2,991,921,680 €2,865,070,443 €1,141,900,639 €7,921,494,981 

2019 €896,318,865 €2,886,303,337 €2,736,494,735 €1,433,825,031 €7,952,941,968 

2020 €861,051,924 €2,757,323,690 €2,593,684,936 €1,763,626,143 €7,975,686,692 

2021 €828,898,378 €2,641,426,333 €2,466,694,773 €2,058,184,955 €7,995,204,439 

2022 €799,932,262 €2,535,915,894 €2,349,923,323 €2,322,613,656 €8,008,385,135 

2023 €777,195,879 €2,450,963,519 €2,252,778,699 €2,541,290,153 €8,022,228,251 

2024 €767,106,477 €2,404,180,511 €2,188,022,995 €2,674,232,343 €8,033,542,326 

2025 €766,328,174 €2,384,994,486 €2,146,155,568 €2,745,468,469 €8,042,946,697 

2026 €770,797,632 €2,381,285,653 €2,117,082,860 €2,783,901,849 €8,053,067,994 

2027 €774,851,397 €2,376,790,368 €2,088,138,382 €2,822,589,943 €8,062,370,091 
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Table III.5.5: Scenario 1: Distribution retail sales for electronics per generation (2016-2027) 

 City Centre Shopping centre Retail park Online Total 

2016 €1,072,670,263 €1,312,647,959 €2,030,940,887 €837,621,200 €5,253,880,309 

2017 €1,035,313,672 €1,249,138,394 €1,929,953,920 €1,066,360,920 €5,280,766,905 

2018 €984,684,518 €1,173,685,652 €1,811,119,177 €1,332,674,985 €5,302,164,332 

2019 €917,669,475 €1,083,672,345 €1,670,694,602 €1,643,669,325 €5,315,705,746 

2020 €878,968,230 €1,026,500,435 €1,581,936,514 €1,836,234,613 €5,323,639,793 

2021 €855,257,800 €987,475,639 €1,520,744,868 €1,965,774,529 €5,329,252,835 

2022 €849,426,376 €966,931,779 €1,487,710,592 €2,027,294,276 €5,331,363,023 

2023 €847,117,118 €950,839,071 €1,461,327,058 €2,075,683,491 €5,334,966,738 

2024 €848,517,656 €939,030,807 €1,441,419,048 €2,108,923,667 €5,337,891,177 

2025 €854,063,598 €931,634,526 €1,428,237,478 €2,126,068,337 €5,340,003,940 

2026 €861,743,712 €926,616,898 €1,418,714,895 €2,135,192,204 €5,342,267,709 

2027 €871,927,830 €923,935,542 €1,412,805,253 €2,136,252,864 €5,344,921,490 

 

Table III.5.6: Scenario 2: Distribution retail sales for electronics per generation (2016-2027) 

 City Centre Shopping centre Retail park Online Total 

2016  €1,072,670,263   €1,312,647,959   €2,030,940,887   €837,621,200   €5,253,880,309  

2017  €1,020,057,709   €1,231,374,025   €1,902,738,935   €1,126,596,237   €5,280,766,905  

2018  €945,851,258   €1,129,777,340   €1,744,028,039   €1,482,507,694   €5,302,164,332  

2019  €844,212,649   €1,002,922,708   €1,547,631,415   €1,920,938,974   €5,315,705,746  

2020  €778,939,859   €919,493,505   €1,418,989,632   €2,206,216,797   €5,323,639,793  

2021  €734,730,403   €861,708,836   €1,329,318,813   €2,403,494,784   €5,329,252,835  

2022  €717,849,455   €832,038,685   €1,282,568,298   €2,498,906,584   €5,331,363,023  

2023  €706,166,186   €808,887,112   €1,245,593,067   €2,574,320,373   €5,334,966,738  

2024  €700,345,894   €792,423,189   €1,218,739,809   €2,626,382,285   €5,337,891,177  

2025  €701,177,063   €782,982,917   €1,202,580,242   €2,653,263,718   €5,340,003,940  

2026  €705,425,876   €777,274,192   €1,192,123,461   €2,667,444,180   €5,342,267,709  

2027  €713,594,516   €775,240,728   €1,187,317,008   €2,668,769,238   €5,344,921,490  
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Table III.5.7: Scenario 1: Distribution retail sales for fashion per generation (2016-2027) 

 City Centre Shopping centre Retail park Online Total 

2016  €3,777,456,949   €2,119,132,308   €2,418,654,721   €1,111,536,400   €9,426,780,378  

2017  €3,702,512,718   €2,068,418,938   €2,332,352,106   €1,373,621,534   €9,476,905,295  

2018  €3,571,183,330   €1,987,827,269   €2,216,956,387   €1,742,375,939   €9,518,342,925  

2019  €3,398,199,617   €1,885,815,589   €2,082,450,648   €2,180,015,233   €9,546,481,087  

2020  €3,296,398,683   €1,821,869,612   €1,991,901,278   €2,455,825,115   €9,565,994,688  

2021  €3,233,753,405   €1,779,650,675   €1,925,029,313   €2,643,713,693   €9,582,147,087  

2022  €3,214,391,413   €1,761,030,980   €1,882,307,947   €2,734,458,781   €9,592,189,121  

2023  €3,205,265,184   €1,748,154,155   €1,845,782,657   €2,806,675,703   €9,605,877,699  

2024  €3,206,312,426   €1,740,836,193   €1,815,140,741   €2,857,513,906   €9,619,803,266  

2025  €3,218,238,799   €1,739,350,976   €1,790,565,466   €2,885,420,454   €9,633,575,695  

2026  €3,235,665,009   €1,740,841,209   €1,769,211,281   €2,901,546,089   €9,647,263,589  

2027  €3,259,649,027   €1,745,715,460   €1,751,168,255   €2,906,198,066   €9,662,730,807  

 

Table III.5.8: Scenario 2: Distribution retail sales for fashion per generation (2016-2027) 

 City Centre Shopping centre Retail park Online Sum 

2016  €3,777,456,949   €2,119,132,308   €2,418,654,721   €1,111,536,400   €9,426,780,378  

2017  €3,661,752,642   €2,046,055,060   €2,308,772,048   €1,460,325,545   €9,476,905,295  

2018  €3,457,026,289   €1,925,680,119   €2,152,282,596   €1,983,353,920   €9,518,342,925  

2019  €3,174,279,842   €1,764,791,171   €1,957,993,843   €2,649,416,230   €9,546,481,087  

2020  €2,988,260,748   €1,656,392,596   €1,823,816,742   €3,097,524,603   €9,565,994,688  

2021  €2,861,508,500   €1,580,852,267   €1,725,729,688   €3,414,056,633   €9,582,147,087  

2022  €2,808,522,583   €1,544,984,221   €1,668,376,345   €3,570,305,972   €9,592,189,121  

2023  €2,771,621,727   €1,518,096,822   €1,620,867,506   €3,695,291,643   €9,605,877,699  

2024  €2,752,170,257   €1,500,716,015   €1,583,488,192   €3,783,428,802   €9,619,803,266  

2025  €2,751,916,891   €1,493,631,253   €1,556,787,235   €3,831,240,317   €9,633,575,695  

2026  €2,761,513,604   €1,491,875,678   €1,535,720,571   €3,858,153,736   €9,647,263,589  

2027  €2,782,201,126   €1,495,897,672   €1,520,292,591   €3,864,339,418   €9,662,730,807  
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Appendix III.6: Expected consequences for retail parks 
Table III.6.1: Scenario 1: Grocery sales realized in retail parks shops per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €145,528,882   €1,279,035,203   €2,015,365,975   €5,948,904,431   €1,733,122,125   €11,121,956,616  

2017  €182,300,691   €1,316,853,347   €2,000,703,019   €5,731,553,829   €1,612,362,427   €10,843,773,314  

2018  €218,784,154   €1,348,106,449   €1,981,389,855   €5,506,209,167   €1,493,914,214   €10,548,403,840  

2019  €255,136,155   €1,369,553,701   €1,956,249,952   €5,277,662,569   €1,378,326,768   €10,236,929,146  

2020  €320,261,653   €1,352,638,279   €1,924,537,365   €5,048,971,061   €1,267,571,075   €9,913,979,433  

2021  €382,781,166   €1,336,539,339   €1,895,865,340   €4,823,240,355   €1,160,869,180   €9,599,295,380  

2022  €443,611,278   €1,322,976,398   €1,866,791,686   €4,599,989,938   €1,058,407,717   €9,291,777,016  

2023  €504,344,885   €1,313,109,153   €1,842,091,806   €4,381,088,817   €959,737,918   €9,000,372,580  

2024  €566,232,590   €1,310,800,750   €1,824,099,062   €4,169,254,809   €865,189,528   €8,735,576,740  

2025  €630,020,939   €1,313,414,631   €1,810,323,720   €3,960,460,894   €774,723,288   €8,488,943,473  

2026  €693,120,283   €1,315,744,296   €1,796,018,580   €3,752,448,348   €688,415,494   €8,245,747,002  

2027  €755,598,749   €1,318,102,077   €1,781,137,078   €3,543,000,875   €606,528,514   €8,004,367,295  

 

Table III.6.2: Scenario 2: Grocery sales realized in retail parks shops per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €145,528,882   €1,279,035,203   €2,015,365,975   €5,948,904,431   €1,733,122,125   €11,121,956,616  

2017  €182,031,848   €1,313,464,436   €1,996,780,183   €5,724,869,774   €1,611,029,891   €10,828,176,131  

2018  €217,910,483   €1,338,489,631   €1,971,146,605   €5,490,026,814   €1,490,898,120   €10,508,471,653  

2019  €253,112,536   €1,349,594,717   €1,936,491,868   €5,249,230,094   €1,373,392,875   €10,161,822,090  

2020  €314,868,941   €1,318,395,725   €1,892,586,205   €5,004,100,334   €1,260,444,618   €9,790,395,822  

2021  €372,015,772   €1,286,956,214   €1,852,025,760   €4,763,189,960   €1,152,003,996   €9,426,191,703  

2022  €425,283,454   €1,258,417,554   €1,810,985,609   €4,526,848,946   €1,048,374,776   €9,069,910,339  

2023  €476,734,142   €1,235,529,718   €1,776,592,766   €4,299,041,959   €949,105,016   €8,737,003,600  

2024  €529,423,736   €1,225,760,977   €1,753,931,739   €4,085,659,777   €854,731,753   €8,449,507,983  

2025  €584,704,129   €1,225,453,258   €1,739,397,594   €3,880,797,025   €764,875,051   €8,195,227,057  

2026  €638,174,129   €1,225,031,303   €1,724,667,554   €3,677,667,709   €679,113,248   €7,944,653,943  

2027  €689,846,518   €1,224,879,214   €1,709,551,420   €3,474,219,169   €597,678,232   €7,696,174,553  
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Table III.6.3: Scenario 1: Home and garden sales realized in retail parks shops per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €30,482,591   €698,603,016   €856,928,269   €1,196,058,014   €289,869,582   €3,071,941,471  

2017  €37,971,754   €717,633,612   €837,787,571   €1,145,259,592   €259,365,102   €2,998,017,631  

2018  €45,304,599   €731,142,111   €816,541,022   €1,094,526,298   €229,331,068   €2,916,845,098  

2019  €52,522,802   €736,915,254   €792,424,176   €1,044,772,796   €199,657,608   €2,826,292,636  

2020  €90,471,024   €705,035,933   €765,070,473   €988,019,888   €181,085,577   €2,729,682,894  

2021  €125,708,395   €677,384,990   €742,391,071   €936,453,150   €163,862,353   €2,645,799,959  

2022  €159,019,305   €654,220,161   €721,272,278   €886,454,493   €147,986,846   €2,568,953,083  

2023  €191,269,419   €635,636,312   €704,559,583   €840,442,886   €132,900,361   €2,504,808,561  

2024  €223,525,503   €624,213,486   €693,550,526   €799,061,668   €118,649,262   €2,459,000,445  

2025  €256,397,559   €617,328,864   €686,035,825   €760,789,200   €105,107,807   €2,425,659,256  

2026  €289,856,628   €612,806,874   €680,275,060   €724,232,685   €92,280,556   €2,399,451,803  

2027  €322,466,270   €608,483,228   €674,145,339   €688,109,405   €80,109,530   €2,373,313,772  

 

Table III.6.4: Scenario 2: Home and garden sales realized in retail parks shops per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €30,482,591   €698,603,016   €856,928,269   €1,196,058,014   €289,869,582   €3,071,941,471  

2017  €37,826,902   €710,743,476   €831,105,496   €1,137,927,516   €258,253,770   €2,975,857,160  

2018  €44,871,711   €713,488,736   €800,910,642   €1,078,643,425   €227,155,930   €2,865,070,443  

2019  €51,595,276   €703,591,796   €765,273,311   €1,019,462,037   €196,572,315   €2,736,494,735  

2020  €85,989,094   €653,263,408   €724,578,743   €952,772,298   €177,081,393   €2,593,684,936  

2021  €115,462,995   €608,026,156   €690,218,837   €893,667,788   €159,318,997   €2,466,694,773  

2022  €140,830,799   €569,381,761   €658,164,274   €838,266,173   €143,280,316   €2,349,923,323  

2023  €163,507,340   €538,458,790   €633,040,247   €789,469,466   €128,302,857   €2,252,778,699  

2024  €186,108,768   €520,721,409   €617,913,998   €748,827,403   €114,451,417   €2,188,022,995  

2025  €209,751,599   €511,963,299   €609,337,190   €713,670,449   €101,433,032   €2,146,155,568  

2026  €234,217,963   €508,068,020   €604,231,798   €681,434,953   €89,130,127   €2,117,082,860  

2027  €257,269,349   €504,684,388   €598,816,042   €649,964,399   €77,404,204   €2,088,138,382  
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Table III.6.5: Scenario 1: Electronic sales realized in retail parks shops per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €73,534,196   €619,640,734   €581,908,313   €643,273,380   €112,584,264   €2,030,940,887  

2017  €90,168,158   €601,095,474   €550,793,114   €589,212,038   €98,685,136   €1,929,953,920  

2018  €105,298,530   €570,153,590   €515,188,690   €535,370,078   €85,108,288   €1,811,119,177  

2019  €118,626,653   €523,399,777   €473,720,521   €483,077,469   €71,870,183   €1,670,694,602  

2020  €140,892,322   €486,340,102   €442,779,697   €446,745,645   €65,178,749   €1,581,936,514  

2021  €161,304,258   €461,885,282   €421,437,145   €416,846,499   €59,271,684   €1,520,744,868  

2022  €182,497,865   €452,304,678   €407,445,770   €391,247,701   €54,214,579   €1,487,710,592  

2023  €203,806,578   €445,147,009   €396,301,532   €366,775,673   €49,296,265   €1,461,327,058  

2024  €225,250,355   €440,764,857   €387,391,397   €343,453,235   €44,559,204   €1,441,419,048  

2025  €247,496,535   €439,082,297   €380,322,738   €321,356,928   €39,978,981   €1,428,237,478  

2026  €269,886,601   €438,901,554   €374,222,337   €300,172,571   €35,531,833   €1,418,714,895  

2027  €292,861,648   €440,476,779   €368,674,568   €279,582,805   €31,209,453   €1,412,805,253  

 

Table III.6.6: Scenario 2: Electronic sales realized in retail parks shops per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €73,534,196   €619,640,734   €581,908,313   €643,273,380   €112,584,264   €2,030,940,887  

2017  €89,522,221   €590,528,837   €542,633,881   €582,126,105   €97,927,890   €1,902,738,935  

2018  €103,241,869   €542,107,962   €495,364,154   €519,724,222   €83,589,832   €1,744,028,039  

2019  €113,922,102   €468,411,454   €437,880,301   €457,745,669   €69,671,888   €1,547,631,415  

2020  €130,268,333   €412,649,981   €397,054,734   €416,348,933   €62,667,650   €1,418,989,632  

2021  €143,547,496   €374,897,670   €369,841,001   €384,333,796   €56,698,850   €1,329,318,813  

2022  €157,729,958   €360,154,638   €353,422,320   €359,434,747   €51,826,636   €1,282,568,298  

2023  €171,579,474   €349,474,596   €341,023,604   €336,389,856   €47,125,537   €1,245,593,067  

2024  €185,480,898   €343,395,832   €332,005,739   €315,222,941   €42,634,399   €1,218,739,809  

2025  €200,461,984   €341,933,860   €325,924,222   €295,951,852   €38,308,324   €1,202,580,242  

2026  €215,646,951   €343,042,401   €321,427,550   €277,911,029   €34,095,529   €1,192,123,461  

2027  €231,728,780   €346,957,483   €317,925,991   €260,726,515   €29,978,240   €1,187,317,008  
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Table III.6.7: Scenario 1: Fashion sales realized in retail parks shops per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €66,004,289   €522,705,728   €694,376,372   €914,063,108   €221,505,225   €2,418,654,721  

2017  €80,007,166   €520,550,499   €670,454,346   €863,655,791   €197,684,304   €2,332,352,106  

2018  €91,283,921   €507,994,906   €638,783,144   €805,770,606   €173,123,810   €2,216,956,387  

2019  €99,854,668   €486,961,673   €602,532,684   €744,408,733   €148,692,889   €2,082,450,648  

2020  €118,651,003   €468,104,825   €572,128,048   €697,979,291   €135,038,111   €1,991,901,278  

2021  €137,265,928   €456,371,434   €548,898,025   €659,595,258   €122,898,668   €1,925,029,313  

2022  €157,407,918   €452,018,632   €533,242,704   €627,262,731   €112,375,962   €1,882,307,947  

2023  €178,072,491   €448,941,121   €519,744,557   €596,753,005   €102,271,484   €1,845,782,657  

2024  €199,176,063   €447,398,500   €507,923,597   €568,003,591   €92,638,990   €1,815,140,741  

2025  €221,134,541   €447,262,512   €497,560,613   €541,198,504   €83,409,295   €1,790,565,466  

2026  €243,325,843   €447,944,031   €487,938,663   €515,510,568   €74,492,176   €1,769,211,281  

2027  €266,121,625   €449,607,778   €478,860,517   €490,711,832   €65,866,504   €1,751,168,255  

 

Table III.6.8: Scenario 2: Fashion sales realized in retail parks shops per generation (2016-2027) 

 
Generation Z 

(After 1994) 

Generation Y 

(1977-1994) 

Generation X 

(1965-1976) 

Baby Boomers 

(1945-1964) 

Maturists (Before 

1944) Total 

2016  €66,004,289   €522,705,728   €694,376,372   €914,063,108   €221,505,225   €2,418,654,721  

2017  €78,987,813   €513,685,374   €663,322,336   €856,310,908   €196,465,618   €2,308,772,048  

2018  €87,809,113   €488,511,034   €619,979,103   €785,861,340   €170,122,007   €2,152,282,596  

2019  €91,818,466   €448,420,135   €567,801,179   €706,242,889   €143,711,174   €1,957,993,843  

2020  €104,724,915   €415,909,211   €526,745,511   €647,537,680   €128,899,424   €1,823,816,742  

2021  €117,010,906   €394,389,763   €496,229,613   €601,803,450   €116,295,955   €1,725,729,688  

2022  €131,532,735   €386,170,733   €476,464,234   €568,119,602   €106,089,042   €1,668,376,345  

2023  €146,370,613   €380,409,096   €459,806,957   €537,846,312   €96,434,528   €1,620,867,506  

2024  €161,728,020   €377,497,545   €445,870,513   €511,018,206   €87,373,909   €1,583,488,192  

2025  €178,300,182   €377,376,910   €434,542,038   €487,789,794   €78,778,310   €1,556,787,235  

2026  €195,232,726   €378,853,266   €424,644,343   €466,526,989   €70,463,247   €1,535,720,571  

2027  €213,075,694   €382,069,402   €415,883,668   €446,887,263   €62,376,564   €1,520,292,591  
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Appendix III.7: Expert interviews 
The expert interviews serve to verify the quality of the approach, model and the assumptions that are 

made in this research paper. Particularly with regard to the assumptions and modelling potential future 

impact on retail parks, two scenarios are developed based on several assumptions that had to be made 

because there was no data sufficient available. The following four assumptions and results were discussed 

with the experts: 

1. Expenditures per cohort 
The results show that the cohorts between 25 and 65 years old have the highest expenditures for all four 

product categories. This observation is realistic considering that these cohorts have on average the highest 

purchasing power. Therefore, the method is plausible and can be used to assess the differences in 

expenditures between the age cohorts. 

2. Online share retail sales 
The results show that the younger cohorts shop more online in comparison to the older cohorts and their 

online share in retail sales will also increase more rapidly in the near future. Therefore, the younger cohorts 

will visit the physical retail locations less often in the near future to purchase a product, in comparison to 

the older cohorts. 

The current exponential trend for the online share in total retail sales will continue for approximately 5 

years to catch up with the frontrunner countries. After this period, this will slow down. This trend shows 

an s-curve, which is most likely according the theory of technological diffusion. Therefore, the decrease of 

the retail sales realized in the physical stores will be considerably larger in the near future, for all four 

product categories. 

3. Distribution offline retail sales 
The results show that the younger the generation, the less they shop at retail parks. Therefore, the shift 

between generations shows that the relative attractiveness of retail parks will decrease. In addition, when 

e-commerce will grow, it will have the highest impact on the retail park locations. Therefore, the results 

give a good indication of how the distribution of the total retail sales will develop in the near future. 

4. Impact for the Belgian retail park market 
For all four product categories, the impact will be the highest for the retail park locations. This is mainly 

due to the shift in generations. The younger generations shop less in retail park locations, while the oldest 

generations shop here more often. Moreover, the purchasing power of the oldest generations is expected 

to decrease, as this will increase for the youngest cohorts. Therefore, the relative attractiveness of the 

Belgian retail parks will decrease in the near future. 

The results show that the younger generations are more experience oriented, while the older generations 

are more convenience oriented. In addition, the amount of consumers and the purchasing power of the 

younger generations will increase, while this is the opposite for the oldest generations. This emphasizes 

that experience is becoming more important for the Belgian consumers. Therefore, the retail parks that 

offer catering facilities and a wider variety of retailers will probably have a more prosperous future in 2027. 
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Per subject, the assumptions, results and conclusions are discussed. After the conclusions, the opinion of 

the experts is asked, whether they agree on the used method and the conclusions. In addition, they are 

asked to motivate their opinion. Per expert, the main results of the experts’ interviews are summarized. 

Senior Manager Research & Strategy at Redevco 

1. Expenditures per cohort 

Opinion: 

Agree 

Motivation: 

The use of the disposable income and the assumptions per age cohort are plausible, 

despite the lack of data and the limited academic literature. 

2. Online share retail sales 
Opinion: 

Agree 

Motivation: 

The differences between the age cohorts and their growth in online retail sales is 

plausible. 

The s-curve for online retail sales is the most likely trend for all four product 

categories, however the shape of the s-curve might be different per product category. 

For product category groceries, the exponential growth might be higher but will take 

more time till the online share within these category is diffused. On the contrary, the 

exponential growth might be for a shorter period for electronics and fashion.  

As a result, the range between the pessimistic and optimistic scenario’s might be 

higher for groceries and lower for electronics and fashion. 

3. Distribution offline retail sales 
Opinion: 

Partially 

agree 

Motivation: 

The analysed differences between the generations is based on the Consumer Survey 

(2016). Therefore, it is less certain that this 2016 ‘picture’ will reflect the 10 year 

future situation, as their shopping behaviour and the locations were they buy their 

products most likely will change in the future. In addition, expected technologies in 

retail will change the way consumers shop, especially for the younger generations. 

However, it can be assumed that the younger cohorts shop less in retail park shops 

when they get older in comparison to the current older cohorts. 

4. Impact for the Belgian retail park market 
Opinion: 

Agree 

Motivation: 

The decline in retail sales realized in retail park shops is realistic and thus today’s 

traditional retail park concept will most likely not survive in the near future. 

Therefore, today’s retail parks have to redefine their added value for the (future) 
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consumer. The challenge is to identify those current retail parks that have the intrinsic 

quality and capability to adapt and continue to meet (future) consumer demand. 

 

Portfolio Director at Redevco Belgium 

1. Expenditures per cohort 

Opinion 

Agree 

Motivation 

The differences between the age cohorts based on their average disposable income 

and the redistribution based on assumptions is logical and looks plausible.  

2. Online share retail sales 
Opinion 

Agree 

Motivation 

The differences between the age cohorts and their trend in online retail sales is 

plausible and most likely. 

The current growth is expected to grow and will be stabilised in the near future (s-

curve). The period of stabilising might be earlier for electronics and fashion, as the 

online share for these product categories started earlier to grow in comparison to 

groceries and home & garden. However, the range might be smaller for fashion and 

electronics in 2027. For groceries, a share of 10% is realistic in 2027. 

3. Distribution offline retail sales 
Opinion 

Partially 

agree 

Motivation 

The distribution of the offline retail sales is most likely for home & garden, fashion 

and electronics. The distribution of groceries might be questionable when the share 

of shopping centres is the highest. The convenience and efficiency of grocery 

shopping is much lower at shopping centres in comparison to the retail parks. In 

addition, the increase of retail sales for groceries in high street locations is reasonable.  

4. Impact for the Belgian retail park market 
Opinion 

Agree 

Motivation 

The impact of the increasing share in online retail sales is expected to be the highest 

for retail parks. In 2027, the larger retail parks that have a good mix of retailers and 

tenants that offer the added value for the parks, will have a future. In addition, the 

location of the retail parks is also very important and the marketing is important as 

well. The traditional retail parks will not have a future and adaptations are necessary 

to survive. 
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Managing Director at Q&A 

1. Expenditures per cohort 

Opinion: 

Agree 

Motivation: 

The assumptions and method looks plausible. Q&A produced research about the 

differences in expenditures per age category for the Dutch population, which can be 

compared with the findings of this research. 

2. Online share retail sales 
Opinion: 

Agree 

Motivation: 

The differences in the trend in online retail sales between the age cohorts are most 

likely. The assumption that the younger cohorts will increase more rapidly is realistic. 

The online retail sales are expected to increase exponential the upcoming years, for 

all four product categories. The adaption time of online retailing is expected to be 

much shorter in comparison to the surrounding countries, as Belgium is already able 

to adapt the methods and technologies that are proven successful. Therefore, the 

growth in online retail sales will be much higher than the observed trend in the 

frontrunner countries. After this period, the growth is expected to decrease and the 

online share will be stabilized (s-curve). 

The online share could be much higher for groceries, between 10-15% is more likely. 

Considering that the supermarkets are changing their business model and will invest 

more in their online services. The online share for home & garden is reasonable.  

3. Distribution offline retail sales 
Opinion: 

Agree 

Motivation: 

The differences between the generations are realistic and even when the youngest 

generation gets older, they will not have the same shopping behaviour as the 

generation above them. Therefore, it can be assumed that the distribution of the 

offline retail sales will mainly remain the same in the near future. In addition, the 

mobility needs will decrease and a smaller share of the younger generations will have 

a car in the near future; as a result, retail parks are less accessible for these 

generations. In addition, this trend also results in a shift from the retail park to the 

city centres, as can be seen for groceries. 

4. Impact for the Belgian retail park market 
Opinion: 

Agree 

Motivation: 

The shift between the generations is most likely and the decrease of approximately 

25-30% for all four product categories can also be expected. For future research, it 
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would be interesting to investigate the consequences of this research on the business 

model of the retailers.  

 

International Retail Expert 

1. Expenditures per cohort 

Opinion: 

Agree 

Motivation: 

The differences in expenditures between the cohorts are reasonable. The 

expenditures on fashion and electronics might even be lower for the older cohorts 

and higher for the youngest. The elderly have a much lower purchasing need for all 

four product categories in comparison to the younger cohorts. 

2. Online share retail sales 
Opinion: 

Agree 

Motivation: 

The differences between the cohorts in online retail sales are logical. 

The Belgians are conservative and new innovations are not expected in the near 

future. However, the online retail sales are expected to grow and the s-shape trend is 

acceptable. In addition, the online share for electronics and fashion might be lower in 

2027 (range between 40-50% is more likely). 

3. Distribution offline retail sales 
Opinion: 

Agree 

Motivation: 

The analysis from the Consumer Survey (2016), that the younger generations shop 

spend less in retail park shop in comparison to the older generations is logical. 

However, when they get older and have a busier lifestyle, they might shop more often 

in the retail park shops due their convenience. Although, it will be less often as the 

older generations. 

4. Impact for the Belgian retail park market 
Opinion: 

Agree 

Motivation: 

The decrease of 25-30% for all four product categories is reasonable. Therefore, the 

traditional retail park will have the need to be upgraded in order to be future proof. 

Adjustments are necessary, such as: smaller stores and a wider variety of retailers, 

food & beverage facilities and facilities for children’s. 

 

 

 


